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1 Introduction 
1.1  Research Motivation 
Modern economy is characterized by a growing tertiary sector with services generating most of the 
gross domestic product in developed countries (Destatis 2017). With the growing importance and 
heterogeneity of services comes a new wave of individualization and personalization demands from the 
customer. Previously, both private and corporate customers were limited in their selection and 
comparability of service providers for two specific reasons. First, due to the not yet established global 
trade and partially closed markets, services were obtained from service providers based, first and 
foremost, according to their geographical proximity (Menon et al. 1998). Second, due to the underlying 
information asymmetry (i.e., service providers having a better overview of market prices and existing 
competitors) the comparability of providers was not possible, resulting in an imbalance of power in 
service transactions (Jharkharia and Shankar 2007). In contrast, today’s advances in Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) provide the necessary information transparency needed for the 
selection of service providers. Additionally, globalization has led to more competitive (international) 
markets (Granados et al. 2006). All these changes have initiated new requirements for service design 
and service provision on the part of the providers. On the one hand, service providers need to exhibit a 
certain level of flexibility in order to satisfy customer’s current individualization requests, as well as 
being able to quickly adjust their service portfolios to the ever changing market trends and demands of 
the future (Bask et al. 2011; Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008). On the other hand, in order to remain 
profitable, competitive and cost-effective, in the long-term, service providers, need to standardize and 
simplify their internal operations (Böttcher and Klingner 2011). In fact, any additional request that is 
beyond the pre-defined standard scope of services (if there is any) often entails additional effort and 
thus needs a higher coverage for the invested expenses to be profitable for the company (Wang et al. 
2010).  
This conflict of interest is especially prominent in the area of professional services, since “cost efficiency 
is essential in [professional] service production and it can be expected to improve along with 
standardized service production” (Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008, p. 86). Professional services are 
characterized by high heterogeneity and complexity, high labor and knowledge intensiveness (Verma 
2000), and different strategically conditioned levels of standardization (Lampel and Mintzberg 1996). 
Moreover, professional services depend strongly on the internal know-how of their employees and their 
ability to transfer customer requirements into service offerings, thus setting new expectations of 
knowledge management and collaboration (Muller and Doloreux 2007; Von Nordenflycht 2010). 
Unlike the business-to-customer (B2C) context, professional services can often take the form of long-
lasting knowledge intensive projects involving numerous stakeholders and a close continuous 
interaction between providers and customers, with the level of individuality leading almost to a lot size 
of one (Barry et al. 2008). This heterogeneity of services and the need for customer-driven 
individualization cause numerous challenges for professional service providers, both internally (e.g., 
centralized knowledge management or effort estimation for the upcoming project) and externally (e.g., 
efficient communication of the service portfolio or optimal level of customer involvement), thus 
necessitating new architectural solutions (Stumpf et al. 2002; Verma 2000). Similarly, Holmlid and 
Evenson (2008) emphasize the importance of designing services carefully and predict that a successful 
service architecture can determine the overall competitiveness of the service provider. 
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The concept of service modularity has emerged as a promising solution to achieve a sound balance 
between growing customer requirements for individualization and a company’s necessity to standardize 
products or processes for cost efficiency reasons (Figure 1). The choice of an appropriate architectural 
approach has proven to be crucial to efficient service design, innovation, and delivery (Stumpf et al. 
2002; Voss and Hsuan 2009). In general, modularity describes an architectural concept, which aims to 
reduce the complexity of a composite system (e.g., combined product, complex service, hierarchical 
organization) by using independent self-contained constituents (modules), which can be exchanged or 
updated individually without impeding the others (Baldwin and Clark 2000; Simon 1962). Once clear 
functionality and descriptions are assigned to the modules (Arnheiter and Harren 2005), together with 
well-defined interfaces for the connection of the modules (de Blok et al. 2010a), the provider has the 
ability to offer a wide range of possible module compositions (i.e., an increased external variety), while 
operating with a manageable level of complexity (i.e., decreased internal variety). Additionally, by 
using predefined service modules, service providers can omit redundant repetition of certain internal 
process steps (Böttcher and Klingner 2011), allowing customers to benefit from an improved 
comparability between providers, thereby simplifying the selection (Jharkharia and Shankar 2007). 
  
Figure 1: The Logic Behind Service Modularity 
Having established itself in the domains of products (Sanchez and Mahoney 1996), software 
engineering (Böhmann and Krcmar 2005), and organizational studies (Campagnolo and Camuffo 
2009), the concept of modularity has also gained popularity in the area of services (Dörbecker and 
Böhmann 2013; Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008; Tuunanen et al. 2012). The concept is not as intuitive 
and easy-to-visualize as it is with products (e.g., clarification of what constitutes a module or how the 
interfaces are to be defined). However, in terms of developing offerings that are both flexible and 
customizable in order to fit the specific requirements of the customer without major additional 
investments (Edvardsson and Enquist 2007), service providers face similar challenges to those faced by 
manufacturers. Yet, the application of the concept among professional service providers has not so far 
become a widespread phenomenon (Lubarski and Pöppelbuß 2017). In fact, a high heterogeneity and 
complexity paired with the reliance on tacit knowledge of the employees and a relatively small number 
of potential business customers (Verma 2000), make the standardization (and hence the modularization) 
of professional services hard to accomplish. Nevertheless, numerous literature reviews have stated that 
modularity research is not likely to accelerate, except in the field of service (Frandsen 2017; Starr 2010).  
1.2  Research Objectives 
Several research papers have pointed to the potential positive effects and benefits of a modular 
architecture, such as reusability of individual components (Carlborg and Kindström 2014), faster 
Customer Service 
Provider
• More external variety
• Information transparency
• Competitive tendering
• Less internal variety
• Efficiency of operations
• Ensuring the quality
Service Modularity
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development cycles (Böttcher and Klingner 2011), or cost efficiency in general (Bask et al. 2011). 
Looking at the current market of professional services providers, however, not many examples of 
modularized service portfolios can be identified; or at least these companies do not position themselves 
as providers of modular services. Hence, service modularity is still rather a theoretical concept than a 
widespread phenomenon (Frandsen 2017). One possible explanation for this is that practitioners are 
simply not willing to restructure their service portfolios. This can be either due to the lack of motivation 
and awareness of what exactly would improve or for strategic reasons, such as the fear of losing the 
perceived quality if the focus was solely set on the price of the modules (Lubarski and Pöppelbuß 2017). 
This calls for research on factors leading to, and enabling, the establishment of a modular service 
architecture, along with what to expect from it in the context of professional services (Piran et al. 2016). 
Simultaneously, service providers may not yet be ready or capable of performing such a transition. This 
may be due to a lack of clarity and understanding of service modularity as a concept, and the 
modularization process in particular. This is exacerbated by the fact that existing academic information 
is presented in a rather abstract manner that is not easily applicable by practitioners. Here, more 
clarification is needed both on how to perform such a transformation process (Iman 2016), as well as 
how to operationalize these results in a real life context and incorporate them into a company’s business 
model (Carlborg and Kindström 2014). 
Furthermore, looking at the sales activities of professional service providers, the idea of service 
modularity appears to be completely absent, which is a strong contrast to the domain of tangible 
products (Hvam et al. 2008; Karppinen et al. 2014). The modularization of complex, multi-variant and 
customizable products (e.g., cars and machinery), offers great benefits for sales processes, as the 
quotation process can be supported by dedicated software tools, such as (online) configurators and quote 
generators (Hvam et al. 2006; Zhang 2014). Such software tools are mostly non-existent in the service 
domain (Wang et al. 2014), where customer-specific requests are followed by complex and tedious 
calculations, mainly using basic spreadsheet tools (Froese and Grasbrook 2011). The mere number of 
customer inquiries in industry sectors, such as logistics, finance, or energy, however, is evidence of the 
necessity to adopt the idea of modularity and to develop the appropriate software in order to make sales 
processes more efficient (Schmidt 2008). 
Motivated by the practical challenges, presented research gaps, and current calls for empirically-based 
research on service modularity (Brax et al. 2017; Dörbecker and Böhmann 2013; Iman 2016; Tuunanen 
et al. 2012) the overall research objective (RO) of this dissertation can be defined as follows: 
RO: To examine service modularity in the context of professional services by connecting the 
decisions made before, during, and after service modularization with a specific focus on the effect 
on the sales process.  
Derived from the research objective, this dissertation will concentrate on answering the following three 
research questions. The first research question (RQ1) focuses on the discussion around the decisions 
leading to the modularization of the service portfolio (antecedents). Previous articles have taken service 
modularity for granted (e.g., presenting it as a given, easy-to-achieve concept, suitable for all service 
providers) without paying sufficient attention to the background of the concept. In response, Piran et al. 
(2016) emphasized the need to understand the reasons that lead companies to adopt modularity in 
services. In this regard, the empirical identification of the antecedents of service modularity would be 
a valuable contribution, since antecedents are the events or favorable conditions that must occur prior 
to the manifestation (i.e., events showing or embodying something abstract and theoretical) of the 
concept in practice (Walker and Avant 2005). Therefore, the overall purpose of RQ1 is to provide 
conceptual clarity, as well as motivate practitioners to consider service modularity as the next step of 
their business strategy. 
RQ1: What motivates and promotes the application of service modularity? 
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The second research question (RQ2) deals with the actual modularization process, i.e., the 
transformation of the service portfolio into a modular state (process). While being a basis of service 
modularity, two research gaps are currently observable that prevent future targeted research and the 
acceptance of the concept in practice. On the one hand, there is a lack of clarity regarding what phases 
constitute a typical service modularization process along with its anticipated results (Peters and 
Leimeister 2013). On the other hand, with researchers from various academic backgrounds (e.g., 
Information Systems (IS), Engineering, or Marketing) proposing methods for service modularization, 
an overview and systematization of these methods is missing, which, in turn, prevents service providers 
from a reasonable choice and execution of the method for their particular business case. In this regard, 
the overall purpose of RQ2 is to analyze which steps should be completed during the modularization of 
the existing service portfolio and identify the ones that are still under-researched, thus suggesting new 
research themes.  
RQ2: What phases constitute a typical service modularization process and what methods exist to 
support them? 
Finally, driven by the idea to develop a solution that is useful to both academia and practitioners, the 
third research question (RQ3) concentrates on how the results of the service modularization process 
(i.e., a modular service portfolio) can be operationalized in a real-life context (operationalization). Due 
to missing guidelines on ‘what to do next’, numerous research calls have been made, not only with the 
goal of understanding the modularization phenomenon in companies, but also in relation to the actual 
implementation (Brax et al. 2017; Piran et al. 2016). In addition, researchers, such as Nätti et al. (2015) 
or Broekhuis et al. (2017), explicitly call for clarification on which business areas of professional service 
providers could benefit from the service modularity concept. Looking at the sales activities of service 
providers, the quotation process currently exhibits a clear need for improvement (Agndal et al. 2007). 
One possible application that is still missing in this context is a modular provider-generated quotation 
document produced to summarize the scope of offered services in response to the customer’s 
individualized request. The focus on the quotation process appears to be rather new and unexplored in 
the marketing and IS literature, with existing research calls for practical insights still remaining 
unanswered (Leigh and Marshall 2001; Schmidt 2008). Hence, the overall purpose of RQ3 is to discuss 
the operationalization of service modularity first in a focused context of the quotation preparation and 
then zoom out to evaluate which additional business areas could also benefit. 
RQ3: How can the outcome of the service modularization process be operationalized? 
The holistic consideration of service modularity contributes to the ongoing theoretical discussion, since 
current research on service modularity is still rather fragmented leaving the interconnectivity and 
interdependencies between these three stages (antecedents, process, and operationalization) 
unaddressed. The enhanced understanding of the concept is expected to uncover new research gaps in 
service modularity, as well as promote its application in the context of professional services. Apart from 
its theoretical contribution, this dissertation will provide practitioners with an improved understanding 
with respect to what it means to offer a modular service portfolio, what needs to be done for the 
transformation, as well as what to expect from its completion.  
1.3 Structure of the Dissertation 
This paper-based dissertation consists of five articles (P1-P5), which can be found in Part B. Each article 
contributes to answering the above-mentioned research questions. The summary provided in this current 
section (Part A) connects these papers and provides an overview of the general research endeavor and 
contribution (Figure 2).  
Referring to RQ1, the first article entitled ‘Schools of thought in service modularity’ (P1) is of 
conceptual nature and analyzes existing literature on service modularity. It dissects the concept into 
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seven descriptive dimensions and places it within the overall research on modular design. As a result, 
four schools of thought of service modularity are derived. The paper explains how each school of 
thought can be used to alter a company’s business model and what role the customer would play in both 
service design and service provision. The second article titled ‘Towards a modular service portfolio’ 
(P2) describes possible manifestations of service modularity in practice and examines which company-
internal and industry-wide antecedents are essential to offer modular services. Using a mixed-method 
approach, the research model is first created based on a qualitative study and then tested quantitatively. 
Next, for the purpose of answering RQ2, the third article, ‘A classification framework for service 
modularization methods’ (P3), examines existing methods and classifies them according to their 
individual characteristics, thus delivering an idealistic modularization process with the corresponding 
inputs and outputs for each of the steps. In addition, the findings from the paper can be used as a 
guidance for practitioners, who are willing to offer modular services, but still lack a proper 
methodological support to achieve it. 
As for RQ3, the focus of the empirical paper entitled ‘Modular sales – using concepts of modularity to 
improve the quotation process for professional service providers’ (P4) lies on the operationalization of 
the concept in the sales context, thus covering a new unexplored area in the research on service 
modularity. Thereby, P4 also answers existing research calls for simplification and acceleration of the 
quotation process via means of standardization (Giannikis et al. 2015; Schmidt 2008). Using interviews 
with service providers in combination with their real quotation documents, the paper first proposes a 
modular structure of a typical quotation document and delivers a set of 15 requirements for the 
respective Information Technology (IT) support of modular quotation processes. The paper entitled 
‘Modular professional services: conceptual goodness and research themes’ (P5) concludes this thesis. 
Its practical value is the identification of five possible areas of operation of professional service 
providers that can be improved using service modularity. Its theoretical contribution is the qualitative 
evaluation of the conceptual goodness (i.e., the maturity of the concept) of service modularity using 
existing criteria from the social science. P5 also identifies areas that future researchers should focus on 
to improve this conceptual goodness.  
 
Figure 2: Structure of the Dissertation 
Research Question 1:
What promotes and 
motivates the application 
of service modularity?
Article 1:
Schools of thought in service modularity
Article 2:
Analyzing antecedents of service modularity
Article 3:
A classification framework for service 
modularization methods
Article 4:
IT requirements for modular sales
Article 5:
Conceptual goodness and research themes
Research Question 2:
What phases constitute a 
typical modularization 
process and what methods 
exist to support them?
Research Question 3:
How can the outcome of 
the service modularization 
process be 
operationalized?
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Table 1 gives an overview of the articles in this dissertation along with the underlying setting, deployed 
methodology, key findings, a short outlook that acts as a connection between the articles, and the 
respective outlet where the publication has been published or is currently in revision. 
The remainder of Part A is structured as follows. Section 2 explains the conceptual background and 
gives an overview of related work on service modularity. Within this literature review, the definitions 
and main principles of service modularity are established, which will be drawn upon in the subsequent 
sections. Next, the overall research design explaining the linking between the individual papers along 
with the deployed methodology and underlying empirical data takes place in section 3. Having clarified 
the starting point, the main results of the papers are presented according to the research questions 
(articles P1 and P2 answering RQ1, article P3 answering RQ2, and articles P4 and P5 answering RQ3) 
in section 4. Finally, the last section 5 discusses the results, including the delivered theoretical and 
practical contributions, limitations of individual publications and the dissertation in the whole, 
identification of future research perspectives, and derivation of practical implications on how to make 
service modularity actually happen.  
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2 Conceptual Background 
2.1  Service 
2.1.1  Definitions and Constitutional Characteristics 
Due to the heterogeneity of service industries, differing perceptions, and interplays between goods and 
services, no common definition of the term ‘service’ has so far been agreed on (Balin and Giard 2006; 
Cook et al. 1999). For instance, some researchers emphasize the process nature of services, and as such 
define service as a series of activities that take place in the interaction between customer and service 
employees, with the overall aim being to provide a solution to customer problems (Grönroos 2000). 
More recently, Vargo and Lusch (2004; 2008) consider ‘service’ from a broader perspective and have 
defined it as the application of specialized competencies (i.e., knowledge and skills) through deeds, 
processes, and performances for the benefit of, and in combination with, the customer. Good overviews 
of different service definitions are provided, for example, by Balin and Giard (2006) or Brown and 
Bessant (2013). There exists no conceptual unity about what constitutes a service (or a service provider), 
thus making it difficult to provide a short and precise definition that satisfies the whole service sector. 
However, this dissertation will draw upon certain service characteristics that are sourced from the above-
mentioned definitions. Four of these characteristics can be identified as the lowest common 
denominator, with the remaining ones being their implications (Stumpf et al. 2002). 
First, unlike products, services are typically intangible with no de facto transfer of (physical) ownership, 
though their provision may be combined with tangible elements (Wieland et al. 2012). For example, 
while software development or engineering projects may result in new (IT) functionalities or certain 
simulations may lead to easier project decisions being measurable or even tangible, the main value lies 
in the application of professional knowledge and the creation of intangible value.  
Second, the inseparability of the provider and the reference object (human, organization, or an object) 
is another important characteristic, with service provision and consumption happening simultaneously, 
as described by the so called uno-acto principle (Achrol and Kotler 2014). However, due to their process 
nature, the more complex and composite a certain service becomes, the more likely it is that certain steps 
can be executed simultaneously or even completed in advance (e.g., document preparation or 
configurators for subsequent collaboration with customers), thus mirroring the principles of product 
mass customization (Pine 1993) and opening new possibilities for service standardization and 
modularization (Becker 2011).  
Third, services are characterized by the inevitable involvement of the external factor (e.g., direct 
customer, business partner, or any other interested stakeholder), thereby becoming a value co-creator 
both during service design, service provision, or aftersales (Engelhardt 1990). Thus, the service output 
does not depend solely on the provider’s performance, but also on their ability to transform the 
customer’s requirements into the desired solution. This means that marketing principles from the 
product domain cannot be simply applied to services but instead require a different approach (Wilson et 
al. 2012). To optimize this involvement of the external factor, providers define the so-called ‘service 
concept’ in advance. This comprises all customer-centered aspects, including service operation (i.e., the 
overall form the service takes and its delivery method), service experience (as well as the overall 
satisfaction of customer needs), service outcome (i.e., expected benefits associated with service 
provision), and the value of services as perceived by the customer against the invested costs (Clark et 
al. 2000; Goldstein et al. 2002).  
Finally, this leads to a high level of heterogeneity of services and customer-specific individuality, which, 
in turn, makes it difficult to establish standards (including prices) and evaluate the quality of the solution 
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objectively (Parasuraman et al. 1988). These characteristics are amplified in the business-to-business 
(B2B) context and professional services in particular, where the market is manageable (in extreme cases, 
such as the German energy market, being even an oligopoly (Bildung 2013)) so that service providers 
are often willing to fulfill almost every customer specification (as long as it is profitable or positive for 
the relationship or their standing) just to get the contract (Mittal and Lassar 1996). This essential 
flexibility complicates the offered service (portfolio) and leads mostly to a lot size of one (Hsuan and 
Prockl 2013), so that the same service or project cannot be blindly offered to another customer without 
further adjustments. 
2.1.2  Knowledge Intensive Business Services 
The plurality of definitions and considerations of services has resulted in various typologies and 
taxonomies (Galipoglu and Wolter 2017), service portraits (Edvardsson et al. 2005), service theories 
and paradigms (Sampson 2010; Vargo and Lusch 2004), as well as narrower sub-concepts concentrating 
on special types of services (Kühn 2015). One such narrow concept is a distinction based on type of 
customers, namely B2C and B2B service markets, with the latter showing a distinct paucity of research 
(LaPlaca and Katrichis 2009). In fact, whilst providing an extensive overview on B2B and B2C 
differences in marketing strategies and the underlying sales challenges, Lichtenthal and Mummalaneni 
(2009) complain about a relatively low concentration of B2B data, thus appealing for more conceptual 
and empirical research. Unlike B2C services that have many more potential buyers and services that can 
be completed within a relatively short span of time, B2B services are often long lasting projects with 
high monetary volumes, involving a close long-term interaction with customers and supply chain 
partners, both during service design and service provision (Andersson and Norrman 2002). 
Due to the relatively low number of competitors, providers of professional services are frequently 
willing to go over and above the customer requirements in terms of customization (Mittal and Lassar 
1996). This means they generally confront any standardization attempts with a high level of skepticism 
(Lubarski and Pöppelbuß 2017). On the other hand, the overall globalization and a much easier ICT-
enabled market comparability force B2B service providers to rethink the composition of their complex 
services for efficiency reasons, since many of the underlying sub-services are indeed often repetitive 
and can be designed to be reusable (Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008).  
A particular subclass of B2B services4 that faces the above-mentioned challenges are professional 
services, which are the focus of this dissertation. According to von Nordenflycht (2010, p. 156), a 
professional service firm (PSF) is “any firm reliant on a workforce with substantial expertise”. This is 
also similar to the definition for knowledge intensive firms (Starbuck 1992), knowledge-based 
organizations (Miles et al. 1995), or brain-driven firms (Müller-Stewens et al. 1999). In fact, there exists 
a certain level of confusion amongst researchers, leading to the synonymous use of these terms (Jensen 
et al. 2010; Morris and Empson 1998). In this regard, Kühn (2015, p. 19) confronted existing definitions 
of these terms and suggested Knowledge Intensive Firms (KIF) as an umbrella term, with Knowledge 
Intensive Business Services (KIBS) being a subset of KIF and PSF – a subset of KIBS respectively. For 
simplicity reasons, the remainder of this dissertation will use the term KIBS for three reasons. First, the 
term KIBS directly demonstrates the relevance of the employee’s knowledge (e.g., education, 
experience) in service provision. Second, the empirical data, both from P2 (semi-structured expert 
                                                          
4 While it is also possible to offer KIBS to B2C customers, this is something of an exception, and will not form 
part of this dissertation. Due to the larger market of potential customers in B2C markets, it is not deemed crucial 
to regard each potential customer as a unique project, but rather to define standards and profiles in advance, 
thus minimizing the effort for the solution development. This view is also rooted in one of the first publications 
on KIBS, which sees them as “of competitive importance to their customers and are supplied mainly from 
business to business” (Miles et al. 1995, p. 4). 
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interviews for model development and quantitative study for its validation) and P4 (semi-structured 
expert interviews for identification of challenges and provided quotation documents) stem from service 
providers that offer (mostly or exclusively) services for their B2B customers. Third, since PSF includes 
the subset of KIBS, their principles and insights from practice can be directly applied to KIBS as well.  
In general, KIBS, as the name may suggest, aim to resolve complex unique (often technical or 
computational) problems with the help of the tacit knowledge of employees and their ability to access 
the required resources (den Hertog 2000; Miles et al. 1995). KIBS are coupled to processes of learning 
and adapting, which means that they cannot be completely automated and require a certain amount of 
human involvement, typically carried out by qualified professional workforce (Von Nordenflycht 2010). 
Examples of KIBS include software development (Von Nordenflycht 2010), consulting projects (Jensen 
et al. 2010), logistic contracts (Cabigiosu et al. 2015), technical engineering, and maintaining complex 
equipment, such as production factories or wind power plants (Muller and Zenker 2001). For the purpose 
of clarification, Table 2 gives an overview of different service terms, along with their definitions and 
main characteristics. 
Term Definition Characteristics Source 
Service A service is a time-perishable, intangible 
experience, performed for a customer 
acting in the role of a co-producer 
x Immateriality 
x Integration of external 
factor 
Fitzsimmons et 
al. (2008, p. 4) 
Product 
Service 
The set of all potential additional 
services a supplier can supplement the 
product offering with, in order to 
differentiate this offering relative to the 
competitors, as perceived by (potential) 
customers and distributors 
x Addition to the product 
offering 
x Deployed as company’s 
competitive advantage 
Frambach et al. 
(1997, p. 1) 
B2B / 
Industrial 
Service 
Offerings provided by a manufacturing 
company to organizational customers to 
satisfy their needs 
x High heterogeneity and 
complexity 
x Complex buying center 
Homburg and 
Garbe  
(1999, p. 1) 
Professional 
Service / 
KIBS 
Economic activities which are intended 
to result in the creation, accumulation or 
dissemination of knowledge 
x Knowledge intensity 
x Low capital intensity 
x Professionalized 
workforce 
Miles et al. 
(1995, p. 18) 
Table 2: Examples of Different Service Terms and their Characteristics 
Following the increasing complexity of B2B service and thus the importance of knowledge for their 
design and provision, the number of KIBS providers has expanded considerably in recent years and still 
continues to grow; employing a high number of consultants, engineers, and other types of workforce 
with substantial expertise across all industries (Schnabl and Zenker 2013). According to Miles (2005), 
the exceptional popularity and growth of KIBS is explained by an increase in outsourcing by all types 
of companies, as well as the emergence of new types of knowledge, especially concerning technologies 
and social change. The former concentrates on the core competencies, thus increasing the efficiency and 
performance of the firm, while handing optimization tasks over to the professionals who specialize in 
these types of tasks. The latter originates from a general progress in technology, which places new 
efficiency requirements on companies, thus accentuating the major role of the IT services and ICT to 
“locate, develop, combine, and apply various types of generic knowledge about technologies and 
applications to the local and specific problems, issues and context of the clients” (Miles 2005, p. 45).  
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Similar to B2B services in general, KIBS usually require an intense and continuous customer-provider 
interaction in order to accurately capture the status quo and the requirements and transform them into a 
satisfactory and innovative solution (den Hertog 2000; Muller and Doloreux 2009). In fact, Larsen 
(2000) states that KIBS are often part of innovative solutions that enable customers to gain a robust 
competitive advantage thus accentuating their value for service innovation. However, while trying to 
get the offer at any cost, many KIBS providers such as consulting agencies or contract logistics providers 
start losing track of how much effort it costs them solely to create an offer, not to mention to complete 
a project on time and not exceed the estimated resources (Rahikka et al. 2011). Therefore, new 
architectural approaches for internal business processes of KIBS providers are greatly needed.  
2.2 Modularity 
2.2.1 Origins of the Modularity Concept 
The modularity concept was originally introduced by the seminal work of Simon (1962) as a powerful 
countermeasure against operational complexity, irrespective of the subject matter or the application 
domain. The complexity of the output is reduced through the arrangement of a set of pre-defined 
elements, which can be ‘plug-and-played’, substituted, or improved, without altering the functionality 
of the overall system (Baldwin and Clark 2000). This is possible as long as the interfaces between the 
modules are well-defined (de Blok et al. 2014) and a clear one-to-one matching of modules and functions 
exists (Arnheiter and Harren 2005), thus assigning each module its place within the overall system. In 
order to establish unified terminology in this dissertation, Table 3 provides an overview of the main 
constituents of the modularity concept. Note, while some of the definitions stem from the product 
modularity, they may be considered adequately generic to be applied to service modularity and vice 
versa. 
 
Term Definition Source 
Modularity A concept of building a complex product or process from smaller 
subsystems that can be designed independently yet function 
together as a whole. 
Baldwin and 
Clark (1997) 
Modularization5 The process of designing modular architectures; it often refers to 
algorithms or techniques, which transform the current architecture 
into a modular one. 
Asan et al. 
(2004) 
Module A unit whose internal structural elements are powerfully connected 
and is relatively weakly connected to elements in other units. 
Baldwin and 
Clark (2000) 
Modular 
Architecture 
The structure in which the functional components of the product or 
service are arranged into parts, and how interactions occur among 
these parts through interfaces. 
Piran et al. 
(2016) 
Decomposition A process that results in encapsulating interdependencies within 
self-contained functional parts (that can be conceptualized as 
modules) and minimizing of reciprocal dependencies between these 
elements. 
Eissens-van 
der Laan et 
al. (2016) 
                                                          
5  In fact, there exists some confusion in the use of these terms among service modularity researchers, as the 
terms ‘modularity’ and ‘modularization’ are often used synonymously, which is why both terms should be 
considered when conducting a literature review. However, the distinction between the ‘concept’ and the 
‘process’ is crucial for any further academic or practical discussion. 
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Component / 
Element 
Elements (components) are considered to be the smallest but still 
meaningful granular units. Elements can be combined to form a 
service module, which, in turn, forms a composite service. 
Pekkarinen 
and 
Ulkuniemi 
(2008) 
Interface The set of rules and guidelines governing the flexible arrangement, 
interconnections, and interdependence of service components and 
service providers. 
De Blok et al. 
(2014) 
Granularity The architecture can be viewed as consisting of granularity levels 
that can vary from the integral to modular scope of functionality 
exposed by a service. The required level of granularity of the 
service operations depends on specific business use cases and 
requirements. 
Mikkola 
(2006) 
Offering/ 
Variant 
A particular combination of completed modules. Variants share the 
same module types but take on different instances, or occurrences, 
of every module type. 
Tuunanen et 
al. (2012) 
Configuration The process of combining well defined building blocks governed 
by rules and constraints into a product or service. 
Hvam et al. 
(2006) 
Table 3: Terminology Related to the Modularity Concept 
As a holistic architectural concept6, modularity has been successfully applied in a majority of domains, 
particularly in those where a decomposition of the ‘complex system’ is visualizable and comprehensible, 
such as product manufacturing (Baldwin and Clark 2000), software engineering (Böhmann et al. 2003), 
organizational studies (Campagnolo and Camuffo 2009), or even psychology (Fodor 1983). The same 
applies to the context of IS, where the principles of modularity and the importance of interfaces have 
led to the development of service-oriented architectures (SOAs), “which essentially are modular IS 
architectures that allow customization at various levels of service architecture” (Voss and Hsuan 2009, 
p. 557). Piran et al. (2016) provided a good overview of the existing articles between 1999 and 2013, 
thereby identifying six sub research directions in the overall modularization strategy, with service 
modularity being one of them.  
The overall prevailing importance of services during value-creation for the business customer (Rahikka 
et al. 2011), together with a service platform7 becoming one of the new dominant themes in innovation 
research (Lusch and Nambisan 2015), service modularity has started to gain popularity both from 
scholars and practitioners. Sporadic research calls can be found for it dating back as early as the 1990s 
(Duray et al. 2000; Sundbo 1994). In fact, in their recent retrospective observations of the trends of 
overall modular research, Starr (2010) and Frandsen (2017) stated that modularity research is not likely 
to accelerate except in the domain of services. Current research on service modularity should no longer 
be considered to be “still in its infancy” (Carlborg and Kindström 2014, p. 315), but instead that it has 
entered its ‘teenage’ years, with numerous different research directions that will be presented in the next 
sections. 
                                                          
6  In fact, the original paper was presented at the proceedings of the American Philosophical Society and was 
based on the author’s insights into behavioral science. Thus, the concept is domain-independent and can be 
applied wherever there exists a “complex system with a hierarchical structure” (Simon 1962, p. 3). 
7  Based on the service-dominant logic of marketing (Vargo and Lusch 2004), the authors identified three 
elements which together capture all the different concepts and issues that underline the broadened view of 
service innovation. They defined service platform as “a modular structure that consists of tangible and 
intangible components (resources) and facilitates the interaction of actors and resources (or resource bundles)” 
(Lusch and Nambisan 2015, p. 162). 
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2.2.2 Service Modularity 
Although the notion of ‘service architecture’ has been present in other contexts, such as New Service 
Development (NSD) (Menor et al. 2002) or Service Science, Management, Engineering and Design 
(SSME) (Spohrer and Kwan 2009), the term was first coined and analyzed by Voss and Hsuan (2009, 
p. 6), who defined it as “the way that the functionalities of the service system are decomposed into 
individual functional elements to provide the overall services delivered by the system”. This definition 
already implies that a service can be seen as a (complex) system and thus be designed to ‘fit’ the targeted 
application space in an effective way with the help of the appropriate design technique (Buzacott 2000). 
The fact that the service domain is one of the last domains to adopt modularity as an architectural 
approach can be traced back to the specificity of services (see section 2.1.1 for details). This is in part 
due to the visualization and implementation of the modularity concept by practitioners not being as 
straightforward as it is with products (Bask et al. 2011). For instance, Iman (2016, p. 46) lists the 
following characteristics as being unique for service modularity (when compared specifically to product 
modularity): “co-production of the service with the customer, intertwined relationship between service 
product and service offering, and technical factors and human elements that are embedded in modular 
service provisions”. The principles and methods for product (or another type of) modularity cannot be 
indiscriminately carried over to the service domain. Consequently, service modularity requires a 
completely separate research field (Bask et al. 2010; Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008).  
To date, there exists no consensus about a universal definition of service modularity (Iman 2016). One 
possible starting point is a general description offered by Tuunanen et al. (2012, p. 101), who regard 
service modularity as “a system of components that offers a well-defined functionality via a precisely 
described interface and with which a modular service is composed, tailored, customized, and 
personalized”. If designed in a modular way, such service is characterized by a high intra-modular 
binding (high cohesion) and a low level of connectivity (loose coupling), thus enabling a ‘construction 
kit’ substitution or stepwise service improvement (Dörbecker and Böhmann 2013; Ho et al. 2009). Here, 
the level of granularity (i.e., hierarchical depth of the components) depends on the business case and the 
operating industry (Dörbecker and Böhmann 2015). For example, Lin et al. (2010) proposed a modular 
logistics service platform, consisting of three granularity layers8, where complex services are composed 
of various (sequential or parallel) processes, which, in turn, are composed of activities (i.e., smallest yet 
still meaningful elements).  
Closely connected to service modules and components is the topic of interfaces. While interfaces of 
modular products are physical connectors enabling the actual attachment of modules, here, the interfaces 
are a set of rules and guidelines that control the communication and information flow between the 
modules (de Blok et al. 2010a), although the type of interfaces may differ based on the actual context. 
For instance, in the continuation of their earlier work, De Blok et al. (2014) proposed a typology of four 
modular interfaces, specifically in the domain of health care provision, distinguishing between the level 
of decomposition (the level of components vs. the level of service packages) and the overall aim of 
interfaces (variety vs. coherence).  
Examining the possible benefits and positive effects, current service science literature sees a lot of 
potential in service modularity, both from internal and external perspectives of organizations. From an 
internal perspective, a modular service portfolio allows for a stepwise substitution of existing service 
modules (Bask et al. 2010; Ho et al. 2009) or their reuse in future service offerings (Carlborg and 
                                                          
8  In their original manuscript, the authors use the term ‘dimension’ instead of ‘layers’. However, this term is 
rather confusing, as it can be mistaken for the different perspectives or dimensions of how the concept of 
service modularity can be analyzed. Instead, the term ‘layer’ emphasizes the hierarchical composition and is 
thus more suitable. 
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Kindström 2014). The sooner service providers depart from a monolithic way of thinking (thus departing 
from the complete heterogeneity of services, at least internally), the easier it is to achieve economies of 
scale and scope (Tuunanen et al. 2012), along with overall cost-efficiency in operations which lead to 
stronger competitiveness (Bask et al. 2010a). Moreover, with standardized interfaces and service 
modules, service providers profit from an increased flexibility (de Blok et al. 2010a; Lin and Pekkarinen 
2011; Zhou et al. 2010), which, in turn, leads to faster development cycles and decreased time-to-market 
(Böttcher and Klingner 2011). Finally, on the operational level, module-based services keep the overall 
system complexity at a manageable level (i.e., operations based on a finite number of pre-defined 
modules), thus serving the original purpose, as defined by Simon (1962). 
In relation to the external perspective, (business) customers are also expected to benefit from service 
modularity. While decreasing the internal process variety for the provider, modular service design and 
delivery is expected to increase (or at least maintain the same level of) external variety (i.e., number of 
service offerings) for the customer (Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008; Salvador et al. 2002). As a result, 
the probability of satisfying a customer’s demands for individuality is expected to increase 
correspondingly (e.g., even in a simple case where a composite service consists of 10 modules with 10 
characteristics each, this results in 10 billion possible service offerings). Furthermore, the 
communication of the service portfolio and the underlying price calculation is easier and more traceable 
if completed in a modular manner. This results in an overall simplification of the quotation process and, 
for the customer, comparability between service providers (Giannakis et al. 2018). Finally, through 
customer-involvement, beginning with the empowerment regarding service design to the awareness that 
the end result is specifically customized (de Blok et al. 2010), service modularity can positively affect 
user experience and the value perception (Rahikka et al. 2011), as well as increase the perceived service 
quality (Lubarski and Schute 2018). As for the provider’s service innovation ability, academic opinions 
still differ, partly due to the lack of empirical proof. While one side expects a positive correlation with 
service modularity (Ho et al. 2009), the other points to possible creativity limitations (Ernst 2005; 
Miozzo and Grimshaw 2005) or the need to add an additional safeguard mechanism to enable radical 
service innovations outside the (limited) modularized space (Cheng and Shiu 2016).  
The application of service modularity is indeed more intuitive for B2C markets where it is easier to 
identify requirement clusters and to define specific persona (Lichtenthal and Mummalaneni 2009), thus 
providing products and services based almost entirely on standardized modules (e.g., DHL shipment 
configurations, Netflix personalized subscription-based video streaming). Regarding B2B services (and 
KIBS in particular), however, the potential for modularity is yet to be exploited. In fact, while it may 
seem that each professional service is a ‘unique’ composition of resources with a high customer 
involvement complicating any attempts of standardization (Nätti et al. 2017), complex services may 
indeed be broken down into different types of modules, with the majority being repetitive and thus 
reusable (Bask et al. 2011). This hierarchical composition of services can be described using the 
proposed three granularity levels of Lin et al. (2010), mentioned above (services, consisting of modules, 
which, in turn, consist of elements). One example of such a composite service from the logistics domain 
is a long-term retour management, with ‘warehousing’ being one of its modules and ‘needed space’ – 
its service element (Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008, p. 87). Another service example from the 
automotive engineering sector is a 3D model development of a new automobile part, with ‘design of a 
shock absorber’ being its underlying module and ‘technical feasibility testing’ – its service element 
(Müller 2017). A final example comes from the wind energy sector, where a complex service, such as 
maintenance of the windmill plant, can have a module ‘predictive maintenance’, with the underlying 
service element of ‘sensor calibration’ (Lubarski and Pöppelbuß 2017). 
While it appears to be impossible to pre-define all the possible individualization requests or service 
adjustments and put them into a configurator (e.g., even company-specific branding on a shipment 
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would already be classified as a separate variant), it is at least possible to replace as many underlying 
processes with reusable modules as possible and thus postpone the inevitable individualization. In this 
context, Sun et al. (2008, p. 19) speak of a Configurable Unit (CU) that exists somewhere in the 
continuum between the “completely standardized” and “fully customized” offerings. In other words, CU 
represents the maximal (physical, logical, or economic) point up to which a service can be configured 
based on existing reusable modules, after which a subsequent customization is required. This is also in 
line with the argumentation of de Blok et al. (2010b, p. 3) who believe that “standardization activities 
should be performed first and customization activities should be postponed, occurring later in the 
process to allow for customization in the most effective manner”. In addition, when discussing the 
reusability of service modules, Tuunanen et al. (2012, p. 103) point out that “a service module can be 
reused as is or with minor revision in a different context in addition to the original context”.  
Consequently, this dissertation differentiates between three types of modules: i) standardized (i.e., pre-
defined modules that can be reused unlimitedly until changed at a strategic level); ii) adaptable (i.e., 
modules that need adjustments or managerial approval before they can be used in the new offering); and 
iii) custom-made (i.e., parts of services that need to be designed from the very beginning due to the 
factual individuality of customer requirements). Figure 3 illustrates how the combination of these 
module types can be used depending on the provider’s business case. In the first case, customer solutions 
(or even quotation documents) are designed from scratch for the purpose of total flexibility, meaning 
that there is no CU (Figure 3, a). In contrast, the last service provider foregoes any customization 
options, thus raising the CU to the maximal level (Figure 3, c). A modularized service portfolio, if 
designed and marketed appropriately, can be seen as a compromise between these two extremes. This 
uses both standardized and adaptable modules, but leaves sufficient room for the final customization, 
once pre-defined modules are no longer satisfactory (Figure 3, b9). In summary, in the context of B2B 
services the main objective of service modularity is to raise the CU as far as possible without diminishing 
the provider’s individualization ability.  
 
Figure 3: Modularity as a Compromise Between Individualization and Standardization (cf. Sun et al. (2008) and 
Tuunanen et al. (2011; 2012)) 
2.2.3 Status Quo in Service Modularity Research  
The domain of services is considered to be a relatively new subfield within the research on modularity 
(Dörbecker and Böhmann 2013). The concept can be traced back to the seminal publication of 
                                                          
9  The different shapes of the adaptable modules are intended to show that their content is not pre-determined, as 
in the case with standardized modules, but instead that they can be flexible as long as the overall system 
(complex service) is functioning normally. 
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Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi (2008), who presented an idea of a modular service platform consisting of 
four dimensions (i.e., internal modular organization, modular processes, service offerings, and customer 
interface) and indicated the business value of modularity for developing B2B services. From this point, 
due to its interdisciplinary nature, service modularity has attracted not only the attention of service 
designers, but also of marketing and IS researchers (Brax et al. 2017; Iman 2016), resulting in a 
particularly large interpretation space and different research sub-areas. In order to give an overview of 
what has been studied already, how it has affected the understanding of service modularity, and what is 
still missing, existing papers are structured according to the following areas of current academic 
discussions on service modularity – conceptualization, methodical support, measurement, application, 
business value, as well as different types of research in the field.10 
Conceptualization of Service Modularity  
Due to its relative newness, the majority of existing literature on service modularity is of a conceptual 
nature, aiming to provide initial definitions, explain its main principles, and place the concept within the 
overall research on modularization (Piran et al. 2016). Apart from the pioneer article of Pekkarinen and 
Ulkuniemi (2008), precise definitions of service modules, along with the functionalities and benefits of 
modular service architectures, have been thoroughly examined by Tuunanen and Cassab (2011) and 
Bask et al. (2011). Similarly, publications such as Bask et al. (2010) or Lin et al. (2010) pointed to the 
unique nature of services that requires a distinct approach because research on product modularity (or 
other modularity domains) cannot be indiscriminately applied to the service domain.  
Due to the unique characteristics of services, such as immateriality or customer involvement and the 
need for on-demand individualization (Brocke et al. 2010), special attention has also been devoted to 
the topic of service architecture (Voss and Hsuan 2009), in particular the interfaces between modules 
(de Blok et al. 2010a, 2014; Cabigiosu et al. 2012) and the overall idea of service decomposition 
(Broekhuis et al. 2017; Eissens-van der Laan et al. 2016). A comprehensive and recent literature review 
on interfaces in service modularity is provided by Peters et al. (2018), who emphasize the ongoing need 
for the focus on the manifestation of interfaces and how they can be addressed to improve complex 
service provision. There exist numerous publications on the potential positive effects and benefits of 
service modularity including customization and efficiency in operations (Bask et al. 2011; Dörbecker 
and Böhmann 2013; Silvestro and Lustrato 2015). However a holistic perspective on the antecedents 
leading to a modular service portfolio and from which service providers will most benefit does not exist; 
this forms one of the current research gaps (Piran et al. 2016). In addition, due to the heterogeneity of 
researchers dealing with service modularity and their often contradictory understanding of the 
underlying principles, an overview of the existing research directions or schools of thought in service 
modularity would enhance the general understanding of the concept (Bask et al. 2011).  
Methodical Support 
The second research direction is concerned with the practical application of the service modularity 
concept and the overall transformation process of a service portfolio from a monolithic, to a modular, 
state. This includes specific modularization methods and general implementation guidelines. The first 
category of modularization methods includes methods such as Design Structure Matrix (DSM) 
(Browning 2001) or Modular Function Deployment (MFD) (Erixon 1996), which originate from the 
product domain, but can be adjusted to the service context, if service characteristics are taken into 
account (e.g., additional process domains for the DSM or further evaluation criteria for the MFD). In 
contrast, driven by the strict demarcation of service modularity from its product counterpart, the 
modularization methods in the second category are designed specifically for the domain of services, 
                                                          
10  This clustering of existing research on service modularity is a cross section of the categories used in previous 
holistic literature reviews, in particular Iman (2016), Piran (2016), Brax et al. (2017), and Frandsen (2017). 
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incorporating their unique characteristics, such as process character or intense customer involvement. 
For instance, the Service Meta-Model for composing modular B2B services suggests different types of 
interfaces for communication between service modules and further, it shows how a configuration of 
B2B services can work with the appropriate IT help (Böttcher and Klingner 2011). Another example is 
the five-step TM3 method that was specifically designed for telemedical services with special focus on 
the interfaces (i.e., inputs and outputs) between individual phases of the overall process (Peters and 
Leimeister 2013). The last category of methods underlines the inseparability of products and services as 
part of composite product-service systems (PSS), thus promoting their simultaneous modularization. 
Wang et al. (2011) were some of the first authors to address this issue with their Modular Product Service 
System, using customer requirements as a starting point for the subsequent modularization on three 
levels – functional, product, and services. This method was later enhanced by Boucher et al. (2016), 
who provided an open-access tool for the practical implementation of the algorithm. However, while 
being valuable for academic discussion and the enrichment of research on service modularity, these 
modularization methods were somewhat abstract with no other known significant application, apart from 
the presented case studies.  
To make service modularity more accessible for practitioners, holistic guidelines and frameworks have 
been introduced. For example, the iterative guideline, FAMouS, which is used for architecting modular 
services (Dörbecker and Böhmann 2015a), or a list of three trade-offs that are required in translating the 
core modularity principles into a functional set of design choices for professional services (Broekhuis 
et al. 2017). Nevertheless, despite a wide variety of modularization methods and orientation guidelines, 
an overview of the modularization process and how it can be influenced by internal modularization 
objectives and scope has not yet been presented. This may explain the lack of popularity of the concept 
of service modularity amongst practitioners. Similarly, no information on IT requirements for offering 
a modular service portfolio once it has been modularized currently exists.  
Measuring Service Modularity 
The third category of papers deals with the assessment to which a given service architecture reflects 
principles of service modularity, such as decoupling, standardization, or reuse of service modules. 
However, due to the missing common definition of service modularity and thus what aspects should be 
examined when measuring a given modular service portfolio, existing publications are considerably 
heterogeneous in their results (Dörbecker et al. 2015). For example, Mikkola (2006) defined a 
mathematical model to measure the key elements of a modular architecture (i.e., components, interfaces, 
degree of coupling, and substitutability), although the model was originally developed for the domain 
of products and has not yet been tested in the domain of services. Similarly, Böhmann and Loser (2005) 
use the modelling notation, SeeMe, for interface modelling (Herrmann and Loser 1999), to assess the 
coupling of the modules for IT services. Kazemi et al. (2011) were some of the first to propose a formal 
metric suite for measuring service modularity. This consisted of three types of metrics – decomposability 
metrics, understandability metrics, and composability metrics, resulting in an absolute scale with levels 
of modularity falling between 0 and 1. However, similar to the above-mentioned modularization 
methods, as of 2018, there was no practice-based evidence that this metric suite was successfully 
deployed, which questions its practical applicability. Other recently proposed measurement frameworks 
include a mathematical service modularity function (SMF) that measures the degree of the module reuse 
(Frandsen and Hsuan 2017) and a qualitative industry-specific instrument for measuring the quality of 
B2B logistic services, where service modularity with its four items represents one of the six quality 
dimensions (Lubarski and Schute 2018). Finally, Dörbecker et al. (2015a) summarized existing literature 
on modularity measurements across different domains and derived 12 generic modularity metrics, only 
four of which are partially covered in the context of services.  
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Application of the Concept in Practice 
As an architectural approach, proposed to improve the design and delivery of services, service 
modularity has been applied to a variety of industrial contexts. By far the most popular application 
domain for service modularity is the healthcare sector, which has been thoroughly discussed by 
researchers such as de Blok et al. (2010a, 2010b, 2013) or Dörbecker et al. (2015; 2013). This has 
resulted in a variety of typologies (de Blok et al. 2014), frameworks (Vähätalo and Kallio 2015), 
modularization methods (Peters and Leimeister 2013), and domain specificities (Silander et al. 2017; 
Soffers et al. 2014). This high level of interest can be explained by the wide spectrum of health services 
and individualized needs of each customer (including telemedical services). The services themselves 
(especially in the early stages of provision) rely on similar processes and thus can be standardized and 
modularized (de Blok et al. 2010a, 2010b). Similarly, with the introduction of a modular service 
platform (Lin et al. 2010) and a modular process view (Bask et al. 2011) specifically for logistic service 
providers (LSP), the logistic domain has become yet another popular application context for the service 
modularity concept. In particular, professional services within the logistic sector are generally 
characterized by a layered intertwined supply chain, involving numerous partners and customers 
(Mentzer et al. 2001), with complex logistic contracts lasting up to several months and sometimes years 
(Vahrenkamp and Kotzab 2012). In this regard, subsequent publications have focused on identifying 
potential areas for improvement for LSP, via service modularity (Lubarski and Pöppelbuß 2016; 
Rajahonka 2013) or for the establishment of the modular service architecture in respect to the supply 
chain operations (Bask et al. 2014). Other recent application contexts include automotive services 
(Müller 2017), the energy sector (Petersen et al. 2016), legal services (Giannakis et al. 2018), and even 
tourism (Avlonitis and Hsuan 2017).  
Apart from the specific application domains mentioned above, numerous publications have also 
concentrated on conceptual grouping of services across industry sectors, including B2B services in 
general (Böttcher and Klingner 2011; Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008) and their particular subclass of 
KIBS (Bettiol et al. 2013; Cabigiosu et al. 2015), which has become one of the main focus areas of 
service modularity. In this regard, Nätti et al. (2017) identified the relevant knowledge-related 
characteristics for comparing different types of KIBS providers and discussed how these characteristics 
influence the implementation of the service modularity concept. Concurrently, Walsh and O’Brien 
(2017) proposed a knowledge-based framework for service management that conceptualizes the 
relationships between service customization, standardization, and modularization. The shift among 
practitioners towards combinatory KIBS based on standardized modules was first observed in the 
qualitative study of Nakano (2011) and later empirically supported by Bettiol et al. (2013). Lastly, a 
holistic perspective on the modularization of KIBS was provided in the feasibility discussion of van der 
Laan (2015). The necessary trade-offs KIBS providers are faced with when designing a service modular 
architecture was documented by Broekhuis et al. (2017).  
Business Value of Service Modularity  
As with any restructuring initiative, one of the challenges for implementing the concept of service 
modularity among practitioners is the missing clarity regarding its business value. While the majority 
of publications on service modularity mentions theoretical benefits and positive effects (Dörbecker and 
Böhmann 2013; Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008; Tuunanen et al. 2012), little attention has been 
awarded to how service modularity can affect the business model of the provider, although some 
exceptions can be identified. For example, Bask et al. (2010) conducted a case study with companies 
from the logistics service industry and showed that there is a match between service strategy, business 
models, and operational level modular business processes. Similarly, Carlborg and Kindström (2014) 
classified professional services according to their process type (rigid vs. fluid) and the customer role 
(passive vs. active). Although the publication is somewhat abstract, this resulted in four distinct modular 
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strategies for practitioners on where to start their restructuring initiative. Furthermore, based on their 
initial publication, Ulkuniemi and Pekkarinen (2011) suggest that modular service architecture can 
enhance the value perception of the business service buyer and thus strengthen the long-term relationship 
with the customer. Another example of business value from the concept is presented by Gentry and Elms 
(2009) and Cheng and Shiu (2016), with the latter using empirical studies to examine the link between 
service modularity and firm performance.  
Modular design has also been discussed explicitly in the context of the quotation process. In a survey of 
the members of the Association of German Engineers (German: Verein Deutscher Ingenieure), Schmidt 
(2008) analyzed the status quo in the quotation process of 281 industrial companies (B2B service 
providers made 20% of the participants). The results showed that the quotation process relies mainly on 
the practical experience of the employees and is still in the discovery phase, with possible improvements 
expected from process modularization and IT support. However, although being crucial to practitioners, 
academic research has, so far, almost ignored the monetary aspect of service modularity. The topic is 
briefly mentioned by Tay and Chen (2016), although the focus lies on the cost estimation of a service 
family11 based on modularity, not, however, on the required investment associated with the 
transformation to the service architecture and its comparison with the subsequent return on investment 
(Giannakis et al. 2018). It can be stated conclusively that current research on service modularity still 
lacks an overview of which aspects of a provider’s (internal and external) operations can be initially 
improved with the help of a modular service architecture.  
Types of Service Modularity Research 
Similar to the classification proposed by Dörbecker and Böhmann (2013) in their literature review on 
effects and benefits of service modularity, existing publications can be divided into ‘theoretical’, 
‘qualitative’, and ‘quantitative’ research. While there exist numerous theoretical publications on service 
modularity, there is a paucity of empirical evidence confirming the usefulness of service modularity, 
which has been criticized by overarching literature reviews on service modularity (Brax et al. 2017; 
Frandsen 2017; Iman 2016).  
Amongst existing empirical publications, the majority follow a qualitative research methodology, either 
with the aim of observing a certain phenomenon, such as an increased visibility of service offerings 
(Ulkuniemi and Pekkarinen 2011), or to derive a certain decision by comparing service providers in a 
multiple case study (Broekhuis et al. 2017), or to test a proposed framework in the context of a small 
number of selected providers (Rajahonka et al. 2013). However, none of these publications actually 
follow and document a transformation process of the service provider towards a modular service 
architecture, using intense longitudinal qualitative methods, such as action research (Baskerville 1999). 
As for the quantitative investigations on service modularity, Chen and Shiu (2016) make the first (and 
currently the only) attempt to show the impact of the service modularity capabilities on the firm’s overall 
performance. This indicates the necessity of introducing the radical innovation capability, as a means to 
escape the possible innovation trap (Ernst 2005; Miozzo and Grimshaw 2005). In sum then, the current 
state of empirical research is certainly in need of improvement, since “the lack of objective and 
empirically based metrics renders it difficult to elucidate the modularization limits and benefits” (Piran 
et al. 2016, p. 10). Table 4 summarizes the existing research direction of service modularity, along with 
the underlying research gaps and exemplary sources indicating the need to investigate these gaps. 
 
                                                          
11  A service family, as defined by the authors, is “a set of services that facilitate mass customization by promoting 
customer value and providing a variety of cost-effective services for different market segments” (Tay and Chen 
2016, p. 3064). 
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Research 
direction 
Research gap Source 
Conceptualization x The need to understand the factors precipitating the 
use of service modulatity and reasons for its adoption 
Piran et al. (2016) 
x Overview of different definitions, understandings, 
and current research streams within service 
modularity literature 
Bask et al. (2011)  
Methodical 
support 
x Clarity of the modularization process with special 
attention to the connectivity of individual phases of 
the process and the anticipated results. Overview of 
what methods already exist to support the process 
Peters and Leimeister 
(2013) 
Measuring x While there exist several metric suites for assessing 
how a given service architecture reflects the 
principles of service modularity, it is yet unclear how 
these insights can be used by the service providers 
Dörbecker et al. (2015) 
Application x An overview of which areas of service providers (in 
particular providers of KIBS) can benefit from a 
modular service architecture 
Broekhuis et al. (2017) 
Business value x An operationalization of service modularity in the 
quotation process and which IT support requirements 
arise 
Schmidt (2008) 
Research type x Quantitative empirical research elucidating the limits 
and benefits of the concept in the domain of services, 
from strategic to operational terms 
Piran et al. (2016) 
Table 4: Research Gaps in Service Modularity Covered by this Dissertation 
2.3 Quotation Process 
The sales context of B2B service providers has been identified as one of the relevant business areas in 
need of improvement via novel service architecture and design (Agndal et al. 2007; Nordin et al. 2011; 
Pemer et al. 2014). In fact, current research on B2B marketing underlines the role of sales management 
as a distinct research direction and emphasizes where academic focus should be (LaPlaca and Katrichis 
2009; Lichtenthal and Mummalaneni 2009). Since the paper from Leigh and Marshall (2001), who 
presented seven strategic aspects of the sales function, it is no longer considered merely an operative 
part of the company, but instead that it has long-term consequences for the business model. Furthermore, 
Blocker et al. (2012) built on the Service-Dominant (SD) logic (Vargo and Lusch 2004) and introduced 
an integrative framework that delineates how the sales force creates, sustains, and appropriates value in 
the buyer-seller relationship. Through the use of appropriate IT and other sales, service, and technical 
support systems (Leigh and Marshall 2001), the sales context has become a popular application area for 
IS research, resulting in new concepts that are relevant to B2B services, such as sales force automation 
(Speier and Venkatesh 2002) or marketing automation (Järvinen and Taiminen 2016). 
Although there exists no universal agreement as to what is covered by the sales department of a 
company12, in the corporate context ‘sales’ generally describes a set of activities directed at selling 
products or services to the interested customer (Kotler and Armstrong 2010). While previous research 
                                                          
12  In some cases, even among well-established companies, there exists no separate sales department for strategic 
reasons, but instead each employee with a direct customer interaction (product manager, software architect, 
etc.) assumes all necessary sales activities (Lubarski and Pöppelbuß 2017). 
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emphasized solely the “transfer of ownership” (Laemmli 2014, p. 1) as a result of (successful) sales 
activities, the SD-logic sees sales as a value-exchange process (Nätti et al. 2015), in which all the 
involved actors offer their respective resources for the overall value creation (Blocker et al. 2012; Lusch 
and Nambisan 2015). This sales interaction between the involved actors covers the whole value chain, 
starting from the marketing activities to attract potential customers, via the quotation process based on 
a pre-defined service portfolio and ending with the after sales communication and developing 
opportunities for further projects (Panagopoulos and Avlonitis 2010; Rouziès et al. 2005). Within this 
interaction, the service portfolio describes the provider’s services in terms of their business value 
(Cannon et al. 2011) and acts as an intermediary between the provider’s internal capabilities and the 
external communication to the customer. On the one hand, a service portfolio may remain on the abstract 
level (e.g., enumeration of the key competencies or even a simple overview of the previous projects), 
thus leaving enough margin to adapt to a customer’s requirements in personal meetings. On the other 
hand, it can also be used to communicate the external service variance to the customer in a transparent 
manner, i.e., what is possible and at what price, thus acting as a competitive advantage (Kohlborn et al. 
2009). Due to the overall heterogeneity of the offered services and standards among industries, 
especially in the B2B markets, there exist no universal guidelines on the level of granularity of the 
service portfolio (Dörbecker and Böhmann 2015). Instead, this decision depends on the strategic 
considerations of the provider (i.e., whether transparency of the offer will harm or benefit the company). 
This is shown in a study a study from Lubarski and Pöppelbuß (2017) on B2B service providers for 
wind energy and logistics.  
Accordingly, all the company’s sales activities can be categorized as either Build-Time; strategic variant 
management completed prior to and leading to the creation of the service portfolio or Run-Time; the 
operative quotation process that builds upon a pre-defined service portfolio, along with the respective 
databases, and is executed on a regular basis.13 The perspectives are interconnected in the way that 
Build-Time provides specifications, while the insights gathered during the Run-Time can be used for 
future correction of the sales strategy (Figure 4).  
 
Figure 4: Placement of the Quotation Process within the Overall Sales Activities 
                                                          
13  The separation of ‘Build-Time’ and ‘Run-Time’ is widely used in the context of workflow management, with 
the former describing the specification of the workflow model that acts as a “blueprint for implemented 
business processes in [the] workflow management system” and the latter containing the workflow engine that 
“creates a new workflow instance based on the defined workflow model” (Weske 2012, p. 334). 
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Sales strategy can be defined as “the extent to which a firm engages in a set of activities and decisions 
regarding the allocation of scarce sales resources to manage customer relationships on the basis of the 
value of each customer for the firm” (Panagopoulos and Avlonitis 2010, p. 9). In this regard, the 
decisions made during Build-Time and the arrangement of the service portfolio(s) depend strongly on 
the outcome of the customer segmentation. Identified as one of the best practices in sales excellence 
(Leigh and Marshall 2001), and highlighted for its importance in the business model canvas 
(Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010), customer segmentation helps service providers to define their scope of 
activity and to define value-creating offerings for their customers (Rahikka et al. 2011). The outputs 
from the customer segmentation (e.g., definition of services, prices, and conditions depending on a 
certain customer segment) are then used to define a corporate service portfolio and create new services 
(Lusch and Nambisan 2015). Simultaneously, from a sales strategy point of view, “a key aspect is the 
decomposition of the overall selling process into subprocesses that can benefit from specialization and 
division of labor” (Leigh and Marshall 2001, p. 88). Therefore, the use of decomposition and subsequent 
modularization, as an architectural approach, can achieve efficiency in service design and sales, as long 
as the ability to satisfy customer demands is not diminished (Bask et al. 2010a). It is worth mentioning 
that the presented constituents of the Build-Time should not be seen as a unidirectional process, but 
rather that they exhibit strong interdependencies and thus can be performed in an arbitrary order. For 
example, it is also conceivable that an existing service portfolio will first be modularized, thus delivering 
the basis for new service development, which, in turn, form suitable customer segments. Each of these 
constituents thus influences the long-term orientation of the company and should be taken into account 
in the overall sales strategy (Panagopoulos and Avlonitis 2010; Rahikka et al. 2011). 
In contrast, the operative activities of the Run-Time comprise a sequential process that is executed every 
time a customer approaches with an (individual) request. The main result of this process is the generation 
of a comprehensive document (quote) that is expected to win such a request. Although other terms such 
as ‘tendering process’ (Domberger et al. 1986) or ‘Configure-Price-Quote (CPQ) process’ (Gartner Inc. 
2017) are also common in the literature and among practitioners,14 this dissertation will use the term 
‘quotation process’ (Hvam et al. 2006), as an overarching description of this process. Since a (detailed) 
quote builds a legal reference point for the upcoming project, the conflict between customer-driven 
individualization and provider-driven standardization ambitions arises at the latest point during the 
quotation process (Schmidt 2008). However, as with sales in general and due to the heterogeneity of 
B2B services there exists no clarity on where the quotation process actually begins or ends and which 
departments are involved; however, some indicators for its placement can be found when examining a 
company's overall sales process management. For example, Söhnchen and Albers (2010, p. 1359) 
performed a large-scale survey among German industrial companies and derived a six-step sales funnel 
for the acquisition of industrial customers, in which the quotation process covers the stages of ‘product 
presentation’, followed by ‘design of the offer’ and ‘handling objections’ (i.e., steps 3, 4, and 5). The 
idea of their sales funnel is that each stage requires more effort and detailed processing per customer, so 
that unattractive customers are removed step by step, thus achieving an efficient ‘effort-to-probability-
success’ ratio.  
Similarly, an overview of the existing methods and decision criteria for selection of customer requests 
is given in the practical research of Geiger and Krüger (2013). The authors provide an exemplary 
detailed quotation process for an industrial construction site, beginning with the ‘rough clarification of 
the customer requirements’, leading to the ‘detailed planning of the technical concept’, finally resulting 
                                                          
14  The advantage of the term ‘quotation process’ is that it does not limit the application space to the projects from 
the public sector as is the case with the ‘tendering process’ (since ‘tenders’ are typically associated with public 
projects). In addition, it is more common for service industries and academic discussions in general, unlike the 
term ‘CPQ-process’ that is used mostly by practitioners. 
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in the ‘finalization of the calculations and submission of the tender’ (Geiger and Krüger 2013, p. 84).15 
Lastly, in their qualitative research on quality in designing and providing KIBS, Rahikka et al. (2011) 
identified three main challenges when developing value perception for business customers, namely 
‘specification of services’, ‘estimation of the co-creation efforts’, and ‘cost determination’, each of 
which are essential for the quotation process.  
Although their origins lie in different application contexts, the above-mentioned findings can be 
summarized in three consecutive steps – selection or (IT-based) configuration of the desired solution 
from the list of predefined elements (C), pricing of the composite product or service (P), as well as 
communication of the (standardized) quotation document to the customer and its usage for subsequent 
corrections and negotiations (Q). However, although having commonalities for the B2B product 
industry (Blecker et al. 2004), these three steps alone cannot build the base for a company’s overall 
ability to react to the customer’s changing requirements (which is an essential ability, especially for the 
providers of KIBS). For instance, by neglecting the documentation of the outcomes of the quotation 
processes, companies miss out on the opportunity of reusing historic quotation documents, both for 
operational processes (i.e., configuration, pricing and quotation), as well as continuous monitoring of 
strategic weak points (e.g., service redesign or innovation, identification of unprofitable services). In 
this regard, an additional step of monitoring and reporting that retains an ongoing track of the outputs 
from the quotation process (e.g., hit rate16, price composition for a certain service package) is needed as 
a connection to the Build-Time, leading to the possible adjustment of the overall sales strategy. 
2.4 The Interplay of Build-Time and Run-Time of Service Modularity 
Service modularity can simplify and improve the point of contact between two sales perspectives of the 
service provider – Build-Time and Run-Time. While the former contains all required steps for (one-time 
or periodical) transformation of the service portfolio into the modular state (i.e., the actual 
modularization), the latter uses (continuously) the provided results (i.e., modularized service portfolio) 
in an operative quotation process.  
Currently, the majority of the existing literature on modularization methods focuses on the Build-Time, 
as it requires conceptual support from the holistic perspective, which can occasionally be challenging 
for practitioners (Lubarski and Pöppelbuß 2017; Peters and Leimeister 2013). Here, the design of the 
actual modularization process is influenced by the desired objectives and the scope of the transformation 
endeavor. This process can be seen as the direct operationalization of the strategic customer 
segmentation and service innovation. The underlying objectives depend on the provider’s purpose for 
the deployment of the service modularity concept17 and can be differentiated between efficiency-driven 
modularization and market-oriented variant management. While the former objective aims to minimize 
costs corresponding to multi-variant service offerings, via reduction of the value-creation process, to a 
necessary amount of standardized service components (Bask et al. 2011); the latter pursues a higher 
variant diversity in order to reach out to as yet unaddressed customer segments (Krebs and Ranze 2015). 
Regarding the scope of modularization, the service provider must first decide, in advance, which part of 
his service portfolio will undergo the transformation. On the one hand, it may seem useful and less risky 
to concentrate the available resources on the most pressing and promising subareas of the portfolio in a 
                                                          
15  The three phases presented are the generalization of the original 21 steps with certain elements being solely 
relevant for the context of products. Moreover, the authors concentrated on the nine internal departments 
involved, but omitted customer involvement, which is a central aspect in the context of B2B services.  
16  Hit rate is one of the metrics used within sales or the external relations of the company, which represents a 
relative success of the employee or the department. In the context of quotation preparation, it can be defined 
as a proportion of the successful quotes or tenders to the number of overall attempts.  
17  This corresponds to the operational level dimension in the derived schools of thought in P1 (section 4.2.1).  
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testing phase first (e.g., choosing an exemplary service based on the frequency of occurrences). On the 
other hand, by pursuing a simultaneous modularization of multiple (if not all) services, it is possible to 
exploit the potential for synergies that go beyond the boundaries of existing services, thus providing the 
basis for future service innovations (Gentry and Elms 2009). 
The modularization process of the Build-Time is an internal strategic process closely linked to general 
service engineering activities. The outcome of this process is a modular service architecture with the 
corresponding master data that will then be used (ongoing) during the quotation process (Run-Time). 
Here, the master data provides the basis for the configuration of the complex service (C), pricing of the 
respective service bundle (P), and generation of the summarizing quotation document (Q). These 
activities can be supported with the use of a designated so-called CPQ software (Gartner Inc. 2017), as 
well as with general Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and/or Enterprise Resource Planning 
(ERP), all of which have been used predominantly in the domain of products in recent decades 
(Bramham et al. 2005; Elgh 2012; Hvam et al. 2006). Here, the operation of the respective CPQ software 
(i.e., sales configurator) can be performed either by the sales employee, based on the requirements of 
the customer, or by the customer themselves, if sufficient technical knowledge is existent (Abbasi et al. 
2013; Froese and Grasbrook 2011). A summary of both phases can be found in Figure 5.18 
 
Figure 5: Build-Time and Run-Time of Service Modularity 
 
 
  
                                                          
18  Here, the relationship between Build-Time and Run-Time is presented in its original form, as first submitted 
to EMISA journal in 2017. An additional iteration loop after Run-Time back to Build-Time, as presented in 
section 2.4, has been added with hindsight based on the enhanced understanding of service modularity.  
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3 Research Design 
Due to the multi-faceted nature of the proposed research objective (i.e., to connect the decisions made 
before, during, and after the service modularization process), this dissertation has combined different 
methodologies (literature review, case studies, and mixed-method research methodology), together with 
different data collection methods (interviews, document analysis, and online surveys). These were 
deemed appropriate in order to answer each of the three underlying research questions. In the following, 
each of the research questions (see also Figure 2) and the reasons for selecting the respective 
methodology are explained in detail. 
RQ1: What motivates and promotes the application of service modularity? 
The first research question examined the motivation and background leading to service modularity. For 
this, a comprehensive literature review was conducted (P1). The goal of this review was twofold; firstly, 
to review previous academic research and secondly, to identify gaps in the field (Webster and Watson 
2002). When selecting the methodology for the literature review, preference was given to the 
hermeneutic approach (Boell and Cecez-Kecmanovic 2014), rather than a strictly systematic approach 
(Cooper 1988), since the latter is often criticized for being solely formalistic and lacking a certain level 
of creativity and academic curiosity (MacLure 2005). Using established academic search engines (e.g., 
AIS Library, Google Scholar) and public libraries, the literature search covered the period from 1991 to 
2016. The focus was on conceptual publications from academic journals, international conferences, and 
established books from IS, marketing, and other relevant domains. As a result, P1 identified 22 
publications with a clear focus on service modularity. These were then classified, using seven pre-
defined dimensions. As a result of this multi-dimensional classification, four schools of thought in 
service modularity, along with the implications for academia and the practitioners, were established. For 
the purpose of transparency and validity of the findings (Green et al. 2001), the initial search and analysis 
were performed by two co-authors independently, with results compared afterwards. The resulting inter-
coder reliability (i.e., percentage of consensus among the authors, here – the allocation of publications 
to a certain dimension characteristic, together with the subsequent school of thought) of over 80% 
indicated a high level of objectivity and plausibility of the results. P1 provided the initial conceptual 
understanding of service modularity, as well as shaping the research design and providing direction for 
the remaining publications P2-P5.  
Having derived a holistic overview, the next publication (P2) concentrated on the antecedents and the 
overall motivation for implementing service modularity. Given the lack of a fully accepted theory for 
the emergence of service modularity, together with a general paucity of related empirical research (Piran 
et al. 2016), a mixed-method empirical methodology was selected. A further justification for this method 
was the belief that generalizability and statistical significance in reporting findings should be attainable, 
while not losing the nuances and understanding of a firm’s environmental context (Harrigan 1983). To 
ensure consistency and rigor of research, P2 followed the guidelines19 of Venkatesh et al. (2013) for 
conducting a mixed-method research, overall fulfilling a developmental purpose according to their 
proposed classification. According to the proposed stipulation of the authors, P2 is of developmental 
nature, since a “qualitative study is used to develop constructs and hypotheses and a quantitative study 
– to test the hypotheses” (Venkatesh et al. 2013, p. 26). 
For the first step of model development, qualitative research methods were deployed. This type of 
research is especially suitable when the research area is still emerging and not controllable by the 
                                                          
19  The authors presented four general guidelines and five validation guidelines that should be considered both 
when conducting a research (author considerations) and reviewing a submitted publication (reviewer 
evaluations).  
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investigators (Yin 2017), which is the case with service modularity. As for the actual data collection, 
semi-structured interviews were selected, since an openly designed conversation was expected to better 
capture the viewpoints of the interviewees, rather than a standardized pre-structured questionnaire (Flick 
2014). The interviews lasted an average of 45 minutes and were conducted with senior managers of 21 
German industrial service providers, in the period from October 2015 to February 2016. The analysis 
and coding of the interviews (i.e., clustering of text fragments according to the underlying conceptual 
scheme (Saldaña 2013)) were supported by the professional software for qualitative research, 
MAXQDA 12 (Saillard 2011). An overview of service providers that participated in the expert 
interviews is provided in Figure 6, together with their size20, industry, years of activity on the market, 
and the position of the respective interviewee (the number in the brackets represents the number of 
occurrences). 
 
Figure 6: Overview of the Interviewed Companies for Research Model Development (N = 21) 
The second step tested and validated the proposed research model with the help of quantitative research. 
Here, a large scale survey was conducted, which examined six professional service industries, who 
according to Brax et al. (2017), had the highest potential for service modularity. To identify potential 
participants, the Amadeus database was used. This hosts comprehensive financial information on around 
21 million companies across Europe (Bureau van Dijk 2017). The questionnaires were developed and 
distributed using an academic platform for online surveys, Unipark, which provided sufficient 
credibility and encouraged high participation from the respondents. Potential service providers were 
contacted via e-mail in the period from February to March 2018. The data collection process resulted in 
a total of 258 usable completed responses (Figure 7)21, which were then analyzed using Covariance-
based Structural Equation Modeling (CB-SEM). This is a robust and widely accepted multivariate 
statistical technique (Urbach and Ahlemann 2010), used for simultaneously testing and estimating causal 
relationships among multiple independent and dependent latent (i.e., abstract, complex, and impossible 
to observe directly) constraints (Hair et al. 2016). The CB-SEM was performed using the open access 
software, Smart PLS 2. By delivering a valid model for understanding the motivation and antecedents 
of service modularity, the publication emphasized the need for supporting methods and processes to 
enable such a transformation, which leads to the next RQ.  
                                                          
20  The categorization of firm size is based on recommendations of the European Commission (European 
Commission 2003). 
21  Further details on the data collection process, including the structure of the questionnaires and exemplary 
responses, can be found in P2.  
 
Firm size
Micro (1) Small  (3)
Medium  (8) Large  (9)
Industry
Wind Energy (11) Logistics (8)
Automotive (1) IT Consulting (1)
Years on 
the market
1 – 10  (7) 11 – 20 (7)
21 – 50 (3) over 50 (4)
Interviewee
Senior Management (5)
Middle Management (16)
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Figure 7: Sample Description for the Research Model Validation (N = 258) 
RQ2: What phases constitute a typical service modularization process and what methods already exist 
to support them? 
The goal of the second research question was to clarify which phases constitute a typical service 
modularization process, thus being a logical continuation of P1 and P2. Although the individual phases 
of such a process have been partially covered by existing modularization methods, their actual placement 
within the overall transformation process, along with the corresponding inputs and outputs, have been 
mostly neglected. In addition, most of these methods were introduced for specific business use cases 
with simplified assumptions, thus lacking in generalizability and with little to no consideration of the 
already existing methods. Nevertheless, these methods were deemed to be useful as a good starting point 
for a holistic overview. Therefore, an additional extensive literature review of potential modularization 
methods was needed (P3). Careful consideration of the methods for modularizing services, together with 
the dimensions to be used for their classification, had to be made. This was similar to P1, so once again, 
a hermeneutic methodology was deployed (Boell and Cecez-Kecmanovic 2014). Moreover, due to the 
historic development of the concept of service modularity and its contextual proximity, such a 
hermeneutic literature review had to consider not only service-specific modularization methods, but also 
the ones from adjacent research streams, such as modularity of products or PSS. The derived phases 
have their roots in the modularization method TM3 (Peters and Leimeister 2013) and were iteratively 
enhanced and adjusted with the help of an additional 16 modularization methods. 
The resulting process overview is intended to act as guidance for real-life service providers, who are 
already considering the transformation to modular service architecture but do not know where to start. 
In addition, with the help of its second dimension, ‘type of structuring’, which is based on the 
differentiation proposed by Böttcher and Klingner (2011), the result of P3 acts as a classification 
framework for existing and upcoming service modularization methods, while simultaneously identifying 
under-researched phases, requiring additional academic attention (e.g., information capturing or testing). 
Finally, once the service portfolio is modularized (strategic Build-Time) it opens new research avenues, 
with respect to how it can be operationalized in an industrial context, both on a strategic level (i.e., what 
aspects of the provider’s value creation process can be improved with the help of a modular service 
architecture) and an operational level (i.e., what are the IT requirements for a modular quotation process 
for the service provider). 
RQ3: How can the outcome of the service modularization process be operationalized? 
The third research question focused on the operationalization of the service modularization process in 
practice and is addressed by the last two publications. For instance, since sales has been identified as a 
potential application context to profit from service modularity (Giannakis and Mee 2015; Lubarski and 
Firm size
Micro (0) Small  (88)
Medium  (118) Large  (52)
Industry
ICT (83) Logistics (64)
Legal (16) Finance (13)
Automotive (8) Healthcare (6)
Other (68)
Years on 
the market
1 – 10  (20) 11 – 20 (61)
21 – 50 (122) over 50 (37)
No answer (18)
Interviewee
Senior Management (184)
Middle Management (46)
Lower Management (16)
Other (6)
No answer (6)
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Pöppelbuß 2017; Schmidt 2008), P4 used a multiple-case study approach of German B2B companies, 
in order to empirically derive IT support requirements for modular quotation processes. Here the 
overarching term ‘B2B companies’ is used categorically, since the empirical data was not sourced solely 
from KIBS providers (which is the focus of this dissertation), but instead included three different types 
of B2B companies. These were: i) product manufacturers, who, in addition to their individualized 
products, also offer supplementary services (N = 7); ii) contract service providers offering long-term 
projects (N = 6), and iii) product-enabled service providers, which act as a combination of the first two 
types (N = 6). Despite the different categorization, each of the interviewed companies offered complex 
and specialized services that are important for their long-term competitiveness and success, thus facing 
similar challenges in knowledge management and expert allocation as KIBS providers. The collection 
of empirical data was carried out in two steps. First, using semi-structured expert interviews (Flick 
2014), conducted from July to October 2016 and from May to September 2017, current challenges in 
the quotation process of practitioners were identified. In addition to the expert interviews, the companies 
also provided a total of 18 real quotation documents on which a document analysis (Bowen 2009) was 
performed. By combining these two data sources, it was possible to minimize bias and increase the 
robustness of the results. Figure 8 provides an overview of the empirical data for P4. 
 
Figure 8: Overview of the Interviewed Companies for P4 (N = 19) 
Finally, P5 is of a conclusive nature. It expanded outwards from a specific application area (such as the 
quotation process) and, based on the reviewed literature, theorized as to the possible application space 
for modular service design for providers of KIBS. Additionally, P5 evaluated the conceptual goodness 
(i.e., set of criteria for determining conceptual adequacy in the broader context) of service modularity 
in general. Here, unlike the previous publications, it was clear from the beginning which aspects of 
service modularity were interesting, so that no hermeneutic circles were needed. Instead, a systematic 
literature review (Webster and Watson 2002) with a clear definition of scope (i.e., existing articles that 
deal with modular service design in professional services in a B2B context), aim (i.e., analyze the current 
body of knowledge on modularity in professional services and the related theoretical foundation), and 
audience (i.e., researchers from IS and marketing communities, as well as top management from KIBS 
providers) was deemed to be the most fitting for this research endeavor. The literature was reviewed 
systematically and independently by three co-writers to eliminate bias and comprised two sets of review 
criteria. The first set considered the research context of relevant articles and concentrated on the 
boundaries and implications of modularity in professional services. The second set comprised criteria 
to investigate the theoretical foundations of modularity in professional services. The literature review 
process resulted in 14 publications that were considered for further analysis. Based on this, five 
prevailing research themes in the literature, together with their respective perspectives, were derived. 
As with the qualitative empirical data, MAXQDA and Excel tabling were used to arrange, discuss, and 
synthesize prior research into greater units of analysis (vom Brocke et al. 2009). The majority of the 
Industry
Manufacturing (6) Logistics (4)
Financial (2) Consulting (3)
Advertising (4)
Firm size
Micro (2) Small (3)
Medium (6) Large (8)
Interviewee
Senior Management (4)
Middle Management (13)
Lower Management (2)
Years on
the market
1 - 10  (5) 11 - 20 (2)
21 - 50 (2) over 50 (10)
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identified publications on service modularity in KIBS were found to come from the last five years; this 
indicates a still growing research field, with a wide range of future research opportunities (see also 
section 2.2.3). 
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4 Research Results 
4.1  Presentation of the Results 
The results of the dissertation will be presented according to the estimated real-life chronology of the 
transition towards a modular service architecture. First, section 4.2 deals with the decisions that need to 
be made prior to the actual transformation process. For instance, the schools of thought in service 
modularity, as derived in P1 (section 4.2.1), offers different perspectives on the modularity concept and 
discuss different possibilities of its interrelations with service providers’ business models. Furthermore, 
the results of P2 (section 4.2.2) summarize the manifestations of the concept in practice and identify 
what internal and external characteristics promote or hinder its introduction. 
Second, once the service provider has been familiarized with the concept and both the motivation and 
the required capabilities for the transition are given, section 4.3 presents a support for the actual 
transformation process. The holistic framework created in P3 provides a detailed overview of individual 
phases of the modularization process and structures existing service modularization methods according 
to their process coverage and type of structure.  
Finally, a modularized service portfolio cannot in itself provide a business value of a competitive 
advantage, it must first be operationalized in the provider’s operations. This operationalization is 
discussed in section 4.4 in two steps. First, P4 (section 4.4.1) focuses on a particular sales context of a 
service provider and establishes the requirements for the IT support of a modular quotation process that 
builds upon the output from the above-mentioned modularization process. Finally, P5 (section 4.4.2), 
zooms out from the specific application context to provide an overview of which other strategic and 
operative activities, from KIBS providers, can benefit from such a modular service architecture. P5 
concludes with a general estimation of the conceptual goodness of service modularity and points to 
future research opportunities. 
4.2  Antecedents of Service Modularity 
4.2.1 Schools of Thought in Service Modularity 
Being an interdisciplinary research field (Campagnolo and Camuffo 2010), service modularity has 
attracted numerous researchers with different contextual backgrounds (e.g., service science, marketing, 
and IS), different underlying interpretation of service (e.g., good-dominant logic, service-dominant 
logic), and different domains of operation (e.g., health services, logistic services) (Brax et al. 2017). 
While being beneficial for its recognition in practice and contribution to the overall modular system 
theory (Schilling 2000), this has resulted in a particularly large interpretation space for service scholars. 
Due to the researchers’ differences in their interpretation of the fundamental elements (such as ‘service’, 
‘decomposition’, or ‘module building’), as well as the underlying principles (such as the required level 
of customer involvement), the terminology and opinions on service modularity are diverging rapidly. In 
fact, there already exist numerous controversial perspectives in service modularity literature that either 
oppose each other (e.g., static vs. dynamic module orientation (Voss and Hsuan 2009) within the 
underlying service architecture), or artificially define additional subthemes within the field of service 
modularity that apply only in a specific context (Bask et al. 2010). Therefore, although scholars have 
provided valuable insights on the service modularity concept, such as a typology of modular service 
designs (Tuunanen et al. 2012) or an overview of the effects of service modularity (Dörbecker and 
Böhmann 2013), there is still a lack of comprehensiveness with respect to the implication of these 
perspectives for business strategy. In order to clarify the seeming confusion, a comprehensive overview 
of possible research dimensions on service modularity, along with the related research characteristics 
within these dimensions is needed.  
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Using a hermeneutic approach for the literature review (Boell and Cecez-Kecmanovic 2014) 23 relevant 
publications on service modularity were identified. The core of such a hermeneutic approach is that the 
typical steps of a literature review ‘search and acquisition’ and ‘analysis and interpretation’ are executed 
iteratively as two major hermeneutic circles (for further details of the methodology, see P1). This was 
particularly useful in P1, since a fundamental understanding of service modularity had to be first 
established, thereby allowing more focused subsequent iterations. Similarly, the derivation of the seven 
dimensions and the classification of the identified publications into these dimensions, together with the 
subsequent grouping of these dimensions required continuous adjustments. In total, the literature review 
resulted in seven research dimensions (bold bullet pointed items) with a total of 15 characteristics 
(shown by cursive emphasis). 
x Roots of modularity. One particular understanding of modularity and the associated terminology 
can be traced back to the research fields from which the respective scholars of service modularity 
originally came. While the concept of complexity reduction via module building has been discussed 
in numerous fields (Frandsen 2017), two disciplines can be identified as most dominant and most 
cited: manufacturing and information systems (including software engineering). The former has 
successfully applied modularity to product design and operationalized it into the concept of mass 
customization (Pine 1993), passing over the idea of decomposition of the integral system to service 
modularity. The latter emphasized the importance of loose coupling and information flow between 
the modules, evolving into concepts like object-oriented programming or software-oriented 
architecture (Hirschheim et al. 2010). With only six of the identified 22 articles published in 
traditional service and marketing journals (and still explicitly drawing on insights and terminology 
from the above-mentioned disciplines), the source of modularity is an important dimension to 
consider when examining service modularity from a holistic perspective. 
x Service understanding. Another key dimension is the basic understanding of the interrelation 
between service modularity and modularity in products. In particular, a modularized service 
portfolio and its effects have been discussed both in the service context and manufacturing context, 
each emphasizing the service or product dominance respectively (Bask et al. 2010a; Pekkarinen and 
Ulkuniemi 2008). With a uniformly accepted definition of service modularity still missing (Carlborg 
and Kindström 2014), the line between modularity in products and modularity in services remains 
blurred. In this regard, examining the recent changes in service understanding, two research streams 
influencing the product-service interplay can be distinguished. The first one is located in the classic 
good-dominant logic (GD-logic), where services are viewed more as an add-on to products (Lusch 
et al. 2007). Thus, the GD-logic distinguishes between modularity in products and modularity in 
services in a distinctive and synchronized fashion. In contrast, the opposing perspective assigns 
service modularity a dominating role, so that product requirements are derived from modularized 
services as the SD-logic suggests (Smyth 2014; Vargo Lusch 2004) and not vice versa. Although 
only two of the identified publications explicitly base their research in the SD-logic (Tuunanen et 
al. 2012; Tuunanen and Cassab 2011), the affiliation of the remaining ones (or at least the tendency) 
was possible to determine by using characteristics from established literature (Vargo and Lusch 
2004, 2008).  
x Operational level. The ambivalence of service modularity stems, in part, from its purpose, as it can 
be deployed both for operative and strategic purposes (Böhmann et al. 2003; Geum et al. 2012). On 
the one hand, scholars are concerned that the concept is subject to various organizational limitations 
(Böhmann et al. 2003; Cheng and Shiu 2016), while others regard the services themselves as a 
business logic (Grönroos and Ravald 2011). In this regard, service modularity can either act within 
the boundaries of the business logic or may be used to actively transform it. This fundamental 
differentiation is particularly crucial as it seems to be closely intertwined with other dimensions, 
such as the overall motivation for introducing a modular service architecture. In particular, scholars 
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who emphasize the operational role of service modularity tend to highlight expected efficiency gains 
in a particular operation (e.g., level of customer involvement and traceability in the service design), 
while the ones promoting the strategic nature of the concept often concentrate on the optimal trade-
off between positive and possible negative effects (Cabigiosu et al. 2015; Carlborg and Kindström 
2014). 
x Actor spheres. Due to the service characteristics mentioned earlier, the design and provision of 
services involves a close collaboration between the provider and the customer (Grönroos 2011), 
which is particularly important in the context of KIBS. The efficiency of this collaboration 
predetermines the ease of the service provision and the overall service experience, both of which 
can be influenced by changing the degree of customization and standardization (Tuunanen et al. 
2012). As such, existing literature on service modularity can be further divided, based on the focus 
group that will reap the most rewards. In particular, publications focusing on the provider role 
highlight the potential internal efficiency improvements (e.g., cost reduction, shorter time-to-
market), via the use of service modularity, while maintaining the current customer experience (de 
Blok et al. 2010a; Corsten et al. 2007). In contrast, other scholars see the main value of service 
modularity in the ability to actively improve the current service experience and the value perception 
of the customer, thus better positioning the provider in the marketplace (Bask et al. 2010).  
x Module orientation. The nature of services and their (at least partial) dependence on the underlying 
physical medium necessitates an examination of service modules from both the product and process 
perspective simultaneously (Bask et al. 2010a). For this reason, existing service architectures are 
usually based on combinations of multiple description layers for service modules (Bohmann et al. 
2003). On the one hand, the static description layer contains product-specific information (such as 
performance metrics, price, and related resources) that plays a vital role in the module production 
(de Blok et al. 2010a). On the other hand, an explanation of the functionality of the module in the 
service architecture calls for a more dynamic perspective, typically described through a process or 
functional layer (Bohmann et al. 2003; Voss and Hsuan 2009). This combination of multiple 
description layers often builds a basis for modularization methods, which promote a simultaneous 
modularization of PSS (Boucher et al. 2016; Buchmann 2016). 
x Scientific contribution. A further dimension for segmenting existing literature on service 
modularity is the intended academic contribution, with a total of three possible characteristics. 
Motivated by the overall immaturity of the research stream, the first group of scholars aimed to 
provide useful definitions of the underlying terms and principles of service modularity (Pekkarinen 
and Ulkuniemi 2008), together with a demarcation from its product counterpart (Bask et al. 2010a). 
In contrast, the second group of researchers focused on assessing or measuring the extent, to which 
a given service architecture reflects the underlying principles of service modularity, such as the level 
of granularity or reuse of service modules (Böhmann and Loser 2005; Kazemi et al. 2011). Finally, 
the articles of the third group provided guidance on how to transform a given (monolithic) service 
portfolio into a modularized one and how to use it for the subsequent service provision or new 
service design (Böttcher and Klingner 2011; Geum et al. 2012). 
x Motivation for service modularity. The final dimension for structuring existing literature on 
service modularity is the fundamental differentiation between its positive effects and the trade-off 
balance. While the majority of existing publications unconditionally highlight only the benefits 
associated with a modular architecture (see Dörbecker et al. (2013) for a detailed literature review 
on that topic), just a handful of publications emphasize the need to achieve a certain balance between 
different effects. For instance, this includes the classic trade-off between meeting customer 
requirements while improving internal cost efficiency, although currently this trade-off has not yet 
been quantified (Brusoni et al. 2007; Tuunanen et al. 2012). Further (briefly) mentioned trade-offs 
include the monetary perspective, in terms of the value against the initial investments (Brusoni et 
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al. 2007) or the ability to achieve service innovation despite using standardized modules (Ernst 
2005), all of which take a more careful position towards the universal use of service modularity. 
The presented seven dimensions are a useful aid for structuring and analyzing existing research on 
service modularity. However, in order to identify the major research streams, it is important to trace the 
causal relationship between these dimensions (Dey 2003). An additional iteration of the hermeneutic 
circle of ‘analysis and interpretation’ denoted that operational level and service understanding are, in 
fact, dominating dimensions, with the remaining dimensions are either the resulting implications (e.g., 
module orientation and motivation for deployment determine the operational level) or are to be regarded 
as meta-level (scientific contribution). Therefore, the identified seven dimensions can be simplified into 
a 2x2 matrix, thus creating four schools of thought in service modularity (Figure 9).  
 
Figure 9: Schools of Thought in Service Modularity 
There are three key elements in Figure 9: service, product, and business model. The manner in which 
the concept of modularity is applied to these elements, as well as to their respective interaction builds 
the basis for the four schools of thought. For instance, examining the operational level, the concept of 
modularity can be applied solely to product and/or service design (Schools 1 and 3) or be used to 
transform the business model of the provider (Schools 2 and 4), as the dashed lines (i.e., affected 
elements) illustrate. Similarly, the relationship between products and services differs based on the 
service understanding, either viewing them as complements (two identical dashed bars in Schools 1 and 
2) or with service as an all-encompassing logic (dashed bar for product inside a service bar in Schools 
3 and 4), in which products act merely as a medium for service delivery (Vargo and Lusch 2004). Table 
5 gives a short overview of the derived schools of thought, along with their academic and practical 
implications.  
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agility while maintaining 
the same customer 
experience 
x Examine the role of the supplier 
and his processes 
x Achieve operational service 
improvements via introducing 
configuration options 
x Measure the monetary potential 
of SM on the operational level 
x Determine which 
parts of the service 
process are to be 
visible to the 
customer and which 
carried out in the 
back office, that can 
be altered without 
changing the 
customer experience  
Vi
sio
na
ry
 
x SM is a strategic element 
that changes both the 
services and the business 
model 
x Service understanding is 
close to the SD-logic that 
can be used for 
repositioning on the market 
x Investigates how SM can be 
integrated into the provider’s 
(long-term) strategy 
x Assess the degree of modularity 
of existing services and provide 
a maturity model 
x Determine and 
prioritize (operational 
and strategic) 
advantages to be 
achieved via SM 
along with their 
respective costs 
Table 5: Schools of Thought in Service Modularity with their Implications 
The derived four schools of thought have a dual research contribution (Webster and Watson 2002). The 
academic value can be found in the structuring of existing literature, based on the two main dimensions 
(see P1 for a detailed classification of the publications), together with the identification of distinct 
research streams for (future) service modularity researchers. With respect to the practical use, the 
schools aim to provide initial guidance for service providers regarding the envisioned scope of their 
modularization initiative, in particular, their service understanding and which part of the company they 
intend to modularize (i.e., the continuum between a single service and a complete business model).  
4.2.2 Factors Precipitating the Use of Service Modularity 
While P1 provided an overview of the current academic literature on service modularity and derived 
theoretical and practical implications for each of the schools, it also became clear that there is still a 
paucity of studies on the background leading to service modularity. This has been also mentioned by 
Piran et al. (2016), who explicitly called for research concentrating on the underpinning of service 
modularity, such as its antecedents. In fact, currently there is a discrepancy between the academic belief 
of service modularity as a logical ‘next step’ for all service providers (Carlborg and Kindström 2014) 
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and the reality of many companies remaining ‘reluctant’ to offer modular services for strategic reasons, 
such as the loss of their perceived service quality (Lubarski and Pöppelbuß 2017). Similarly, while many 
academic definitions of service modularity have been proposed, it remains unclear how its principles 
are observable in practice. Therefore, before exploring the factors triggering the use of service 
modularity, it is first important to define its manifestations in practice (i.e., when is service considered 
to be modular), which represents the first part of P2. 
In order to derive manifestations of service modularity in a rigorous and objective manner, a two-step 
data collection was performed. First, in-depth semi-structured expert interviews were conducted among 
senior management from 21 German providers of KIBS. The aim of these interviews was to determine 
the status quo of service modularity in practice, considering both the service design and the sales process 
(in particular, the communication of the service portfolio), as well as to identify the original motivation 
for establishing a modular architecture.22 Second, in order to eliminate subjectivity and provider-specific 
bias, the empirical data was compared with existing empirical publications on service modularity. 
However, since quantitative empirical literature on service modularity is rather scarce (Iman 2016; Piran 
et al. 2016), the search for appropriate quantitative indicators and constructs was extended to adjacent 
areas of product and organizational modularity.  
Although the terms ‘service modularity’ and ‘modularization strategy’ have not (yet) infiltrated the 
vocabulary of practitioners, all of the interviewees were able to provide examples of implemented 
standardization initiatives or were able to visualize the idea of a modular service portfolio for their 
business. In fact, despite the complexity of the projects and the evident necessity of the KIBS providers 
to fulfil customer individualization requirements (Mittal and Lassar 1996), as long as these 
individualization abilities were not limited they continued to search for new ways of standardization 
(although mostly for internal efficiency reasons, rather than improving a customer’s service experience). 
Therefore, it can be assumed that standardization (also confirmed by Lau et al. (2007) and Lau et al. 
(2010)) and customization of services (Tu et al. 2004) are two main characteristics of service modularity. 
Next, the reutilization of standardized service components and the ability to amend them without the 
need to redesign the remaining system were also mentioned as determining the need for a modular 
service architecture, both by the interviewees and the modularity researchers (Cheng and Shiu 2016; 
Worren et al. 2002). Furthermore Teece et al. (1997) and Tu et al. (2004) state that the capability of 
reorganizing the firm’s hierarchy in response to changes in processes and services is an indicator of 
flexibility and thus reflects the modularity of a firm. Finally, in their quantitative studies, Tu et al. (2004) 
and Wang et al. (2014) analyzed the effects of product modularity on the mass customization capability 
of the firm. One of their manifestations of service modularity was the ability to adjust production 
processes by adding new process modules. Summarizing, based on the expert interviews, combined with 
existing quantitative empirical literature, a provider that: 
x reuses service components in various services, 
x can reorganize its hierarchy and team composition in response to service or process changes, 
x modifies its main services by changing key components without redesigning others while 
maintaining the same level of quality, 
x adjusts its service provision by adding new process modules, and 
x customizes its services by adding feature modules as requested  
can be regarded as a firm that has a high degree of offering modular services.  
                                                          
22  For details of the empirical work related to this, along with the respective interview quotes, please see section 
3 of P2. 
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Having now established the necessary understanding of what to look for among practitioners (i.e., the 
manifestations of service modularity), the search for the antecedents can begin, which represents the 
second part of P2. The identification of the antecedents will clarify what needs to be done, by the 
company or be available in the industry, in order to be able to transit to the modular service architecture 
(Silander et al. 2017). Since no fully accepted theory or empirical model for the emergence of service 
modularity currently exists, P2 has followed a mixed-method methodology (Harrigan 1983; Venkatesh 
et al. 2013). For this, the research model was first developed qualitatively (a combination of expert 
interviews and literature reviews) and later validated using quantitative research methods (a large scale 
empirical study and CB-SEM analysis). 
Before examining the model construction, it is important to differentiate between three levels (or 
progressions) of service modularity for the company. The first level is general Motivation for having a 
modular service portfolio with all its possible benefits. In this case, the service provider is simply aware 
of the concept (at least the basic principles thereof) and can project the value for their own business 
(Duray et al. 2000). The motivation is independent of whether the provider has the necessary means or 
intent to implement the concept. The second level is the Ability to offer modular services. Here the focus 
lies on the potential in the offered services to extract and recombine their components. This is 
independent of whether the provider is ultimately motivated to switch to a modular service portfolio. 
Finally, the third level is the actual modular State, in which both the modularity for, and the ability to 
offer, modular services combine. This modular state is characterized by the modular architecture for 
service development, the operational quotation process, and the actual service provision to the customer. 
Due to the plurality of underlying objectives and the scope of service modularity, this state should not 
be understood as a binary decision (i.e., offering modular services or not), but rather as a continuum 
with several forms, meaning that the company can be partially modular. Hence, this state can be 
described and operationalized as a firm’s degree of offering modular services, relying on both the 
motivation and the ability of the firm.  
The derived five constructs of the model represent the three levels of service modularity mentioned 
above. Firstly, for clarity, the motivation level can be split into external factors (competitive pressure) 
and internal factors (entrepreneurial orientation and customer integration). Secondly, the factors 
influencing the provider’s ability to offer modular services can be traced back to construct service 
characteristics. Thirdly, the state of offering modular services (or its operationalization – the degree) 
can be summarized in the final construct of service modularity. Table 6 summarizes the definitions of 
the constructs, underlying principles, and the level of modularity covered.  
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Construct Definition and underlying principles Level 
Competitive 
Pressure  
(CP) 
x Introduction of the modular service portfolio by the competitors 
(Worren et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2014) 
x Constantly changing customer preferences regarding services 
and features (Worren et al. 2002) 
x Having heterogeneous customers (Steiner and Hergenröther 
2014) 
Motivation 
(external) 
Customer 
Integration (CI) 
x Close interaction and cooperation (Duray et al. 2000) 
x Information sharing, transparency and trust (Lau et al. 2010) 
x Customer’s active participation, resulting in service co-
development (Tu et al. 2004) 
x The ability to gather customer feedback in a structured way 
Motivation 
(internal) 
Entrepreneurial 
Orientation 
(EO) 
x Risk-taking behavior and competitive decision-making style 
(Knight 1997) 
x Forging new (also international) partnerships and exploiting 
market opportunities 
x Introduction of new techniques, methods, and services (Cheng 
and Shiu 2016; Worren et al. 2002)  
Motivation 
(internal) 
Service 
Characteristics 
(SC) 
x Ability to define service components and their subsequent 
combination or rearrangement (Cheng and Shiu 2016) 
x Variety of service modules and projects run in parallel 
x Digitalization of complex services and underlying quotation 
process (Hvam et al. 2006) 
Ability 
Service 
Modularity23 
(SM) 
x Reuse of service components in various settings (Cheng and Shiu 
2016; Worren et al. 2002)  
x Flexible team composition in response to service or process 
changes (Teece et al. 1997; Tu et al. 2004) 
x Make changes in key components without redesigning others 
(Cheng and Shiu 2016; Worren et al. 2002) 
x Adjusting service provision by adding new process modules (Tu 
et al. 2004) 
x Customization of services by adding or removing feature 
modules as requested (Tu et al. 2004) 
State 
Table 6: Model Constructs with their Respective Levels of Service Modularity 
Based on the expected effects on other constructs, these relationships were mapped in a path model that 
visually displays the hypotheses of the research model (Figure 10). All effects were originally believed 
to be positive (i.e., H3: the higher the level of entrepreneurial orientation, the higher the level of service 
modularity). Details on the selection of the constructs, derivation of research hypotheses, as well as the 
reliability and validity of measurement models can be found in P2. 
                                                          
23  Principles describing service modularity correspond with the manifestations that were presented on p. 37. 
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Figure 10: Research Model for Antecedents of Service Modularity 
The analysis of the path coefficients showed that all four hypotheses have been confirmed, thus 
indicating the overall fit of the research model (Figure 10). Moreover, the previously defined criteria 
demonstrating the degree (i.e., third level) of service modularity could also all be confirmed, with the 
indicators ‘reusability of service components’ (SM4) and ‘changes in key components without the need 
to redesign the others’ (SM3) being the most representative ones, which confirms the previous results 
of Cheng and Shiu (2016). In addition, the findings support Tu et al. (2004), who found the 
customization of services by adding feature modules (SM5) to be one of the characteristics of service 
modularity. Lastly, it was possible to confirm that interchangeable teams (i.e., modular organization, 
SM1) and modular processes (SM2) are essential aspects of service modularity itself. This demonstrates 
yet another difference between service modularity and its product counterpart, where modular 
organization and modular processes are not as crucial as the (physical) standardization of individual 
modules (Duray et al. 2000; Lau et al. 2010).  
From a broader perspective, it was shown that constantly changing customer preferences in terms of 
services and features (CP2) on the one hand and heterogeneity of customers (CP3) on the other are the 
main antecedents for service modularity. Furthermore, the analysis showed that service modularity can 
also represent a strategy for the realization of customer integration, as the customer integration has a 
positive mediating effect on the relationship between competitive pressure and service modularity (H1a 
and H1b). Competitive pressure alone does not lead to a firm offering modular services, but it does drive 
the intent to integrate customers who are leaning towards a modular service portfolio. Consequently, 
this means that customer integration is responsible for increasing service modularity when competitive 
pressure intensifies. In other words, service modularity can be seen as a solution for parsimonious 
customer integration. 
Further, the construct entrepreneurial orientation of a company was confirmed to have a direct effect on 
service modularity (H3). This can be explained by the fact that a risk-seeking company is more willing 
to modularize its services when compared to companies with risk-averse strategies. This is highly 
reflected by the indicator weight of EO3, which shows that an affinity to risk-taking supports the 
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likelihood of, and increases the variety of, modular services. Interestingly, this affinity demonstrates a 
larger impact on service modularity than having the ability to offer modular services (that was modeled 
as the service characteristics construct). 
Finally, the support of H2 (positive effect of the service characteristics construct) shows a starting point 
for companies that have already considered establishing a modular service portfolio (i.e., the ‘ability’ 
level 2 of service modularity). The indicators with the largest influence on this construct are grouping 
of service components into new service systems (SC2), as well as the separation and combination of 
service components for developing new services (SC3). An additional notable point is the confirmation 
of the importance of the item digitalization of services (SC4), since this aspect has not yet been 
recognized in the literature. One explanation for this discovery is that digitized services can be 
decomposed and reconfigured more intuitively, as they are easier to depict and visualize, especially for 
compounded or abstract services. 
In summary, these initial results delivered a deeper theoretical understanding of the service modularity 
concept. For instance, P1 provided seven dimensions from which the literature on service modularity 
can be analyzed and structured. These dimensions served as a basis for the derivation of four schools of 
thoughts in service modularity, each containing distinct theoretical and practical implications. 
Subsequently, based on the inputs from the expert interviews and existing quantitative empirical 
literature, P2 first presented the manifestations of service modularity in practice and later developed and 
validated the model, thus identifying internal and external antecedents for service modularity. Thereby, 
the first step towards understanding service modularity has now been completed, thus paving the way 
towards the analysis of the actual modularization process covered by P3.  
4.3  Process 
There are numerous academic methods that can be used for service modularization; however, these 
methods have not been classified according to their specific characteristics. Furthermore, a clear 
overview of the necessary steps to achieve an idealistic modularization process was still missing. A 
suitable classification would not only be of assistance to practitioners in selecting and adopting these 
methods but would also highlight which steps of the modularization process have been neglected so far, 
thus identifying future academic gaps. In general, classifications are used to provide a systematic order 
of elements of a population by dividing them into classes on the basis of common properties or 
characteristics (Bailey 1994). The elements (in this case, modularization methods) are grouped into 
classes, thus simplifying the representation of a population and enabling the systematic description of 
complex facts (Brennan 1987; Sodeur 2013). The classification framework is based on two dimensions 
(bold bullet pointed items), with six phases and three characteristics respectively (shown by cursive 
emphasis).  
x Process phases24: The first dimension is based on the sequential flow of the modularization process 
and consists of six interconnected phases, with the output of a single phase being used as the input 
for the subsequent phase. The phase of Information Capturing marks the beginning of any 
(structured) modularization endeavor. The definition of the desired target state is hereby influenced 
by the meta-levels of service modularity presented earlier (i.e., objectives and scope). The outputs 
of this phase include structured documentation and service models recorded in texts or diagrams. 
The gathered information then undergoes Decomposition into the smallest meaningful service 
elements that will later be used for the module composition. Depending on the specifics of the 
industry and the provider’s individual characteristics, the service portfolio can be decomposed on 
multiple conceptual levels (Dörbecker et al. 2014). For example, processes can be broken down into 
                                                          
24  It should be mentioned that the presented six phases portray an idealistic and complete modularization process 
(Figure 11), which may still differ depending on a company’s individual characteristics and level of readiness.  
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single activities (Lin and Pekkarinen 2011) or customer demands can be transformed into detailed 
functional requirements (Geum et al. 2012). The output of this phase is a collection of unstructured 
elements, which represent the company’s service portfolio on the lowest (desired) granular level. 
The next phase is the Structuring of these elements based on their appropriate characteristics or 
descriptive dimensions. The interdependencies between the elements can be either quantified 
(Browning 2001; Corsten and Salewski 2013) or structured, based on the predefined qualitative 
attributes (such as the type of support or level of customer involvement (Erixon 1996; Stone et al. 
2000)). The output of this third phase is a detailed element structure that will be used in the next 
phase, which means that all three phases (decomposition, structuring, and module creation) should 
be planned together in advance. The phase of Module Creation marks the core of the modularization 
process and is intended to cluster the atomic elements of the service provider in a most efficient way 
(i.e., satisfying the set modularization objectives and scope). The techniques for module building 
range from quantitative methods, such as clustering algorithms (Hölttä et al. 2003; Song et al. 2015) 
or heuristics (Stone et al. 2000) up to qualitative evaluations based on expert knowledge (Yu et al. 
2008) or card-sorting approaches with customer participation (Kohlborn and Pöppelbuß 2013). The 
output of this phase is a set of loose modules, each consisting of highly homogenous elements. Next, 
in order to provide the modules with a necessary functionality and exchangeability (thus reaching 
the required variety of services or service packages), the phase of Interface Definition is required. 
Apart from the technical specifications for the information flow (e.g., extract, transport, load (ETL) 
processes, data validation mechanisms) ensuring the interaction between the modules and the 
compatibility of their respective inputs and outputs (Wang et al. 2011), the interfaces may also 
implement a set of logical rules, enabling or excluding certain module combinations (Böttcher and 
Klingner 2011; Erixon 1996). This phase results in a modular set of configurable modules with pre-
defined interfaces and configuration rules. Finally, the modularization process is concluded by the 
Testing phase, which covers functional (i.e., testing of the modules and their respective interfaces), 
non-functional (i.e., testing of the overall operational efficacy and efficiency), and domain-specific 
(i.e., evaluation of the service portfolio in the designated application scenario) requirements 
(Boucher et al. 2016; Peters and Leimeister 2013). The result of this phase is a ready-to-use modular 
service portfolio that can be integrated in the provider’s operations (more information on that will 
be provided in P4 and P5). 
x Types of structuring. The second dimension of the classification framework rests on different 
approaches as to how elements and modules are ordered and operated, which results in three 
different types of structuring. The Logical type of structure is inherited from the domain of products 
and is characterized by a hierarchical composition of elements that can be pre-produced in advance 
(Pine 1993). Similar to bills of material in manufacturing, elements are represented as static trees or 
graphs. In contrast, due to the process character of services and the inseparability of production and 
consumption (Zeithaml et al. 1985), Temporal structures can be used to represent chronological 
sequences of activities or value-creating events (Böttcher and Klingner 2011). These structures are 
usually characterized by the definition of the predecessor-successor relationships (Wang et al. 
2011), along with constraints prohibiting the initiation of a certain process step should the previous 
one have not delivered the corresponding input. Here, modelling languages which focus on the 
process character of services, such as flow charts, Petri nets, or specific modelling languages (e.g., 
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN)) are used for the visualization of these structures 
(Peters and Leimeister 2013). Finally, if a modularization method combines these two structuring 
techniques (e.g., by introducing additional dimensions for characterization), this results in a 
Complex type of structuring. Examples include a Multiple Domain Matrix (MDM) that combines 
an arbitrary amount of logical Design Structure Matrices (DSM) (e.g., in the context of health 
services (Dörbecker et al. 2014)) or the Service-Metamodel for knowledge-intensive business 
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services that enhances a logical tree structure with additional logical and temporal dependencies 
(Böttcher and Klingner 2011). 
For similar reasons as those presented in P1, a hermeneutic literature review (Boell and Cecez-
Kecmanovic 2014) was used to identify potential methods for service modularization (further details on 
the selection process can be found in P3). Overall 16 distinct modularization methods25 were selected 
and structured using the developed classification framework (Figure 11). 
 
Figure 11: Classification of Existing Methods for Service Modularization 
Examining in further detail the first dimension (process phases), it becomes clear that structuring (16)26 
and module creation (13) are the two phases most frequently covered. On the one hand, this can be 
traced back to the fact that these phases can also be solved mathematically (e.g., DSM or Modified 
House of Quality) if appropriate input is provided (e.g., a decomposed service portfolio together with 
the corresponding customer requirements if applicable), thus attracting additional researchers situated 
outside of service science. On the other hand, together with the decomposition (9), these three phases 
build the core of service modularization, and are, therefore, by default at the center of academic 
attention. Methods covering solely these three phases either regard the remaining ones as optional 
                                                          
25  Details about each of the methods, along with their intended use, inputs and outputs of single modularization 
phases, as well as their application context, can be found in P3 or online under www.bakerstreet-projekt.de. 
26  The numbers in the brackets in this text block indicate how many of the 16 methods fall under a certain 
category. 
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(Buchmann 2016) or unnecessary (Stone et al. 2000). Next, the phase of information capturing (5) has 
been covered (or at least mentioned), as an initial step of the modularization process, by only a handful 
of researchers. The status quo of the service provider is captured by any of the following three: the 
process flow of the service provision (Böttcher and Klingner 2011; Peters and Leimeister 2013); the 
estimation of customer demands (Lin and Pekkarinen 2011); mapping customer demands against 
relevant information on the market and competition (Wang et al. 2011; Yu et al. 2008). Similarly, little 
attention has been devoted to the phase of interface definition (5), with all publications exhibiting 
temporal or complex module structure, despite the topic of interfaces being essential for ensuring the 
functionality of service modules. For instance, the topic was explicitly addressed by Böttcher and 
Klingner (2011), where temporal and logical interdependencies between modules determines the 
subsequent configuration rules of the modular service portfolio. The remaining four methods mention 
interface definition only briefly, emphasizing only the necessity for a closer examination during the 
actual implementation. Finally, testing (3) appears to be the most under-researched phase, with only 
three methods indicating the necessity of testing the created modules, their respective interfaces, and the 
functionality of the modular architecture as a whole. However, neither of these methods provide specific 
test procedures, nor do they offer any information as to the use of the appropriate IS necessary to support 
the use of the modular service portfolio in the Run-Time (e.g., via the use of online configurators). In 
general, with only two methods covering the whole modularization process (albeit remaining on the 
abstract level and thus insufficient for real-life deployment), this classification framework proves that 
the research direction ‘methodical support’ (cf. section 2.2.3) requires further academic attention. 
As for the second dimension (types of structuring), two trends are observable. First, there are barely any 
methods relying solely on the temporal structure (3). This may seem unexpected due to the process 
character of services, but it also underlines the complexity of service modularization which require 
additional logical rules or a combination of different dimensions (Lin and Pekkarinen 2011). 
Interestingly, two of these three methods cover the whole modularization process (Peters and Leimeister 
2013; Yu et al. 2008), albeit both of them remain on a rather abstract level, paying explicit attention to 
the interconnectivity of each of the phases. The distribution of the remaining methods among logical (6) 
and complex (7) is almost equal. However, another tendency is the chronological shift of the methods 
towards complex structures. Earlier methods, such as DSM (Steward 1981) or dendrograms (Hölttä et 
al. 2003), were initially developed for product domains and exhibited a wholly logical structure. Modern 
approaches, however, have a complex structure, either considering different service dimensions or 
combining products and services during the modularization process, via the introduction of new 
concepts (such as integrated-service-products (Li et al. 2012) or PSS (Boucher et al. 2016; Wang et al. 
2011)). In addition, complex methods tend to cover more stages and primarily consider the practicability 
of the results (i.e., their preparation for the Run-Time), while logic methods generally approach the topic 
of modularization from the academic perspective, focusing only on certain phases and making simplified 
assumptions for the remaining ones (e.g., none of the logically-structured methods covers the topics of 
interface definition or testing). 
In conclusion, it can be stated that the presented two-dimensional framework of process phases and 
types of structuring is a useful artefact for classifying existing and future modularization methods. The 
academic value can be found in the identification of under-researched phases of the modularization 
process (i.e., information capturing, interface definition, and testing), together with the summary of 
current research trends in developing new modularization methods, thus contributing to the research 
direction ‘methodical support’, as described in section 2.2.3. Similarly, practitioners may use this as an 
overview of the modularization process with the special attention devoted to the principal 
modularization objectives and scope. The results of this Build-Time phase produce a ready-to-use 
modular service portfolio. The question now arises on how this can be operationalized in the context of 
KIBS providers; this forms the focus of P4 and P5.  
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4.4 Operationalization 
4.4.1 Modular Quotation Document 
As mentioned in the introduction section, many theories and a considerable amount of academic 
publications exist on the topic of service modularity; however, little is known on how it can improve the 
provider’s efficiency in specific areas of operations, such as the quotation process. The preparation of a 
binding quote in response to the customer’s request for a quotation is considered to be the crux of a 
customer’s demands for individualization and a provider’s standardization ambitions (Agndal et al. 
2007; Kindström et al. 2015). For instance, while it seems plausible for the customer to approach 
different suppliers in order to obtain competitive tendering, the suppliers, on the other hand, must invest 
much effort in preparing an offer, which may ultimately be unsuccessful. In addition, especially in the 
context of KIBS, the preparation of the quote relies mostly on the experience of senior sales managers, 
which is often prepared from scratch with little to no IT support. Therefore, designing a quotation 
process around a modular service architecture with an IT-based intelligent reuse of historic documents 
is a considerably useful operationalization of the concept and a promising research avenue (Leigh and 
Marshall 2001; Lubarski and Pöppelbuß 2017).  
Forming part of P4, and with the goal of identifying sales challenges, expert interviews were conducted 
among German providers of B2B services. These providers face the challenge of attempting to address 
highly individual demands, while simultaneously coping with the implementation of changes resulting 
from the introduction of variant management by introducing standardization. Following the logic of the 
sales framework, introduced in section 2.4 (which also served as a basis for the development of the 
interview guidelines), the identified challenges can be assigned either to the strategic (Build-Time) or 
to the operational (Run-Time) perspective. Using the dimensions of service modularity proposed by 
Ulkuniemi and Pekkarinen (2008), together with its manifestation in practice, as presented in section 
4.2.2, these challenges can (at least partly) be solved using three structural changes: modular service 
offerings, modularity in organizations, and customer integration (Table 7). The sales perspectives (bold 
bullet points) along with the identified challenges (shown by cursive emphasis) are explained below.27 
Identified challenges 
Approaches to overcome challenges 
Modular service 
offerings 
Modularity in 
organizations 
Customer 
integration 
St
ra
te
gi
c (1) Portfolio structure and representation x   
(2) Understanding the customer needs (x)  x 
(3) Difficulties in knowledge sharing   x  
(4) Unstructured communication  x (x) 
O
pe
ra
tiv
e (5) Allocation of experts and resources  x  
(6) Complex pricing and effort estimation x   
(7) Delays and time-consuming procedures x x  
(8) Identification of the weak points (x)  (x) 
Table 7: Overcoming Sales Challenges by Service Modularity 
x Strategic perspective. The first strategic challenge lies in the appropriate structuring of the service 
portfolio and its external representation. Describing one’s own competencies solely in general terms 
and presenting oneself as a universal service provider has proven to be counter-productive, both for 
                                                          
27  More details on the data collection process, as well as relevant interview quotes, can be found in P4. 
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highlighting core competencies and for establishing trust with the customer (Saunders et al. 2004). 
Therefore, deploying configurators that are part of the modular service offerings may not only be 
an efficient way to specify and communicate the individual service variety offered, but may also 
minimize marketing costs and pre-sales activities, such as on-site visits or cold calls. Closely 
interrelated is the next challenge of understanding customer needs, which is key for a successful 
quotation document and the overall service provision. Here, a stepwise customer integration and the 
joint usage of a modular service offering to identify the configurable unit (i.e., from which point 
custom-made adjustments are necessary) would enable value co-creation, thus improving the 
customer’s overall service experience (Rahikka et al. 2011). Furthermore, especially in the context 
of KIBS providers, long-term knowledge documentation and sharing have been identified as 
challenging areas in need of improvement. This is mainly because the quote preparation (incl. the 
overall feasibility check of the customer’s request) remains primarily based on the employee’s own 
experience. This experience often exists solely in their heads thus making the other company 
employees (especially new recruits) highly dependable on this one person. Linked to this is also the 
challenge of unstructured communication, both between the departments of the company and with 
the customers, thus leading to unnecessary back and forth communication (i.e., needless 
explanations and clarifications). Furthermore, this gives rise to the independent and individual 
construction of quotation documents, with little to no predefined sections for recurring services, thus 
leading to redundancies and timewasting. The above-mentioned difficulties can be overcome if 
designing the cooperation within the company in a modular way (Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008). 
Such a modular organization would establish clear rules and defined steps for the creation of the 
quotation document, including the assignment of certain persons responsible for certain activities, 
as well as the establishment of a common reference database containing all necessary information 
for the creation of a quote (including historic projects and calculations). 
x Operative perspective. One of the main operational challenges identified was the allocation of 
experts for the upcoming service project, especially in the case of KIBS providers, where the 
employees themselves represent the provider’s main resources and accordingly careful planning is 
needed. In fact, it is not only important to predict the availability of the consultants, but also to map 
the employees’ profiles to the project appropriately. This has a direct impact on the feasibility and 
profitability of the quotation request, which is tightly connected to the next challenge of price and 
effort estimation. Even though prices of the complex services have to be individually calculated for 
each project, the introduction of price lists and standards, together with the consideration of the 
previous calculations could eliminate underlying delays and time-consuming procedures, and 
thereby accelerate and simplify this process. Finally, the ability to continually identify weak points 
and draw upon insights from previous quotation documents is considered another long-term success 
factor, especially for providers dealing with a high number of requests for quotations. Here, the 
analysis of the popularity of certain service modules or the price effectivity for a certain service 
package can be supported by the use of a modular service portfolio. Similarly, a close customer 
interaction would enable detailed feedback loops, especially if the quote has been unsuccessful (i.e., 
to find out why). 
The quotation document is central for communicating the designed service to the customer and draws 
together the results of all underlying activities, which prompts the question of whether the document 
itself can be constructed in a modular way and what the requirements for the underlying IT support 
would be. Based on the input provided by the interviewed companies, a typical quotation document can 
be decomposed in to 18 modules, building four sections: introduction, service description, pricing, and 
legal agreements (Figure 12). The numbers in the brackets show the connection of the sections to the 
corresponding sales challenges, which were identified in the previous section (e.g., challenge 
‘difficulties in knowledge sharing’ can be solved via ‘modularity in organizations’, this simplifies the 
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‘calculation table / effort estimation’ in the pricing section). The modules in the middle row (wider 
blocks) can be seen as the lowest common denominator, while the remainder are optional (the upper 
row (Customer+), contains customer-centric document modules, while the lower row (Provider+), is 
more provider-centric). The presented sequence (from left to right) is a classic way of composing a 
quotation document, although each of the providers had his own layout. In order to maintain the ability 
to satisfy the individualization requirements of the B2B customers, service providers cannot rely solely 
on a pre-defined standardized set of service options but need to offer a certain level of flexibility beyond 
the configurable unit (see section 2.2.2). Thus, when discussing the reusability of historic documents in 
the context of the quotation process, it is important to differentiate between three types of modules: 
standardized, adaptable, and custom-made28.  
x Standardized modules (Figure 12, blocks without outlines) are regular and complete, and are 
available for unlimited reuse until changed at the strategic level. This includes such modules as the 
company profile, terms and conditions, or price drivers, such as types of material for packaging, all 
of which are independent of the intended project. Nevertheless, the use of different (but still 
standardized in advance) types of particular modules (e.g., options for conditions of payment or the 
inclusion of certain project-dependent employee characteristics in the professional profiles) is also 
possible.  
x In contrast, although shown as part of repetitive activities, adaptable modules (Figure 12, dashed 
outlines) need project-specific adjustments or managerial approval before they can be reused in 
future documents. For instance, service providers may use templates for the cover letter or the scope 
of the offered services. Similarly, partially completed calculation tables and project formalities, 
which are then to be completed accordingly, may be used. Since the level of the possible adjustment 
(along with the time needed for this adjustment) is different among the industries and individual 
service providers, this type of module is relatively subjective (e.g., what may, to one service 
provider, be classified as adaptable, could be custom-made to another). This gives the impression 
of a continuum between completely standardized and highly individualized modules. 
x Finally, when the customer requirements for the new quotation cannot be covered by any of the 
existing service elements or the changes to be made to the former quotation documents are too 
numerous and therefore too costly, the module has to be custom-made (Figure 12, solid outlines). 
In particular, the status quo of the customer (i.e., the object for improvement, upon which the 
(consulting) service will be performed), expectations of the project cooperation, and description of 
the course of action are highly individual and must be performed from scratch (although note that 
standardized approaches may be deployed for a structured information capturing). Similarly, while 
the underlying (internal) price drivers and customer-specific discounts are mostly standardized, 
comparisons with the competitors (if desired) along with the project-relevant appendix have to be 
updated every time a quote is created.  
                                                          
28  This differentiation reflects the ideas presented in Figure 3, in section 2.2.2. 
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Figure 12: Modular Structure of the Quotation Document 
With the growing number of service variations and a higher customer-driven comparability among 
service providers, the need for the appropriate IT support operationalizing the concept of service 
modularity becomes apparent. In particular, such a solution should be able to incorporate all three 
architectural approaches intended to address the identified strategic and operational challenges (Table 
7), as well as enable a module-based construction of the quotation document (Figure 12). In addition, as 
part of the expert interviews, service providers were also asked about the potential deployment of such 
a system, together with what to consider when introducing such a solution. An actual implementation, 
incorporating the integration into the existing software architecture, depends greatly upon the structure 
and sales strategy of the service provider. For this reason, a set of generic respective IT requirements 
(thus affecting a broad audience of practitioners) must first be established. Therefore, the main result of 
P4 is the derivation of 15 requirements for such an IT support, which are further distinguished between 
functional, non-functional, and domain-specific requirements (Figure 13).29 The derived requirements 
cover the majority of the modules of the quotation document (Figure 12) and are further assigned to the 
architectural approaches of service modularity presented earlier (Table 7). 
x Functional requirements ensure the specific functionalities of the system (i.e., how it should behave 
in particular situations) and the conditions needed to achieve the desired service experience of the 
customer (Kotonya and Sommerville 1998). For instance, in addition to the classic steps of the CPQ 
process (i.e., configuration of service modules from service portfolio, pricing of final service 
package, and generation of unified quotation document), access to the structured and informative 
employee profiles should be provided (this has been previously mentioned as an important feature 
for project management). Moreover, to stimulate the value co-creation between the business units 
within the company and with external partners and customers, structured communication channels 
and project-relevant right management should be ensured. 
x Non-functional requirements affect the overall IT architecture by defining system properties and 
constraints (Glinz 2007). For instance, to ensure an error-free workflow and eliminate redundancies 
or media discontinuties, all steps required for the quotation document should be integrated and 
executed in one place. Moreover, a central point of data access for authorized users across the 
company (these must be clearly defined in advance) would simplify the knowledge sharing required 
for preparing the quotation document and, in particularly, minimize the frequency and duration of 
the corresponding approval processes. However, based on the previous attempts of some of the 
                                                          
29  This categorization of requirements is widely used in Requirements Engineering literature (Izukura et al. 2015; 
Sommerville and Sawyer 1997) and is consistent with the testing phase of the modularization process, as 
proposed in section 4.3. 
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interviewed service providers and similar case studies (Venkatesh and Speier 2002), this can only 
work if the underlying data is logically consistent, constantly maintained, and the system is generally 
accepted by its users. Finally, the deployment of such IT support needs to be monetarily reasonable 
and profitable, meaning that the resulting advantages of the modular quotation process, such as 
shorter completion time or even higher hit rates, should exceed the initial investment in the 
restructuring of the service portfolio and software implementation.  
x Finally, domain-specific requirements are imposed by the market environment the provider is 
operating in (Sommerville and Sawyer 1997). Especially in KIBS (or B2B service markets 
generally), the intended system should provide a user-friendly and intuitive interface, both during 
the quote preparation and the service provision (including communication channels). However, the 
integration of the customer should not be solely IT-based (merely covering all the activities that can 
be automated). It is important to maintain a necessary level of personal touch and allow the customer 
to express individualization wishes. Moreover, depending on the industry and heterogeneity of the 
offered services or service packages, the system should document and record previous projects and 
should allow the reuse of previous quotation documents and learning loops. Finally, especially in 
highly intertwined supply chain networks, the intended software should not act as a stand-alone 
solution, but should allow the integration into existing enterprise systems (both of the company and 
via an interface to the supply chain partners) to ensure cross-company data consistency.  
 
Figure 13: Requirements for the IT Support of the Modular Quotation Process 
In summary, the identified challenges of the selected service providers, along with the decomposition 
of typical quotation documents into three types of modules, served as a base for the derivation of the 15 
generic requirements for the IT support. These requirements should be considered by those service 
providers that have undergone a modularization process which resulted in a modular service architecture 
and are planning on integrating appropriate software (e.g., a sales configurator) to operationalize these 
results. From the theoretical perspective, the results of P4 contribute to the ongoing discussion on service 
modularity by delivering empirical insights from the new application area of the quotation process.  
4.4.2 Operationalization of Service Modularity in the KIBS Context 
While P4 provided useful results for the service provider’s sales department, the quotation process still 
represents one single application context for the operationalization of the service modularity concept. 
Therefore, in order to ensure the broader acceptance and dissemination of the concept in practice, the 
concluding publication P5 expands to provide a holistic overview of the additional business areas of 
KIBS providers that can be improved via the transition to modular service architecture. The domain of 
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KIBS has been one of the central research foci of the service science community (Muller and Doloreux 
2009). This is partially due to their increasing importance to the modern economy but also because of 
their strong reliance on knowledge-intensive activities (such as creating, accumulating, and 
disseminating knowledge with the aim of running and transforming the businesses of their customers). 
In fact, the concentration on KIBS has resulted in a separate research stream within service modularity 
literature (Cabigiosu et al. 2015). A systematic literature review (following the guidelines of Webster 
and Watson (2002)) of the (highly fragmented) publications on service modularity in KIBS was 
performed for two reasons. First, it aimed to provide clarity for KIBS providers regarding which of their 
business areas can benefit from service modularity (in particular, from the modularized service 
portfolio). Second, based on the current academic discussion, it is possible to evaluate the conceptual 
goodness of service modularity in KIBS (i.e., an attempt to estimate its current state of theoretical 
maturity). This will indicate which aspects of the concept concentration should be focused, in order to 
improve the overall understanding. 
The systematic literature review resulted in a total of 14 articles.30 It was established that five current 
prevailing research themes synthesized from the literature were particularly interrelated with modular 
service design: knowledge sharing, learning, service experience, coordination of labor, and service 
innovation. In addition, due to the ambiguous nature of the concept resulting in different operational 
levels (as presented in P1), each of these research themes can be regarded from a strategic and an 
operational perspective. In particular, the strategic (S) perspective views modularity as a game changer 
that influences how KIBS providers develop, offer, and provide their services (Rahikka et al. 2011). 
Contrastingly, the publications focusing on the operational (O) perspective restrict the application space 
(i.e., concentrating solely on a certain part of the service portfolio) for service modularity, indicating 
that certain service characteristics may not be altered (Miozzo and Grimshaw 2005). Table 8 provides 
an overview of the identified articles, their classification into the five research themes, along with their 
underlying operational perspective (marked as ‘x’). Each of these research themes are explained in detail 
below. 
Units of Analysis 
Knowledge 
Sharing 
Learning 
Service 
Experience  
Coordination 
of Labor 
Service 
Innovation 
Research perspectives S O S O S O S O S O 
Bettiol et al. (2012)  x  x    x  x 
Brax and Toivonen (2000)         x  
Cabigiosu et al. (2015) x       x x  
Giannakis et al. (2015)       x    
Hautamäki et al. (2015)     x  x    
Miozzo and Grimshaw (2005)  x  x     x  
Müller (2017)     x  x  x  
Nakano (2011) x  x  x  x    
Nätti et al. (2015) x  x  x      
Pekkarinen et al. (2009)  x  x      x  
Rahikka et al. (2011)  x     x    
Rajahonka and Bask (2016)     x  x  x  
Wei et al. (2010)  x   x      
Zhou and Lin (2014)         x  
Table 8: Prevailing Research Themes of Service Modularity in KIBS 
                                                          
30  Further details on the search process, along with the selection criteria can be found in section 3 (research 
design) and in P5.  
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x Knowledge sharing. KIBS providers are highly dependent on efficient knowledge flows (both 
within their organization and between their customers or partners) to create customized service 
offerings (Fosstenløkken et al. 2003; Miles et al. 1995). For this reason, the use of service modularity 
for improved knowledge sharing represents one of the main research perspectives and potential 
improvements for the service provider (Cabigiosu et al. 2015; Nätti et al. 2015). For instance, the 
proponents of the operational perspective, such as Pekkarinen et al. (2009) or Miozzo and 
Grimshaw (2005), propose that modularity in professional services leads to knowledge 
encapsulation and resulting ease of access and sharing between organizational units or service 
processes (e.g., previous calculations or documentation of the decisions made during certain process 
steps). Alternately, other scholars highlight the opportunity of extending the boundary of the 
company and its business model if modular access to the knowledge is enabled in a strategic 
perspective (e.g., access to external databases or services on-demand) (Nätti et al. 2015). Overall, 
when considering knowledge sharing means or constructing the appropriate IT support (irrespective 
of the intended use), different channels and administrative rights may be necessary due to 
differences between the actors involved (Pekkarinen et al. 2009). 
x Learning. Closely interrelated with the previous point for the use of service modularity is the topic 
of (iterative) learning and adaptability, as this plays a pivotal role in the long-term competitiveness 
of the firm (Cabigiosu et al. 2015). In fact, since the design of new services often requires the 
acquisition of new knowledge and/or the transformation of existing knowledge into a new form or 
context, interconnections between these research areas can frequently be observed (comparable 
patterns shown in Table 8). Here, a uniform opinion between the scholars of service modularity in 
KIBS is still missing. Proponents of the operational perspective point to the constraints that emerge 
from the decoupling (i.e., one of the underlying principles of service modularity) of organizational 
units creating obstacles (or even negative effects) for cross-company everyday learning (Miozzo 
and Grimshaw 2005). From the opposite viewpoint, scholars believing in the strategic value of 
service modularity propose that a modularized service portfolio aids the identification of non-
profitable services (or service packages), thereby enabling a view beyond the current service 
provision (Nätti et al. 2015).  
x Service Experience. The least controversial research theme among the identified publications was 
the potential of service modularity to improve the customer’s service experience, with all 
publications focusing on its strategic perspective. First, a modular service portfolio is expected to 
improve the value perception of the customer through the feeling of empowerment and purposeness 
(Rahikka et al. 2011). This exists as long as the customer wants an active role in the service process 
(this corresponds to the ‘visionary’ school of thought, as presented in P1). Second, based on two 
case studies, Nätti et al. (2015) identified that a modular architecture can improve the market 
visibility of the provider’s service portfolio, thus offering more transparency to the customer and 
his own role in the value creation process. Finally, from the value-creation perspective, service 
modularity can be deployed as a means to replicate value-in-use across different users (e.g., by 
creating similar interaction patterns in the analysis of needs and in the presentation of alternative 
solutions), thus standardizing the customer co-creation role (Bettiol et al. 2012a; Hautamäki et al. 
2015). 
x Coordination of labor. In addition to using the existing specialized knowledge, KIBS providers 
also require a considerable amount of creativity in service design and provision (den Hertog 2000) 
thus creating new requirements for the coordination of labor and creative effort. In fact, from the 
operational perspective, a set of standardized working methods and rules would indeed make the 
collaboration efficient, but it would also hinder the flexibility required for producing creative output 
(Bettiol et al. 2012a; Nakano 2011). Therefore, when introducing a modular approach for the 
coordination of labor, the customization ability should not be diminished. In fact, Nätti et al. (2015) 
argue that modular service design and creativity are not necessarily incompatible, if regarded from 
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the strategic perspective, since modularized coordination processes can be analyzed and replaced 
easier thus controlling the modularization threshold (i.e., the level of service standardization and 
reuse) accordingly.  
x Service Innovation. Finally, as one of the main requirements for the provider’s long-term 
competitiveness (Den Hertog et al. 2010), service innovation has emerged as one of the most 
interesting and yet still under-researched themes for the operationalization of the service modularity 
concept. The development of new service offerings requires both efficient knowledge sharing with 
the possibility to learn from previous projects, as well as a well-orchestrated coordination of labor, 
to enable a unique service experience for the customer. For these reasons, it may be suggested that 
service innovation is a combination of (or the justification for) the four previous research themes. 
However, currently there is no agreement among service scholars as to the role of service modularity 
on the provider’s capability to innovate services. On the one hand, there are scholars claiming that 
the recombination of existing service modules may result in the implementation of greater changes 
in the modules (Müller 2017; Rajahonka and Bask 2016) thus implying its strategic perspective. On 
the other hand, some researchers, such as Miozzo and Grimshaw (2005) and Bettiol et al. (2012), 
show that the standardization of modular service design can create artificial barriers to new ideas, 
in other words preventing true creative thinking. Finally, in their quantitative empirical study, Cheng 
and Shiu (2016), suggest that an additional internal mechanism is needed to enable radical 
innovation and thereby avoid the above-mentioned modularization trap (Ernst 2005) 
The five prevailing research themes presented show which business aspects of the KIBS service 
providers can benefit from service modularity and provide direction for the practitioners in respect of 
the operationalization of the concept (both from the strategic and operational perspective). The quotation 
process, presented in P4, can be used here for illustration purposes as follows. First, in order to avoid 
the repetition of work and to accelerate the overall quotation process, the concept of modularity is used 
to improve the operational perspective of knowledge sharing. Second, the strategic improvements within 
the learning aspect of the service provider are achieved via the use of previous quotation documents and 
a posteriori analysis of the profitability of certain services or service packages. Third, the service 
experience of the customer will be positively influenced, both from the operational (i.e., the customer 
receives quicker replies and is empowered to co-design the required service) and the strategic (i.e., if 
desired by provider, the customer can use the quote for competitive tendering, thereby generating a 
feeling of objectivity and trust). Fourth, if all steps of the modular quotation process are integrated and 
executed in one place with appropriate workflow management and responsibilities, then the operational 
perspective of the labor coordination is expected to improve (provided that the necessary level of 
flexibility and creativity is still possible). Finally, the strategic perspective of service innovation is 
covered by a modular quotation process indirectly via the learning aspect (i.e., historic insights can be 
used for the correction of the service portfolio and introduction of new services). 
P5 concludes with the overall estimation of the conceptual goodness of service modularity in KIBS. In 
this regard, conceptual goodness was introduced as an “attempt to respond to a standard set of criteria, 
whose demands are felt in the formation and use of all social science concepts” (Gerring 1999, p. 357). 
In his original manuscript, Gerring presents eight criteria for evaluating the maturity of the concept. 
However, with respect to the theoretical aim of this research, three practice-related evaluation criteria 
(i.e. familiarity, resonance, and parsimony) have been excluded because they require empirical testing 
in a real-world context for a proper evaluation. Consequently, the concept of service modularity in KIBS 
is evaluated using the following five criteria – coherence, differentiation, depth, theoretical utility, and 
field utility. 
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Criteria Leading questions 
Familiarity  How familiar is the concept (to a lay or an academic audience)? 
Resonance  Does the chosen term resonate with the target audience? 
Parsimony  How short is the term and its list of defining attributes? 
Coherence How internally consistent are the instances and attributes? 
Differentiation 
How differentiated are the instances and the attributes?  
How bounded, how operationalizable is the concept? 
Depth 
How many accompanying properties are shared by the instances 
under definition? 
Theoretical utility How useful is the concept within a wider field of inferences? 
Field utility 
How useful is the concept within a field of related instances and 
attributes? 
Table 9: Application of Conceptual Goodness Criteria on Service Modularity in KIBS (Gerring 1999) 
x Coherence is believed to be the most important criterion of a good concept, as it describes how well 
the attributes that define the concept ‘belong’ to each other and are logically consistent (Gerring 
1999). Currently, the concept of service modularity and its sub research stream within KIBS are still 
in the discovery phase, with researchers developing their own interpretations of the interplay of the 
four modularity dimensions proposed by Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi (2008). For instance, while 
Cabigiosu et al. (2015, p. 127) refer to standard procedures as “inner constitutive elements” of 
modules, Nakano (2011, p. 11) claims that “elements can be also, from a conceptual standpoint, 
termed modules”. Similar inconsistencies exist when discussing the required granularity level of 
modules (Glöckner et al. 2016; Lin and Pekkarinen 2011) or the optimal number of deployed 
modules in a service portfolio of a KIBS provider (Broekhuis et al. 2017; Dörbecker and Böhmann 
2015). The inconsistencies and contradictions in the understanding of (general) service modularity 
were also presented in detail in P1.  
x Differentiation, as opposed to the internal coherence, this evaluates the degree to which a presented 
concept is externally distinguishable from existing ones, as well as its overall eligibility to describe 
the observed phenomenon. At the current point in time, the concept of modularity in professional 
services exhibits a particularly large interpretation space among researchers, especially in terms of 
the module and interfaces definitions. In addition, due to the lack of uniformly accepted definitions, 
it appears challenging to position the term against similar concepts (e.g., mass customization, 
resource liquification, service routinization, service inventory). Similarly, when conducting 
empirical research, it can be difficult to identify companies already deploying service modularity 
(i.e., when can it be counted as modular), although P2 has provided a good starting point regarding 
the manifestation of service modularity. Finally, since modularity in KIBS positions itself as a 
distinct sub-research stream of service modularity, a clear differentiation of the underlying resources 
(such as different types of knowledge) is still missing. 
x Depth refers to the ability of the concept to bundle different characteristics. In particular, the aim 
of researchers introducing a new concept should be to “look for a way to group instances or 
characteristics that are commonly found together so that the concept’s label can be used as 
shorthand for those instances or characteristics” (Gerring 1999, p. 380). However, a lack of depth 
within the service modularity concept is reflected by the number of elements that researchers 
provide in relation to modular design in professional services without assigning service modules a 
well-defined role in a modular service architecture. For instance, this applies to the combination of 
the commodified knowledge modules and organizational routines that are required (e.g., for cost 
estimations of software development or long-term consulting projects). Although these elements are 
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frequently mentioned in the literature thus indicating their importance for the modularity of KIBS, 
their different types and roles have yet to be defined.  
x Theoretic Utility evaluates the placement of a particular concept within a broader theoretical 
context. For instance, Simon’s (1962), (service) modular architecture has contributed to discussions 
to reduce system complexity. Similarly, in the context of Service Design or Service Systems 
Engineering, service modularity is also deployed as a promising approach to achieve 
individualization (despite using efficient and standardized service modules (Maglio et al. 2009)), as 
well as understand the functionality of socio-technical systems (Böhmann et al. 2014). Finally, its 
operationalization in the form of online configurators can be placed within the marketing discussions 
on user experience or even customer loyalty, due to the improved value perception (Rahikka et al. 
2011). In general, however, its potential explanatory power has not yet been fully explored 
(Broekhuis et al. 2017).  
x Field Utility is built on the idea of the correspondence between “words and things” of a concept 
(Gerring 1999, p. 382). At present, the combination of the unclear definitions (i.e., coherence aspect) 
and the missing demarcation from existing concepts (i.e., differentiation aspect) results in a limited 
field utility. In fact, while modular products and digital services allow a precise documentation, 
modularity in professional services fails to establish a one-to-one matching between observed things 
(i.e., knowledge-intensive tasks or single activities) and words (e.g., modules and interfaces). This 
can be observed in some of the identified articles which demonstrate difficlties establishing what 
constitutes a module and what does not. Perhaps, a more practical definition, in cooperation with 
some of the KIBS providers, would shed light on the field utility of the concept.  
In general, it can be concluded that the conceptual goodness of service modularity is still in development 
and requires both academic and practical attention. However, the outlined shortcomings (i.e., the 
immaturity of the individual evaluation aspects) should not be seen as a general criticism on the 
applicability of modularity in the domain of professional service (on the contrary, the recent rise of the 
number of publications dealing with modular KIBS indicates it to be a ‘trending’ application context), 
but is intended to stipulate the course of action to increase its conceptual goodness in the future.  
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5 Discussion and Concluding Remarks 
5.1  Contributions 
The principal objectives of this dissertation have been to enhance the theoretical understanding of the 
concept of service modularity and to stimulate its practical application among providers of professional 
services. In order to obtain useful results, the dissertation has examined the phenomenon of service 
modularity from a holistic perspective. In particular, it has connected the decisions made throughout the 
three consecutive chronological steps, from the inception of the idea to offer modular services and the 
factors precipitating the use of service modularity (antecedents), via the actual transformation towards 
a modular service architecture (process), up to obtaining the strategic and operative advantages of the 
concept’s operationalization (operationalization). In this way, each of the publications has contributed 
to the ongoing theoretical discussion of service modularity (e.g., by identifying current schools of 
thought in P1 or antecedents leading to the introduction of the concept in P2) and further, has provided 
practitioners with a hands-on overview and frameworks (e.g., an overview of an idealistic 
modularization process in P3 or the IT requirements for the modular construction of the quotation 
documents in P4). In the following paragraphs, more details are provided on the contributions of each 
of the dissertation’s research questions (RQ1 to RQ3).  
RQ1: What motivates and promotes the application of service modularity? 
Discussions on service modularity are often considerably abstract and highly complex, this coupled with 
the lack of agreement regarding the underlying principles and definitions highlights a particularly large 
interpretation space for service scholars, which, for practitioners, leads to even more confusion 
(Campagnolo and Camuffo 2010). For instance, in their literature review, Dörbecker and Böhmann 
(2013) denoted numerous controversial perspectives within service modularity research that oppose 
each other in such a way that they cannot be applied simultaneously. Therefore, in order to ensure the 
success of future modularization endeavors, a common conceptual point of departure, which till then 
had been missing in the literature, had to be established. Motivated by existing research calls for a 
holistic framework capturing service modularity research from multiple perspectives (Bask et al. 2010a; 
Campagnolo and Camuffo 2010), the first contribution of this dissertation was devoted to the 
identification of possible classification dimensions, which could be used to structure and analyze 
existing and future publications on service modularity (P1). The operational level (operational role vs. 
strategic role) and service understanding (distinctive vs. service-dominant) were established as dominant 
dimensions (the remainder being either their implication or solely a meta-level). It was further possible 
to derive the emerging four schools of thought in service modularity research (traditional, versatile, 
service excellence, and visionary). These were visualized using a 2x2 matrix.  
In addition to the classification of existing literature, the derived schools of thought contained 
implications for both academia and practitioners. By classifying their research according to the 
respective school in advance, service scholars will find it easier to demarcate their interpretation of 
service modularity with respect to different dimensions, thus avoiding unnecessary confusion. In 
general, future scholars are advised to focus on the strategic role of service modularity (Carlborg and 
Kindström 2014), as this has been responsible for the majority of recent publications and this is expected 
to prevail in the future. Examining the practical value, the derived schools of thought are intended to 
establish awareness among the service providers regarding how service modularity can affect their 
service portfolio or even their business model. This has been reported as still missing in the recent 
editorial paper, within the special edition on service modularity, from Brax et al. (2017). In particular, 
the 2x2 matrix can be used for the initial orientation when deciding upon the objectives of the intended 
modularization initiative (i.e., solely efficiency-driven deployment or game-changing strategic purpose), 
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as well as establishing the scope of the modularization to realize a particular business model (i.e., what 
part of the company they plan to modularize). These insights support the discussion of Broekhuis et al. 
(2017) on what professional service providers need to consider when designing a modular service 
architecture. 
While the schools of thought provided a good conceptual start for the possible upcoming modularization 
endeavor (i.e., summarizing and structuring existing understanding and research streams of service 
modularity), the question regarding what promotes and motivates the application of service modularity 
had not yet been answered in full. In particular, to promote the understanding of the ‘pre-modularization’ 
stage an additional step back was needed to show what factors trigger the use of modular services in the 
first place. This included the definition of the manifestations of the concept (i.e., when can a service 
portfolio be called modular) in the context of industrial service providers, on the one hand, and the 
analysis of which industry-wide and intra-organizational factors promote the emergence of service 
modularity, on the other hand (P2). By identifying competitive pressure, customer integration, service 
characteristics, and entrepreneurial orientation as the main antecedents for service modularity, this 
dissertation answers the research call of Piran et al. (2016, p. 516) for “understanding the reasons that 
lead companies to adopt modularity in production and modularity in services”.  
In addition, three particular observations with a direct impact on practitioners should be mentioned. 
First, customer integration has been identified as having the largest effect on service modularity. At first 
sight, this may appear counterintuitive, as strong customer involvement is usually associated with highly 
individualized (i.e., non-standardized solutions) (Heinonen et al. 2010). However, the findings of P2 
show that those service providers already exhibiting a close relationship with their customers will find 
it easier to define (useful and required) modules and service packages, thus satisfying the 
individualization requests of the company, whilst retaining control of internal complexity. Therefore, 
contributing to the research by Rahikka et al. (2011), who studied the customer’s value perception in a 
modular service provision, this dissertation examines the benefits (from the provider’s perspective) of 
customer involvement for the creation of the modular service portfolio.  
Second, service digitalization is highlighted as another important antecedent to offer modular services. 
This is, in itself remarkable, since this aspect has not, so far, been associated with service modularity in 
the literature. Therefore, service providers should consider not only the digitalization of their internal 
processes but also how their services are presented and perceived externally. This links to the discussion 
on the modern view of service innovation, as presented by Lusch and Nambisan (2015, p. 161), where 
the “opportunities for service innovation are only limited by the extent of [service] digitalization”. 
Finally, the entrepreneurial orientation of the company was identified as having a direct influence on 
service modularity. From an entrepreneurial viewpoint, this demonstrates that a culture of risk-taking 
within a firm promotes the creation of service modularity. Hence, firms that are considering the 
introduction of service modularity should firstly work on their corporate culture. This finding is an 
enhancement to the results of Bouncken et al. (2016), who showed that entrepreneurial orientation 
combined with modularity trigger the phenomenon of business model innovation, although the authors 
considered the two as being independent dynamic capabilities, rather than exploring their causal 
relationship, as per P2.  
RQ2: What stages constitute a typical modularization process and what methods exist to support 
them? 
Having established an enhanced understanding of the principles and antecedents of service modularity, 
service providers should be able to complete the actual transformation process leading to a modular 
service portfolio. A number of modularization methods exist in the literature; however, these methods 
are rarely deployed in practice, due to a certain lack of transparency and understanding of the overall 
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modularization process (Peters and Leimeister 2013). In fact, it appears that practitioners remain 
unaware of where and how to start, what stages are to be completed, and how they are interconnected 
in terms of inputs and outputs. In addition, prior to this dissertation, there existed no comprehensive 
overview of the additional means available to support the transformation process towards a modular 
service architecture. In order to address these research gaps, P3 developed a systematization framework 
that can be used to classify existing and future methods for service modularization, as well as to provide 
useful guidance on each of the phases of the modularization process. Based on the 16 modularization 
methods identified, the framework comprised two classification dimensions: phases of the transportation 
process (i.e., information capturing, decomposition, structuring, module creation, interface definition, 
and testing) and types of structuring (i.e., logical structure, temporal structure, and complex structure). 
In addition, it indicated the need to define, in advance, modularization objectives and scope, as these 
decisions determine the choice of method and the iteration loops within the process.  
The developed framework contributes to the ongoing theoretic discussion on service modularity by 
identifying important but, as yet, under-researched phases, such as information capturing or testing. A 
further contribution is made by showing a general trend towards the modularization methods possessing 
complex structure, which is in line with the growing complexity and specificity of B2B services 
(Holmlid and Evenson 2008). In addition, P3 makes a clear division of the modularization endeavor into 
Build-Time (i.e., construction of the modular service portfolio) and Run-Time (i.e., operationalization 
of these results and repetitive configuration of the service modules upon incoming customer requests). 
This had previously been blurred, leading to a confusion for service designers (Müller and Lubarski 
2016). The introduction of this separation also emphasizes the process character and the important role 
of digitalization for service modularization, since this is widely used in the context of workflow 
management (Weske 2012). The practical contribution lies in the detailed presentation of 16 
modularization methods and accompanying suggestions for their selection (dependent upon provider’s 
scope and objectives of modularization, specificity of service structure, and the readiness of the current 
service portfolio). To summarize, the derived framework, the listing of the modularization methods, 
together with the focus on the transition from Build-Time to Run-Time exceed the existing holistic 
guidelines, such as the FAMouS artefact presented by Dörbecker and Böhmann (2015) or the list of 
trade-offs, when making design choices for modularizing professional services, as suggested by 
Broekhuis et al. (2017). 
RQ3: How can the outcome of the service modularization process be operationalized? 
Having established the distinction between Build-Time and Run-Time, the third step, ‘post-
modularization’, focuses on the outcome of the modularization process and on its operationalization in 
the provider’s everyday activities. With the conflict of interest between customer-driven 
individualization and provider-attempted standardization intensifying in the quotation process (Hvam et 
al. 2006), the operationalization of service modularity was first applied with a particular focus on 
preventing the loss of previous efforts invested in the creation of historic quotation documents (P4). This 
was achieved in three consecutive steps, all relying on the methods of qualitative research. First, eight 
current real-life challenges (four operative and four strategic) were identified in the quotation process. 
Conjectures were made as to how these challenges could be overcome using service modularity 
architectural approaches. This extended the discussion of Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi (2008) and 
Rahikka et al. (2011), who analyzed how service modularity can improve the value perception of B2B 
customers. The identified practical challenges also suggest new areas of research for future service and 
marketing researchers, which is especially valuable due to the paucity of research activities on quote 
preparation and selling business services in general (as highlighted by Schmidt (2008)).  
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Furthermore, it was shown how most of these challenges can be (at least partly) solved if the quotation 
document itself is constructed in a modular way. By performing document analysis on 15 existing 
quotation documents, it was possible to derive a typical structure (i.e., lowest common denominator) of 
a quotation document. This itself is a novel insight and can be classified as one of the twelve trends in 
service sourcing practices, identified by Agndal et al. (2007, p. 188), namely “the movement from 
informal sourcing to formal/policy-led sourcing”. From 18 identified modules only five necessitated a 
true custom-made design, while the remainder could be adapted (i.e., needing adjustment or managerial 
approval before reuse in new quotation documents) or were fully standardized (i.e., constant and 
complete, thus being infinitely reusable until changed at a strategic level). The differentiation between 
three types of modules is new to the service domain and can be used in multi-dimensional 
modularization methods, such as MDM (Corsten and Salewski 2013; Dörbecker et al. 2014). In addition, 
individual modules of the quotation documents can (and should) be considered when developing new 
modularization methods (cf. RQ2), thus strengthening the connectivity of the Build-Time and Run-Time 
phases. As for the practical contribution, such a modular construction of the quotation document will 
demonstrate B2B service providers that although they are designing and delivering highly specific and 
customized services, the amount of individual work, during the quotation process, can be minimized in 
accordance with three types of underlying modules.  
Finally, based on the literature on requirements engineering, the final step of P4 established the IT 
requirements for the respective software support needed to enable such a modular quotation document. 
The derived 15 generic IT requirements (clustered into functional, non-functional, and domain-specific) 
are intended to encourage discussion of the most critical aspects and, further, to demonstrate to the 
practitioners what factors they need to consider when introducing such software support. For instance, 
a one-to-one takeover of the already well-established CPQ software for variant management and 
configuration from the domain of products (Gartner Inc. 2017) would not suffice, as it could not cover 
all the presented requirements, thus again emphasizing the uniqueness of services in the context of 
modularity. In addition, the derived IT requirements contribute to the discussion of Broekhuis et al. 
(2017), who formulated three trade-offs that are required in translating the core modularity principles 
into a functional set of design choices for KIBS providers. In summary then, P4 answers existing 
research calls for new ways of standardization in sales and its related IT support (Böttcher and Klingner 
2011; Giannakis and Mee 2015; Kindström et al. 2015; Lindberg and Nordin 2008). It further contributes 
to the ongoing discussion on service modularity by delivering empirical insights from the new area of 
the quotation process.  
The last paper of the ‘post-modularization’ step expanded from a particular application context of the 
quotation process, to provide an overview of what other business aspects of the KIBS providers can 
profit from service modularity. A further result was to demonstrate to the practitioners what they could 
expect to gain from it (P5). The fact that KIBS providers increasingly rely on the use of IS to access 
internal and external knowledge raises the importance of extending the current understanding of the 
general concept of modularity in services, to better account for the uniqueness of the knowledge-
intensive professional service domain. Using a systematic literature review that identified 14 relevant 
publications, it was possible to synthesize five current prevailing research themes that are particularly 
interrelated with modular service design in KIBS. In addition, due to the ambiguous nature of the 
modularity concept (Voss and Hsuan 2009), each of these research themes differentiated between the 
operational (i.e., creating a constraint that limits the application space) and the strategic perspective (i.e., 
widening the application space for modular design) of the usage of service modularity, as proposed in 
P1. In short, while knowledge sharing, learning, and coordination of labor were predominantly 
evaluated from the operational perspective, using service modularity on the strategic level may 
positively alter the service experience, as well as the overall service innovation ability of the company. 
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The synthesis of these research themes is intended to raise the awareness of ‘what exactly service 
modularity is good for’ in the context of KIBS providers, thus stimulating its real-life application. 
As for the theoretical contribution, the concept of service modularity in KIBS was tested on its 
conceptual goodness using established evaluation criteria from social science (Gerring 1999). 
Unfortunately, all of the examined criteria (i.e., coherence, differentiation, depth, theoretical utility, and 
field utility) still have a rather low level of maturity and require additional academic attention. For 
example, one way to improve the depth aspect would be to propose different types of knowledge needed 
for the KIBS provision, along with the designated roles and responsibilities and how these elements can 
be incorporated in the modular service architecture. Similar, field utility aspects would profit from more 
practical definitions of modules and interfaces in cooperation with real KIBS providers, as this would 
incorporate their requirements. The results of the ‘post-modularization’ step (i.e. Consequences) 
confirm conclusively the initial hypothesis, that research on service modularity should no longer be 
considered to be “still in its infancy” (Carlborg and Kindström 2014, p. 315); however it has, as yet, not 
yet reached the expected conceptual maturity. 
5.2 Limitations 
The presented dissertation is not without limitations. Since each of the research papers contains its own 
discussion of the challenges and shortcomings, this section will give an overview of the main limitations 
of the dissertation as a whole. 
First, some limitations of this dissertation arise from the subjectivity of the author(s). For instance, the 
derivation of the schools of thought in P1 was not performed mathematically (e.g., as an optimization 
problem focusing on clustering research streams based on the respective characteristics) but was, 
instead, subject to the interpretation of the authors and might still be improved by future service 
modularity researchers (e.g., in terms of additional dimensions leading to more distinctive schools of 
thought). Similarly, when developing the classification framework in P3, the initial decision regarding 
the appropriateness of the modularization methods (especially those not originally developed for 
services) was based on the modelling knowledge and experience of the authors and should be critically 
discussed by a broader academic audience and, if possible, tested in practice. In fact, with every 
additional review iteration for the Enterprise Modelling and Information Systems Architecture journal 
(EMISAJ), new modularization methods were added, which, however, did not influence the two 
classification dimensions. Finally, the evaluation of the conceptual goodness (Gerring 1999) of service 
modularity is based on my own subjective understanding of the concept (after completing P1-P5) and 
the observation of its development over the past decade. Nevertheless, the scores presented in Table 9 
were well-received by other service modularity researchers when presented at the 7th International 
Seminar on Service Modularity in Copenhagen (Merolli 2017). 
Second, the empirical results presented in this dissertation have a limited applicability due to the 
underlying data collection process. For example, although grounded in the literature and supported by 
the conducted interviews, the four proposed antecedents of service modularity in P2 may not be 
universally applicable to all service markets. Both the qualitative and quantitative part of the research 
took place solely among professional service providers located in Germany, therefore, future market 
differentiation would be useful. However, it should be noted that the questions concerning competitive 
pressure, service characteristics, and entrepreneurial orientation were asked in a way that the participants 
could evaluate them, regardless of their cultural context. In a similar manner, due to geographical 
proximity and limited resources during the research for the dissertation, the identification of sales 
challenges and the derivation of a modular quotation document in P4 are based on a relatively small 
sample of 19 German B2B companies. In this regard, the derived generic requirements for the IT support 
of a modular quotation document are intended to initiate a discussion of the most critical aspects, rather 
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than to claim completeness and universality. As for the derivation of five prevailing research themes in 
P5, there was no differentiation between articles that deal with knowledge-intensive business services 
and those that focus on the broader research field of professional services. In addition, as these research 
streams are solely literature-based, the next step would be to confirm their validity in practice (e.g., by 
conducting expert interviews) with a special focus on the role of IT (at least on a similar generic level 
as in P4). Lastly, the eight evaluation aspects for determining conceptual goodness of service modularity 
in P5 were introduced for social science in general, and, although they proved suitable for the intended 
purpose, there is as yet no evidence that they are specifically applicable to marketing or IS research. 
Third, due to the novelty of the topic and the explorative nature of the dissertation, some of the developed 
frameworks may require refinement and improvement. For instance, when considering the moderate 
explanatory power of the research model and the relatively small (albeit still significant) effect sizes of 
the tested hypotheses, the presented model in P2 could be complemented by additional constructs 
affecting the decision to offer modular services. Furthermore, in relation to the classification framework 
for service modularization methods in P3, the delimitation between logical and temporal types of 
structuring occasionally appear to be difficult, as even processes which are firstly modeled using a 
temporal orientation, are often finally presented reduced to logical hierarchies of processes and sub-
processes. Hence, there is still room for improvement of the framework via refinement of the dimensions 
or the addition of new ones. 
The final limitation is that the majority of this dissertation is interpretivist in nature (with the only 
exception being the second part of P2 which uses CB-SEM). This concerns both the deployed sources 
of information (i.e., expert interviews and document analysis), as well as the conceptual development 
that depended strongly on the authors’ subjectivity, although existing theories and theoretic discussions 
were used as a basis. Since interpretivism does not depart from a single point of the truth, but rather 
recognizes different perceptions of the world (Oates 2005), this dissertation does not (and cannot) claim 
to be prescriptive. In addition, this paper-based dissertation consists of five autonomous papers that are 
characterized by their own audience, outlet, and level of detail. It should be mentioned that during its 
completion over the span of 3.5 years, new research publications, as well as state-of-the-art modular 
service providers, could have appeared that were not considered.  
5.3 Future Research Directions 
This dissertation has contributed to the ongoing academic discussion on service modularity by shedding 
light on its three different steps (i.e., antecedents, process, and operationalization). A further contribution 
can be observed in the proposed suggestions on the operationalization of the concept for practitioners 
(the concept remaining far from fully understood). Nevertheless, the insights of this dissertation are but 
a small step within service modularity research, with much space for future research projects. The 
potential future research agenda is structured into five blocks as previously introduced in 2.2.3: 
x Conceptualization. With two publications of the presented publications dealing with the conceptual 
understanding (P1) and the factors precipitating the use of service modularity (P2), this dissertation 
has contributed to the research stream ‘conceptualization’. However, looking at the low values of 
the conceptual goodness in P5 (especially ‘coherence’, ‘differentiation’, and ‘depth’) it becomes 
clear that the placement of service modularity into a broader theoretical concept is not yet given. 
For instance, different terminology, diverging understandings of the roles of service, as well as often 
contradictory principles and effects of service modularity have resulted in the emergence of at least 
four schools of thought (P1). Subsequently, the missing conceptual unity frequenlty results in the 
introduction of new definitions and assumptions. Therefore, future publications within service 
modularity in KIBS should establish clarity on concept constituents, such as ‘service module’, 
‘interface’, and the underlying resources, such as ‘knowledge types’ or ‘employees roles’. Here, the 
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typologies of de Blok et al. (2014) or Eissens-van der Laan et al. (2016) provide good starting points. 
For example, it would be interesting to connect the idea of three types of modules presented in this 
dissertation (section 2.2.2) with the respective roles dealing with these modules and how the 
interfaces would look in this multi-dimensional constellation. This idea can be further extended into 
an inter-organizational modular service platform, where a (business) customer can create a complex 
service using the modules from different service providers. Similarly, it would be interesting to see 
what additional constituents are required for the concept if discussed within the SD-logic (Lusch 
and Nambisan 2015; Vargo and Lusch 2004). In particular, the discussion of the role of service 
modularity on the firm’s ability to innovate services still remains an open topic (Bouncken et al. 
2016). 
x Methodical support. The proposed classification framework for service modularization methods 
(P3) is merely a start of concept realization in practice. In the future, in-depth research on single 
modularization phases is needed (especially under-researched ones such as ‘information capturing’ 
or ‘testing’), together with empirical proof of the applicability of existing modularization methods. 
These insights could improve the proposed classification framework, e.g., by enhancing the process 
sequence (e.g., differentiating between different inputs and outputs) or adding new classification 
dimensions (e.g., application context or provider’s characteristics). An example of such focused in-
depth research is the Modularity Canvas, developed by Pöppelbuß and Lubarski (2019), that focuses 
on the efficient information capturing (i.e., first process phase of the idealistic modularization 
process presented in P3) and estimation of the potentials of the service modularity for the providers. 
Furthermore, by following the actual transformation process of the company towards a modular 
service architecture (e.g., via case studies or action research), it will be possible to cover all three 
levels of service modularity, as introduced in P2 (i.e., motivation, ability, and state) and prepare for 
possible practical pitfalls. Finally, based on the IT requirements for a modular quotation process 
from P4, an implementation of the prototype (i.e., CPQ software for professional services), 
including its integration into the existing IT landscape of the service provider is needed. Such 
research could support the suggested 15 generic IT requirements and also allow indirect insight on 
the topic of ‘profitability’ of service modularity. 
x Measuring. As previously mentioned in section 2.2.3, current research on service modularity is still 
missing a metric suite, both for assessing the current level of modularity within a service provider, 
as well as for the evaluation of the completed modularization initiative (Dörbecker et al. 2015; 
Kazemi et al. 2011). However, now that the manifestations of service modularity among B2B 
service providers have been derived (P2), future publications should focus on how certain 
characteristics of a modular service architecture can be measured. This measurement should provide 
metrics for the assessment of existing service variants, the depth of the compository hierarchy, and 
types of interfaces needed for the composition of complex KIBS. The next step of such a structural 
assessment would be the construction of supporting artefacts, such as a maturity model (Paulk 1993) 
or a canvas-like ontology (Osterwalder 2004) for service modularity. Finally, in order to dispel the 
existing belief that service modularity is a universal solution and is only advantageous to a 
company’s operations, it would be helpful to consider examples of failed or botched modularity, as 
part of the longitudinal observation (i.e., comparing the metrics before and after the transformation 
process).  
x Application. The particular operational context of the quotation process in P4, along with an 
overview of KIBS providers’ business areas that can profit from a modular architecture in P5, 
answered some of the existing research calls within the application direction (Bettiol et al. 2013; 
Nätti et al. 2017). However, although being informed by empirical data, P4 remains on a conceptual 
level (being as it is, unaware of the practical pitfalls that can only be identified in longitudinal 
studies, using action research for instance). In addition, what remains open is the elaboration of 
modularization strategies dependent upon specific markets or the status quo of the service providers. 
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Here, the 2x2 matrix, proposed by Carlbourg and Kindström (2014), or the three trade-offs in the 
multi-professional service environment, emphasized by Broekhuis et al. (2017), could serve as a 
good starting point, although their prescriptions remain at a generic level and do not consider 
particular service or market characteristics. Instead, practitioners would appreciate a hands-on 
‘readiness check’ (i.e., analyzing their status quo), for example, in the form of a list of questions 
that a service provider should complete before choosing a particular modularization strategy (i.e., 
defining a roadmap and a target state). Such a readiness check should also incorporate the scope and 
objectives of modularization, as defined in P3, thus ensuring the success of the subsequent 
modularization process. 
x Business Value. Finally, directly interconnected to the measuring of service modularity is the 
question of its profitability, namely the juxtaposition of its expected benefits against the required 
cost of the transformation process, especially since the latter often requires a thorough restructuring 
of the service portfolio and the underlying IT infrastructure (Giannakis et al. 2018). This is also 
intertwined with the impending scope and objectives of the modularization endeavor, as described 
in P3. The next promising topic within the business value direction is how service modularity 
influences service quality as perceived by the customers, which has been partly covered for the 
logistics domain by Lubarski and Schute (2018). In fact, some of the providers of professional 
services still express their concerns that a modular service portfolio with a high level of transparency 
would reduce the comparability between service providers to one criteria only, that of ‘price’, thus 
making the notion of ‘quality’ disappear or to be taken for granted (Lubarski and Pöppelbuß 2017). 
Finally, since the topic of service innovation has been identified as essential for the provider’s long-
term development and competitiveness (Den Hertog et al. 2010), further research should examine 
whether service modularity can be regarded as a dynamic capability to offer (radically) new 
solutions (Cheng and Shiu 2016; Den Hertog et al. 2010). In this regard, the bibliometric literature 
analysis of Knop et al. (2017) where ‘service modularity’ was identified as one of the top 10 key 
words associated with service innovation confirm the trend and call for a more detailed examination 
of this relationship.  
In conclusion, it can be stated that service modularity (especially among KIBS providers) has not yet 
reached its full academic or practical potential, although some can be observed. On the one hand, the 
number of publications across different research areas focusing on service modularity is increasing every 
year (Frandsen 2017). This is accompanied by the emergence of mixed dedicated communities, 
conferences, and special journal issues (Brax et al. 2017). On the other hand, more and more service 
providers are becoming aware of the possibility of (at least partially) decomposing even their most 
individual and complex services, thus achieving higher efficiency of operations without damaging their 
relationship with their customers (Broekhuis et al. 2017). Therefore, I am positive about the future 
development of the service modularity research and expect its conceptual goodness to increase across 
all its evaluation criteria, so that offering modularized (professional) services becomes the normality. 
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Schools of Thought in Service Modularity 
Abstract. Modularity in services has emerged as a promising design principle to achieve 
a sound balance be-tween cost-effective standardization and individualization at the same 
time. However, the multiple perspectives from which scholars have addressed service 
modularity reflect the high degree of complexity of the concept. We denoted numerous 
research streams within the service modularity domain that use different terminology and 
draw on their distinctive understanding about the modular service design. The implications 
that arise from these research streams are manifold and have not yet been covered from a 
holistic perspective. The purpose of this paper is, therefore, to provide an overview of the 
commonalities and differences between existing research pathways and thereby guide both 
future research as well as service providers. We approach this goal by the use of an 
innovative methodology that combines both systematic literature review and a hermeneutic 
approach, which enabled us to develop fresh research perspectives while avoiding certain 
pitfalls of traditional methodologies. Our findings show the emerging of four schools of 
thought in service modularity research. Each school draws on a distinctive understanding 
of the interrelation between modularity in service, product and business model. 
1.1 Introduction 
Our modern economy is shaped by the increasing importance of the service sector (Bask et al. 2011). 
Not only service firms, whose core competency is the provision of services, generate a high portion of 
the economic output, but also manufacturers recognize the importance of services for the business 
success (Vargo and Lusch 2004). However, service providers are increasingly challenged by growing 
competition and cost pressure, so that they face a higher need for standardization and efficiency gains 
(Böttcher and Klingner 2011). Simultaneously, ambitions to standardize services are contradicted by 
growing heterogeneity and complexity among customer demands (Bask et al. 2011). With this 
background, the standardization of services is only possible as long as the flexibility to meet individual 
customer demands is not diminished (Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008). 
From this challenge, the concept of modularity has emerged as a promising approach to achieve a sound 
balance between standardization and individualization at the same time. In general terms, modularity 
can be defined as a process of building a complex system from smaller parts (modules) that can be 
designed, improved and substituted independently, yet function together as a whole (Baldwin and Clark 
1997a). Consequently, this idea of loosely coupled modules results in interchangeability and flexibility 
in the value creation process, as long as the interfaces between separate modules are well-defined and 
standardized and a clear one-to-one matching of modules and functions exists (Arnheiter and Harren 
2005). Scholars have so far discussed a large number of positive effects that derive from the use of a 
modular service architecture, including decreased time-to-market by reusing components for different 
service products (Böttcher and Klingner 2011), increased variety and flexibility (Yang and Shan 2009), 
as well as economies of scale and scope (Tuunanen et al. 2012), which all lead to an overall cost-
efficiency and stronger competitiveness (Bask et al. 2011). A good overview of existing work on service 
modularity, regarding its relevant definitions as well as discussion of positive and negative effects, can 
be found in the literature review of Dörbecker and Böhmann (2013). 
Even though the concept of modularity has been so far adopted predominantly to products, especially 
in the manufacturing and automotive industry (Geum et al. 2012), service providers already offer 
customizable services, where the customer (both private and industrial) can ‘build’ his own individual 
service (e.g., customized parcel in terms of size, speed and insurance, as offered by the German logistics 
company DHL) out of a limited number of possible alternative modules, thus having more transparency 
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over what is possible and how the final price is calculated. However, despite its roots in manufacturing 
and software engineering, service modularity has more similarities to process modularity than to product 
modularity (Bask et al. 2010a) and is thus regarded as a highly complex issue. Similarly, Pekkarinen 
and Ulkuniemi (2008) point out that due to the intangibility of services, their process character and 
ongoing close interaction between service provider and customers, the modularization of services may 
not be that intuitive and result in implementation problems. 
The high degree of complexity in service modularity discloses a particularly large interpretation space 
for service scholars. Over time, several distinctive pathways have emerged from different 
understandings on fundamental concepts of the terms “service” and “modularity”. As a result, 
understanding and usage of terminology among scholars in the field of service modularity are diverging. 
There exist numerous controversial perspectives in the service modularity literature that either oppose 
each other in a way that they cannot be applied simultaneously or that they again by themselves define 
distinctive research segments within the service modularity domain, for example, modularity in the 
service organization and in service network production (Bask et al. 2010a). Although scholars reviewed 
certain research aspects such as the typology of modular service design (Tuunanen et al. 2012) or effects 
of service modularity (Dörbecker and Böhmann 2013a), we denoted a lack of comprehensiveness in the 
discussion about the implications of these perspectives.  
The multiple perspectives from which scholars have addressed service modularity reflect the complexity 
of the concept. Considering a large number of theoretical contributions that often use heterogeneous 
terminology, one may even speak of a certain degree of confusion in the research domain. Similarly, 
there have been calls for the development of a more comprehensive understanding of service modularity 
that covers the issue from multiple perspectives (Bask et al. 2011; Campagnolo and Camuffo 2010). The 
purpose of this paper is, therefore, to provide scholars with an overview of the commonalities and 
differences between existing research pathways and thereby clarify future research direction on service 
modularity. Such research contribution will increase the academic awareness of the implications of 
certain premises such as the fundamental understanding of “service” and “modularity” in which they 
ground their research approaches.  
The remainder of this paper is structured as following. After giving a quick overview of the overall 
applied research methodology in section 2, we start our research by reviewing existing literature on 
service modularity and later develop a classification framework consisting of 7 research dimensions in 
section 3, which can be used to structure academic papers based on their fundamental understanding of 
service modularity. Subsequently, based on the similar patterns in these dimensions, we introduce four 
schools of thoughts of service modularity in section 4. In section 5, the implications of each school both 
for the academic community, as well as for the practitioners in form of advice on what to keep in mind 
when implementing a modular architecture, will be explained. Scholars from the field of service 
modularity will also find useful guidelines in these schools when planning their research endeavor. 
Finally, in our last section 6, we conclude our paper with research limitations as well as possible future 
pathways. 
1.2 Methodology 
In order to familiarize ourselves with the current state of research on service modularity as well as to 
identify current academic void, we conducted an extensive literature review. Due to the overall aim of 
our research endeavor to cover differences and commonalities in research perspectives, we had to deal 
with a high degree of uncertainty at the beginning of the research process. When choosing the 
methodology for our research endeavor, we decided not to use a strictly systematic literature review as 
suggested by, for example, Cooper (1988) or Webster and Watson (2002), since these are often criticized 
for being solely formalistic literature searches, lacking a certain level of creativity and academic 
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curiosity (MacLure 2005). Instead, our research process combines a systematic research framework with 
the hermeneutic approach proposed by Boell and Cecez-Kecmanovic (2014). The idea of the 
hermeneutic approach is that the “search and acquisition” of relevant articles and the “analysis and 
interpretation” of the considered literature should be carried out as two major hermeneutic circles (Boell 
and Cecez-Kecmanovic 2014, p. 264) The researcher’s initial understanding of the research issue is 
thereby refined in the course of multiple iterations, so that he does not get lost in the variety of articles 
and succeeds in developing a distinct and unique contribution. In this way, we provide an innovative 
approach for analyzing the literature on service modularity. Figure 1.1 presents the overall methodology 
of our research and illustrates the two hermeneutic circles.  
In our first step (Figure 1.1, Step 1) we screened the main academic search engines (Web of Knowledge, 
Google Scholar, EBSCO, Science direct, Elsevier and Jstor) for the relevant journal and conference 
articles. While searching these databases, we used the search term “service” in combination with one 
of the following additional terms “modularity”, “modularization OR modularisation” and “modular”. 
We identified 16 relevant articles that deal with modularity in services as a key issue. Six further articles 
were located and added to our list of relevant articles using forward and backward search. The search 
for relevant articles was followed by an analysis of the literature (Figure 1.1, Step 2) and insights from 
the analysis gradually altered the research aim and the scope of the search (Figure 1.1, Step 3).  
In the course of this hermeneutic circle (search and acquisition), we extended our search with new 
search terms (combination of previous search terms with dimension descriptions, for example, strategic 
modularity, customer perspective in modularity), which enriched our results by five additional papers. 
On the other hand, five papers were excluded due to a lack of focus on modularity in services. In this 
way, the body of considered literature (Figure 1.1, A) constantly evolved during the research process. 
At the end of the review process, the considered literature comprised 22 relevant articles that we believe 
cover the status quo in research on service modularity. Most of these articles either deal with the general 
understanding of service modularity, assessing and analyzing modular service architectures or service 
modularization methods. Articles that themselves were solely literature reviews were not considered 
unless they demonstrated an additional conceptional contribution. A majority of the identified articles 
were younger than 2010 with several publications stemming from 2015. This underlines the growing 
attention that scholars devote to service modularity as a relatively new field of study. 
In the course of the research process, not only the scope of the search was refined but also the applied 
review criteria to analyze the data. To deal with the high uncertainty that most review processes are 
subject to (Boell and Cecez-Kecmanovic 2014), at the beginning of the review process, a tentative 
research framework, i.e., coding scheme (Figure 1.1, Y) was derived from our overall research aims to 
capture the heterogeneity in understanding of service modularity among the literature. The tentative 
research framework consisted of six general search fields: terminology, premises, references, research 
context, research problems, and motivation. Based on these general search fields we analyzed 
differences and commonalities among the service modularity literature (Figure 1.1, Step 1). The coding 
scheme then evolved in the course of the second hermeneutic circle (analysis and interpretation) in 
which we iteratively analyzed the data, searched for patterns in our findings to classify articles with a 
similar understanding about service modularity (Figure 1.1, Step 4) and critically assessed the applied 
coding scheme (Figure 1.1, Step 5). As suggested by the hermeneutic review circle, we thereby moved 
back forth between the understanding of a larger whole and the understanding of parts in the literature.  
In the second hermeneutic circle (analysis and interpretation), we introduced a certain degree of 
systematics (Keele 2007, pp. 7-8) by employing MAXQDA – a software for qualitative data analysis 
that helped us to organize and manage the data, i.e., to code relevant passages in the literature. 
MAXQDA was further applied to identify reoccurring patterns in the coded data and to develop larger 
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categories to capture these patterns (Saillard 2011). In response to our growing understanding of the 
research issue, the coding scheme was gradually transformed into research dimensions and 
corresponding characteristics. Clustering of articles based on their commonalities was an iterative step 
since articles could not always be intuitively assigned to a certain school of thought due to their 
heterogeneity and sometimes-blurred definitions and research direction.  
In the last iteration, we elaborated seven dimensions (Figure 1.1, B) for service modularity, which, in 
our opinion, deliver a good overview over current research directions and are able to capture much of 
the heterogeneity in the understanding of service modularity in the literature. Using these dimensions 
we tested whether all the identified papers can be categorized appropriately and for the purpose of the 
validation of findings (Green et al. 2001), these iterations were carried out by two different researchers. 
This resulted in inter-coder reliability (Kurasaki 2000) of 82%, pointing out that the developed raster 
along with the dimensions seems to be plausible. Based on these dimensions the literature on service 
modularity reflected certain patterns, which were subsequently aggregated to four schools of thought in 
service modularity (Figure 1.1, C).  
 
Figure 14.1: Research Methodology 
1.3 Dimensions in Service Modularity Research: Status Quo 
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Step 2) until the arrangement of dimensions and characteristics gave both a sound impression to cover 
the diversity in service modularity research from a holistic perspective, and no further characteristics in 
our dimensions could be identified. In total, the final research framework that was systematically applied 
to the relevant literature consisted of seven dimensions including 15 characteristics. These dimensions 
are outlined below in detail (characteristics marked cursive).  
x Roots: Service modularity has been established in a wide range of scientific disciplines, long before 
becoming a popular research topic in the service domain. Many scholars have transferred insights 
from these established fields to services and thereby in many cases inherited a particular 
understanding of modularity and distinctive terminology. Besides, in a business and technological 
context, modularity has also been discussed in a wide range of other fields including biology 
(Schlosser and Wagner 2004), psychology (Fodor 1983) and American studies (Blair 1988). 
However, we could not find evidence that insights from these fields have found application in service 
modularity research. Instead, the roots of service modularity stem from Manufacturing and 
Information Systems (including software engineering), which by far rank among the most often cited 
research disciplines in service modularity literature (cf. Böhmann and Krcmar 2003; Tuunanen et al. 
2012). Although a few articles mention modularity in organizational and management contexts 
(Cabigiosu et al. 2015; Campagnolo and Camuffo 2009), these domains seem to play a negligible 
role in comparison. Most outlets, in which articles about service modularity have been published, 
stem from the manufacturing (7 articles) and information systems domain (9 articles). Only six 
articles were published in traditional service and marketing journals (e.g., Lin et al. 2010; Tuunanen 
et al. 2012; Tuunanen and Cassab 2011) but these publications also explicitly draw on insights and 
terminology from modularity in a manufacturing and information systems context. Overall, we 
identified many further interrelations to other dimensions, which we believe makes it worth paying 
closer attention to the roots of service modularity during our literature review.  
x Service paradigm: Service science is regarded as a comparably young research discipline (Ostrom 
et al. 2010). According to Voss and Hsuan (2009), “Services can feature high or low human 
involvement and high or low experiential outcomes; they are IS or physically based, they may be 
B2B or B2C, and so on” (Voss and Hsuan 2009, p. 560). In this heterogenic service environment, 
scholars have developed different understandings about the interrelation between service modularity 
and product modularity. This is reflected by a large number of sub-areas that scholars address from 
the viewpoint of modularity in a service setting, including modularity in service production, service 
product, service process, service organization, service offering, and service production network 
(Bask et al. 2010a; Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008; Tuunanen et al. 2012). Modularity is discussed 
in a similar fashion in a manufacturing context (e.g., modularity in production, product, production 
process, organization and supply chain). Thus, we denote a low degree of consensus among scholars 
in the field of service modularity about service in general and in particulars about the delimitation 
and interplay between service and product. With a unified definition for service and modularity still 
being absent (Bask et al. 2010a; Carlborg and Kindström 2014), this raises the question: where does 
service modularity end and where does modularity in product begin? We searched for commonalities 
between the service understandings and identified two research streams that can be distinguished by 
the role of product modularity in a service context. The first research stream is close to the traditional 
good-dominant logic (GD-logic) and clearly distinguishes between modularity in services and 
modularity in products. From this perspective, services are regarded as an add-on to products (Vargo 
and Lusch 2004) and modularity in service and modularity in product are two research disciplines of 
equal importance. Interrelations between these disciplines have to be taken into account in a 
distinctive and synchronized fashion. In contrast, in the second research stream, service modularity 
plays a dominant role and is regarded as encompassing modularity in products. Product requirements 
in terms of modularity are derived from the modular service. Scholars that adhere to this perspective 
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often pay little attention to interference between service and product modularity. For instance, 
numerous scholars that study service modularity in an IS context, do not even mention product 
modularity (e.g., Ho et al. 2009; Kazemi et al. 2011). This perspective is closer to a SD-logic that 
regards service as an all-encompassing logic in which services are rendered by products (Vargo and 
Lusch 2004, 2008; Smyth 2014). Although most of the reviewed articles do not clearly state whether 
their service understanding draws on established service paradigms (exceptions: Tuunanen and 
Cassab (2011); Tuunanen et al. (2012), who explicitly ground their research in the SD-logic), we 
were able to recognize tendencies by using characteristics from the established literature (Vargo and 
Lusch 2004, 2008).  
x Operating level: The ambivalence of service modularity is also reflected on the operating level: 
Modularity may be understood as either a strategic or an operational concept (Böhmann et al. 2003; 
Geum et al. 2012). Scholars point out that depending on the role of service modularity, the concept 
is subject to various limitations (Böhmann et al. 2003). This raises the question: Does service 
modularity act in the boundaries of the business logic or may it be used to transform the business 
logic? Other scholars indicate that service itself may be understood as a business logic (Grönroos 
and Ravald 2011). Generally, the operating level seems to be closely interrelated to other important 
questions in service modularity research. While scholars, who emphasize the operational role of 
service modularity often highlight positive effects such as efficiency gains and cost reductions that 
may be achievable by using a modular architecture, articles that highlight the strategic nature of the 
concept generally pay more attention to an optimal trade-off between positive and negative effects 
(Bask et al. 2010; Carlborg and Kindström 2014). However, the path to finding an optimal balance 
is closely intertwined to the operational level to which service modularity is applied. According to 
Bask et al. (2010a), service modularity has not been recognized as a particular method for the 
strategic repositioning of services. We found that the potential of service modularity in a strategic 
role and its usability in the field of business model transformation remains widely undiscovered. 
Therefore, we consider the operational level of service modularity as another dimension in our review 
as many implications (e.g., benefits, costs, limitations, and methods) arise from the understanding of 
service modularity as either operational or strategical. 
x Actor spheres: Service provision always takes place between the service provider and the customer 
(Vargo and Lusch 2004; Grönroos 2011). During service provision, service is individually 
experienced by the customer and is in dependency of the service design (Zehrer 2009; Lin et al. 
2010). Tuunanen et al. (2012, p. 102) define service experience “as the outcome of the firm meeting 
the users’ needs through modularity-enabled customization, personalization and value creation of 
the service”. Thus, changing the degree of customization and standardization of service may likely 
influence the customer’s service experience. For this reason, service modularity literature may be 
segmented depending on the degree of attention that scholars devote to the provider role and 
customer role in the service process and, more specifically, to the service experience of the customer. 
Many of the reviewed articles emphasize the provider role and highlight certain positive effects that 
may be achieved by the use of a modular architecture. The discussion on service modularity must 
also deal with the question of how modularity in service affects the customers’ service experience 
and under which circumstances these changes are desired. However, to which degree the customer 
role is taken into account in the discussion about service modularity is mainly a question of the 
motivation behind its use and the operational level on which the concept is applied. Operational 
benefits such as cost reductions or a shorter time-to-market may be achieved using a modular 
architecture while maintaining a present customer experience (e.g., Hsuan, 1999; Rahikka et al. 
2011). In contrast, other scholars recognize the service experience as an important variable in the 
service modularity discussion that may intentionally be altered to improve service value and even 
achieve a reposition of service in the marketplace (Bask et al. 2010). 
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x Module orientation: Baldwin and Clark’s (1997a, p. 84) original definition of modularity 
distinguishes between modularity in product and processes: “Building a complex product or process 
from smaller subsystems that can be designed independently yet function together as a whole”. 
However, the nature of services allows viewing them from both a product and process perspective at 
the same time (Bask et al. 2010a). While the process perspective provides insights on activities during 
service production, the product perspective is more static as it mainly highlights customer perception 
of the service offering and resources that are applied during service provision (Bask et al. 2010a). As 
none of these perspectives seems to be sufficient to cover full service complexity on its own, scholars 
elaborate service architectures based on combinations of multiple description layers for service 
modules (de Blok et al. 2010a; Böhmann et al. 2003). Owing to the product and process character of 
services, each module in such a service architecture includes product-specific information (e.g., 
about performance, price, costs, and related resources) that plays a vital role during module 
production or in the service offering. While this information reflects the product perspective and is 
merely static (de Blok et al. 2010a), an explanation of the functionality of the module in the service 
architecture demands for a more dynamic perspective, which is often introduced through a process 
or functional layer. While most of the reviewed articles suggest the use of multiple layers covering 
both dynamic and static elements, most service architectures emphasize either a static or a dynamic 
perspective by using it on a first level of the architectural hierarchy. For instance, Böhmann et al. 
(2003) use a first-level layer of single functional modules that are derived from the workflow of the 
service and Voss and Hsuan (2009) use a static layer on the first level of the hierarchy that is based 
on tangible resources. 
x Contribution: Literature on service modularity may be segmented based on their academic 
contribution, namely – Definition, Assessment, and Modularization Methods. Due to the large 
heterogeneity among service scholars about modular services, the development of a clear definition 
of service modularity is still in its infancy. Scholars that aim at the definition of service modularity 
often additionally deal with the applicability in different areas of application (e.g., Bask et al. 2010a) 
and investigate interdependencies between principles and effects of the concept on a conceptional 
level. In contrast, another group of articles aims at the assessment to which a given service 
architecture reflects principles of service modularity such as decoupling, standardization, and 
commonality. In addition, different application fields and service perspectives are addressed. For 
example, Böhmann and Loser (2005) describe a method that allows the assessment of a firms agility 
based on principles of service modularity. Similarly, Kazemi et al. (2011) provide a metric suite for 
measuring service modularity. Finally, Liu et al. (2010) present a framework for analyzing 
modularity in product family design. Assessment methods may also be used to evaluate the 
qualification of existing service for further modularization as indicated by Carlborg and Kindström 
(2014). A third group of articles, Modularization Methods, aims at providing guidelines and methods 
on how to accomplish a modular service architecture either during the new services development 
(NSD) or by altering the degree of modularity in existing services. Articles from this category outline 
pathways for the decomposition of service into components and the reconstruction of these 
components into service modules. Therefore, we found it important to consider the overall purpose 
of service modularity literature. 
x Motivation: In general, the motivation behind service modularity may be differentiated between 
positive effects and trade-off/balance. Positive effects that may potentially emerge due to the use of 
a modular architecture have been already extensively discussed (Bask et al. 2010a; Böhmann et al. 
2003). A detailed literature review on positive effects associated with service modularity can be 
found in Dörbecker and Böhmann (2013). However, service modularity has also been recognized as 
an approach to achieve a certain balance between different effects. For example, the often cited trade-
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off between meeting customer requirements while maintaining cost efficiency is often discussed with 
respect to mass customization (Brusoni et al. 2007; Tuunanen et al. 2012). Although the costs of 
modularity and further negative effects (e.g., the so-called modularity trap (Ernst 2005)) that may 
arise due to an inappropriate use of modularity or emerge through the development and maintenance 
of a modular architecture (Brusoni et al. 2007) were partially mentioned, we could not find articles 
that deal with this issue in the service domain. If scholars highlight possible negative effects, then 
this is mostly done as part of the discussion on an optimal trade-off or balance between positive and 
negative effects.  
In the last iteration of our methodology, the outlined seven research dimensions were rigorously applied 
to our final list of relevant articles (Figure 1.1, B). These dimensions provide the foundation for the 
successive synthesis of the schools of thought in the field of service modularity and the discussion of 
the implications for theory and practice (Figure 1.1, Step 3). A summary of our review is provided in 
Table 1.2. We demonstrate the systematic application of our research framework at the example of the 
journal article “Service Architecture and Modularity”, in which Voss and Hsuan (2009) present a service 
modularity function, which allows mathematical assessment of the degree of modularity derived from 
unique services (Contribution: modularity assessment). The authors adapt their assessment approach 
from the manufacturing context, more precisely draw from insights of Tu et al. (2004) (Roots: 
manufacturing). They outline the motivation behind service modularity in the facilitation of outsourcing, 
agility and the achievement of economies of scope and scale. Although negative effects are not explicitly 
discussed, the article outlines the role of modularity in service for achieving a trade-off between 
customization and standardization (Motivation: Positive Effects and Trade-Off). Voss and Hsuan (2009) 
draw on an understanding of service which is close to the SD-logic mirroring in their discussion on a 
one-to-one mapping of service functions to physical products (Service understanding: Service-
dominant). At the same time, they discuss the strategical implications of the use of modular architecture 
at the example of modular platform strategies (Operational level: Strategical). The customer’ service 
experience is taken into account in the assessment method (Actor spheres: Provider + Customer). The 
assessment method is oriented at the product perspective of service and on a first level of the hierarchy 
measures the degree of modularity based on tangible resources (Module orientation: Static).
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1.4 Schools of Thought in Service Modularity 
Table 1.2 alone merely gives a summary of the existing work, structured with the newly developed 
criteria. However, in order to identify the major research streams in service modularity, additional 
analysis of this seven-dimensional space is necessary (Figure 1.1, Step 3). Here it is important to not 
only measure the correlation between the characteristics mathematically by counting the crosses (e.g., 
Customer Perspective has a high correlation with Operational Level of service modularity) but also trace 
back what dimensions are the actual causality and what are their implications. Therefore, an additional 
review of the identified literature had to be performed, paying particular attention to explanations and 
linkages between dimensions (Figure 1.1, Step 2). As a result, we denoted that Operational Level and 
Service Understanding are in fact dominant dimensions, whereas other dimensions can be interpreted 
as their implications. Therefore, the findings of our literature research can be simplified and summarized 
in a 2x2-matrix (Figure 1.2). 
In this 2x2 matrix, the interrelation between business model, service and product lays the foundation for 
four schools of thoughts (research streams) of service modularity, which bundle the remaining 
dimensions (Motivation, Scientific Contribution, Actor spheres, and Module Orientation) in form of 
implications. An exception constitutes the dimension Roots, which we identified as a major driver of 
these four schools of thought. In most of the papers representing GD-logic, we found a strong 
background in manufacturing, which explains their intention of transferring the ideas of product 
modularity into service modularity. The other service paradigm, SD-logic, has its roots in Information 
Systems (including software engineering) and therefore sees a physical product merely as a tool of 
delivering a certain service, meaning that modularity in products is solely interpreted as a mechanism 
to fulfill service modularity requirements. This linkage between Roots and Service Paradigm is 
confirmed when looking at the research outlets in which articles were published.  
 
Figure 15.2: Schools of Thought in Service Modularity 
In Figure 1.2 there are three key elements: Business Model, Service, and Product. Each of the four 
schools provides a distinctive understanding about the fashion in which modularity is applied to these 
elements (indicated by straight arrows). Either modularity is applied solely to product and/or service 
(Schools 1 and 2) or it is used to transform the business model of the service provider (Schools 3 and 
4). Elements that can be altered by modularity are indicated by dashed frames. Additionally, the 
interdependence between Service and Product is illustrated: they can be seen either as compliments (two 
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identical dashed bars in Schools 1 and 2) or Service is regarded as an all-encompassing logic (dashed 
bar for products inside a service bar in Schools 3 and 4) in which products merely render services (Vargo 
and Lusch 2004). The developed schools along with their corresponding characteristics (representing 
all seven dimensions) are summarized in Table 1.3. The numbers in the brackets indicate the occurrence 
of certain characteristics within the relevant literature in the considered school. For example, in the 
Traditional school, 4 out of 5 identified papers have their roots in manufacturing, all 5– separate between 
services and products and concentrate on the provider perspective, and so on. 
Category Dimension Traditional Versatile Service excellence Visionary 
Driver Roots: Manufacturing 
(4/5) 
Manufacturing 
(3/3) 
Information 
Systems (6/7) 
Information 
Systems (6/7) 
Cause Service  
Understanding 
Distinctive 
(5/5) 
Distinctive 
(3/3) 
Service-Dominant 
(7/7) 
Service-Dominant 
(7/7) 
Cause Operational Level Operational 
role (5/5) 
Strategic role 
(3/3) 
Operational role 
(7/7) 
Strategic role 
(7/7) 
Implication Actor spheres: Provider  
(5/5) 
Customer 
(3/3) 
Provider  
(6/7) 
Customer  
(7/7) 
Implication Module  
Orientation: 
Static 
(4/5) 
Dynamic 
(2/3) 
Static 
(5/7) 
Dynamic 
(5/7) 
Implication Scientific  
Contribution: 
Methods 
(3/5) 
Definition 
(2/3) 
Methods 
(4/7) 
Definition (3/7) 
Assessment (3/7) 
Implication Motivation: Benefits  
(4/5) 
Trade-off  
(2/3) 
Benefits  
(5/7)  
Trade-off  
(5/7) 
Table 12.3: Schools of Thought in Service Modularity and their Characteristics 
The purpose of these schools of thoughts is therefore not only the simplification and summary of our 
literature review but also the identification of distinct research streams for service modularity 
researchers. As for the practical use, the developed framework shall help service providers to decide 
about the scope of their modularization initiative, based on their service understanding and what part of 
their company they plan to modularize (i.e., single services or complete business model). The following 
section outlines the four schools of thought in detail. 
1.5 Discussion of Schools and their Implications 
In the Traditional school the business model does not play an active role in the discussion about service 
modularity, instead, it frames the application area in which modularity is applied to service and product 
in a potentially synchronized but separate fashion. When applied in this manner, service modularity can 
be understood as an operational instrument to achieve cost reductions and internal efficiency gains, 
which often may be yielded without altering the present customer experience. Hence, scholars that 
follow this school generally do not aim at changing the customer experience, or the business model. 
Articles that we categorized in this school include Bask et al. (2010a), de Blok et al. (2010) and Böttcher 
and Klinger (2011). These articles mainly discuss positive the effects of using a modular architecture in 
general and regard service modularity as closely intertwined with modularity in products. Future 
researches in this school should pay special attention towards how service modularity is reflected on the 
(modular) products. As for the practical implications, in the first place, companies have to define for 
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themselves strictly, what operational means for their business. This includes predefinition of boundaries 
of the business logic that frame the application space of service modularity and thus constitute premises 
in the course of the modularization process. On the other hand, those elements that may be subject to 
revision must be identified. However, additional coordination and transaction costs may arise from the 
necessary synchronization between modularity in products and services.  
Since the elements in School 2 may be altered through the modularization process independently of each 
other (as this leads to the highest possible methodical flexibility) we call this school Versatile. In the 
Versatile school service modularity is regarded as a strategic concept and thus aims at altering the 
business logic to deliver services to customer segments that have not been addressed in the past. This 
strategic repositioning of a firm opens up a wider application space in which modularity is applied to 
services and products in a similar fashion as in the Traditional school. Scholars that follow the Versatile 
school interpret modularity in services as a mechanism that supports strategic repositioning of a firm. 
However we could identify only a few articles that combine a distinctive perspective on products and 
services while applying modularity on a strategic operational level (e.g., Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 
(2008) and Cabigiosu et al. (2015)). This may be due to the extended need for synchronization between 
modularity in the business model, services, and products. Another pattern that can be observed in the 
Versatile school, is that most articles not only deal with possible benefits of service modularity but also 
analyze the trade-off between these benefits and resulting costs. For this reason, there is a need for the 
development of a framework that provides guidelines on how to analyze whether and in what scope a 
company could benefit from modularity in general and from a strategic perspective in particular. 
Similarly, before altering the degree of modularity in the business logic, service providers must develop 
an understanding about whether customers will perceive the planned changes in a positive or negative 
way in order to improve their competitiveness on the market.  
Similar to the Traditional school, the Service Excellence school sees the business model as a boundary 
to the application of modularity in services. However, service and product are no longer equally 
understood and the need for synchronization is replaced by a dominant role of the service from which 
requirements of product modularity are derived (Geum et al. 2012). Scholars from this school focus on 
modularity in services with the overall aim to achieve operational agility, while maintaining the present 
service experience of the customer (Ho et al. 2009). Instead, the focus lies on the role of the supplier as 
well as on the operational service improvements through introducing configuration options and 
implementation standards. Due to the operational boundaries of service modularity, this school mostly 
pays more attention to certain positive effects instead of trying to achieve a balance or trade-off. For this 
reason, scholars need to develop frameworks that enable measurement of both positive effects resulting 
from service modularity and the costs of developing and maintaining a modular service architecture. 
Another pattern that could be observed in the Service Excellence school is that most papers decompose 
services into modules based on a merely dynamic process perspective (e.g., Li et al. 2012) on the first 
level of the architectural hierarchy (cf. section 3). The implication for the practitioners is therefore to 
develop a clear differentiation between parts of the service process that are visible to the customer and 
those process steps that are mainly carried out in the back office and hence may be altered without 
changing the customer experience.  
In the Visionary school, service modularity is seen as a strategic element that challenges both service 
and business model, which are strongly interconnected. Some scholars have also proposed that service 
itself may represent a certain form of the business logic (Grönroos and Ravald 2011). Similarly, to the 
Versatile school, modularity can alter not only the service and the product, but also transform the 
business model. However, the Visionary school draws on an understanding of service that is close to the 
SD-logic and thus sees service in a dominant role. Hence, more attention is devoted to the customer 
service experience, which may be intentionally altered in order to achieve a strategic repositioning of 
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the firm (e.g., targeting a new customer segment). As for the motivation for modularity, more attention 
is devoted to a sound balance between benefits (both operational and strategic) and resulting costs of 
modularity. However, this trade-off becomes more complex, since the business model is no longer 
regarded as a constraint and instead is an elastic element and subject to possible modification. Given 
this higher degree of complexity, further research is required that investigates how service modularity 
can be integrated into strategic decision making on a managerial level. At the same time, due to the 
higher complexity resulting from the elastic nature of the business model, assessing the degree of 
modularity of existing services is comparably more difficult than in other schools. Practitioners, on the 
other hand, need to determine what advantages can be achieved on the both operational and strategic 
level and prioritize these, while paying special attention to their corresponding costs. Here, the typology 
of service process types by Carlborg and Kindström (2014) offers a promising starting point, although 
the modular strategies they describe might still be too vague to guide measures for implementing the 
modularity concept in organizations. 
1.6 Conclusion and Future Pathways 
As displayed by the results of our literature review, service modularity has attracted a lot of attention in 
the academic society in recent years. Contributions from scholars stemming from various research 
domains have enriched the discussion on the definition, assessment, and application of modularity in 
services, but also lead to a certain degree of confusion. Our research shows that different research 
streams have emerged that draw on their own unique understandings and terminology. Judging from the 
publications of previous years, it seems that the academic world has identified and exploited certain 
research streams, which can be observed in both a small number of publications as well as in a 
comparably low number of industries in which service modularity has found broader adoption. In 
accordance with other scholars (Bask et al. 2011; Campagnolo and Camuffo 2010) we identified the 
need to provide a holistic framework, which captures service modularity research from multiple 
perspectives at the same time. For this reason, we used an iterative literature analysis based on a 
hermeneutic approach of Boell and Cecez-Kecmanovic (2014) to first develop seven dimensions of 
service modularity and then structure the existing literature according to these dimensions.  
Our research indicates that two of these dimensions (Operational Level and Service Understanding) can 
be perceived as dominant, whereas other dimensions can be seen as their implications. Drawing on these 
results, we identified similar patterns in the research articles and subsequently synthesized these patterns 
into four schools of thought (Traditional, Versatile, Service Excellence and Visionary) in service 
modularity research. Finally, each of the modularity schools contained not only the detailed description 
and current research status but also implications for both academic society and practitioners. The 
relations between dimensions show that scholars who study service modularity need to demarcate their 
interpretation of service modularity more clearly with respect to the different dimensions. For example, 
scholars who seek to develop service modularization methods need to determine the motivation behind 
their research. For this purpose, future service design researchers should classify their research endeavor 
into one of the schools of thought, keeping the corresponding dimensions and their characteristics in 
mind.  
However, so far the concept of modularity has remained rather theoretical than a practical approach. 
One of the possible reason for that is the fact that service providers do not see the practical potential of 
modularity and what benefits it can bring along since academic papers usually speak of it in general 
terms. Hence, further research similar to the typology of the service process types by Carlborg and 
Kindström (2014), should concentrate on defining a set of evaluation criteria that can serve as a guidance 
for service providers to determine whether and in what scope they could benefit from the concept of 
service modularity. Another obstacle in applying the concept of modularity in practice lies in the 
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specifics of services compared to tangible products, in particular, intangibility of services and close 
interaction between the provider and customer through the whole value-creating process. Therefore, 
new modularization methods, specially designed for services have to be developed, which is of particular 
interest for the Versatile and Visionary schools, where the business model is no longer a constraint, but 
can be influenced by the modularization process as well. Finally, additional research on the trade-offs 
between possible benefits and modularization cost is needed. In this context it is also of importance to 
test whether a systematically established modular system is stimulating, or, on the contrary, limits 
radical service innovations by falling in the so-called modularity trap (Ernst 2005). 
Limitations of our paper arise from the hermeneutic approach, which cannot ensure that all relevant 
perspectives of service modularity were covered. Similarly, the derivation of the schools of modularity 
from the dimension table was not conducted mathematically and was subject to the interpretation of the 
authors and might still be improved or enriched by other service modularity researchers in the future, 
for instance in terms of additional dimensions and related characteristics. To validate our findings 
empirically, we call for additional research to investigate the highlighted relations between dimensions 
of service modularity by means of case studies at service providers. 
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Towards Modular Service Portfolios: Antecedents of Service 
Modularity 
Abstract. Although service modularity has been on the academic agenda for some time, 
the factors precipitating its use have not been examined. Moreover, practitioners still 
struggle to apply the concept in their business contexts. Most existing research on service 
modularity is conceptual, concentrating either on the modularization process or its 
potential benefits. Motivated by the lack of concept clarity among practitioners, we take 
one step back and conduct empirical investigations among professional service firms to 
identify manifestations and antecedents of service modularity. This work follows a mixed-
method approach consisting of two phases. First, using semi-structured expert interviews 
in combination with previous empirical studies, we develop a research model comprising 
five constructs and four hypotheses. We test and validate the model using structural 
equation modeling. The findings define manifestations of service modularity in practice 
and outline relevant antecedents for reaching a certain degree of modularized service 
offerings. A valid, reliable operationalization of service modularity and the significant 
influence of entrepreneurial orientation are shown. Furthermore, the influences of specific 
service characteristics and customer integration are illustrated. Especially, this article 
underlines the specificity of service modularity compared with product modularity and 
gives suggestions for service providers on how to exploit its full potential. 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Challenged by globalization, technological developments in information and communication 
technology (ICT), and new agile market entrants, service providers require standardization and 
efficiency gains in both service design and provision (Harkonen et al. 2017; Nordin et al. 2011). 
However, standardization ambitions are confronted with a customer-driven thirst for customization 
across product and service domains (Bask et al. 2011). This conflict of interest is especially prominent 
in business-to-business (B2B) markets, where both the customers and their requirements are 
heterogeneous and complex, making it almost impossible to offer the same product or service twice 
(Harkonen et al. 2017). 
With the growing trend of individualization and emergence of agile, cost-efficient competitors, the 
concept of modularity has been proposed as a possible solution for achieving standardization and 
simplification of services without diminishing a firm’s capability to meet customer demands 
(Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008). Having its roots in complexity theory (Simon 1962) and product 
manufacturing (Sanchez and Mahoney 1996), modularity involves building a complex system from 
smaller parts (modules) that can be altered independently but function as a whole (Baldwin and Clark 
2000). This results in the substitutability of separate components (and thus, flexibility in the value-
creation process), with well-defined and standardized interfaces between modules (Ulrich and Tung 
1991) and a matching of modules and functions (Arnheiter and Harren 2005). For example, one of the 
business solutions of Telekom (Germany’s biggest ICT provider) is MotionLogic, which allows B2B 
customers to compose individual data analysis and reporting based on the different service elements of 
interest for them (see also Appendix, Table 2.8 for further examples).  
Compared with other domains, service modularity is considered to be in its empirical infancy (Carlborg 
and Kindström 2014), although calls for appropriate research were made as early as the 1990s (Duray 
et al. 2000; Sundbo 1994). In fact, due to the specific characteristics of services, such as their 
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immateriality, processual nature, high heterogeneity, and alleged uniqueness, product modularity 
research cannot be simply applied (Bask et al. 2011). Nevertheless, it has recently been claimed that 
modularity research is only likely to grow in the service field (Starr 2010). The scarcity of empirical 
research suggests that previous service researchers have focused on modularization or its possible 
outcomes but neglected its antecedents.  
For the practical application of service modularity, there is currently a discrepancy between the 
academic view that all companies’ service portfolios should become modular (Carlborg and Kindström 
2014) and companies reluctance to offer modular services (Lubarski and Pöppelbuß 2016). Similarly, 
while there are several definitions of service modularity, it is still unclear how its principles are 
manifested (i.e., when a service portfolio can be called modular) and deployed (i.e., how service modules 
can be presented to the customer) in practice. Previous literature has not sufficiently considered the 
concept’s background; in response, Piran et al. (2016) emphasized the need to understand the factors 
leading companies to adopt service modularity, which may be important in determining the modular 
strategy’s value. The identification of such antecedents would be a valuable contribution to the overall 
theoretical discussion, since they are the events or favorable conditions that must occur prior to the 
manifestation of the concept in practice (Walker and Avant 2005). Motivated by this research gap and 
wanting to explain why some companies already apply the concept while others do not, we conduct a 
mixed-method investigation of German professional service firms (PSFs), aiming to answer the 
following research questions (RQs):  
RQ1: What are the manifestations of service modularity? 
RQ2: What are the antecedents for service modularity? 
RQ1 is descriptive and examines how service modularity can be observed in real service provision. This 
is achieved by conducting in-depth interviews with PSF experts and comparing their insights with the 
existing conceptual literature. We provide clarity on the phenomenon in service-oriented companies, 
since many inconsistencies remain across the literature and practice (Iman 2016). RQ2 is explorative, 
identifying the necessary capabilities in the company (Teece et al. 1997) and market conditions that 
enable and stimulate the emergence of service modularity. To achieve a holistic explanation, we deploy 
a quantitative study among German PSFs from various industries. By following a mixed-method 
approach, we aim at answering calls for empirical research on service modularity (Brax et al. 2017; 
Dörbecker and Böhmann 2013; Tuunanen et al. 2012) and stimulating its application among PSFs.  
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. After describing the theoretical background of 
service modularity in section 2, the methodology and rationale for research steps are presented in section 
3. Section 4 derives individual constructs and research hypotheses to form our research model. The 
model is tested empirically in section 5, while the results are discussed in section 6. The paper concludes 
with a summary of the findings, limitations, and future research directions.  
2.2 Theoretical Background 
2.2.1 Service Modularity 
To date, there exists no authoritative definition of service modularity; there is also confusion in the 
underlying terminology, with service modularity labeled a “process” (Baldwin and Clark 2000), 
“concept” (Bask et al. 2010a), “architecture” (Voss and Hsuan 2009), or purposefully unlabeled 
(Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008). In this publication we regard “service modularity” as the basic 
concept, with “modularization” denoting the transformation process that leads to the anticipated 
“modular architecture.” The current literature agrees that the concept rests on the following three basic 
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principles, which should be a starting point for research model or service design decisions (Broekhuis 
et al. 2017; Rahikka et al. 2011; Tuunanen et al. 2012): 
x Complex services consisting of individual modules that are relatively independent of each other; 
x Modules assigned specific functions and operational scenarios; and 
x Each module having a standardized interface for integration purposes. 
Thus, a module is a functional unit with structural elements (i.e., components of a higher granularity) 
that are powerfully mutually connected (high cohesion) and relatively weakly connected to elements in 
other units (loose coupling; Ho et al. 2009). The interface is a set of rules enabling the interconnection 
and substitutability of service modules (de Blok et al. 2014). However, implementation of service 
modularity is not as straightforward as with its product counterpart. While a modular product, with its 
physical interfaces, is easily observable and configurable, practitioners have difficulty applying this 
concept to services, especially concerning module composition, interface definitions, or service 
standardization (Bask et al. 2011). To define manifestations of service modularity and derive the 
antecedents for its occurrence in practice, it is important to understand how services are different and 
why they require a distinct approach.  
Services exhibit a certain process character and are characterized by the inseparability of production and 
consumption (Zeithaml et al. 1985), representing a key difference from mass customization, where 
individual spare parts can be pre-produced and stored for final assembly (Pine 1993). The B2B context 
is especially interesting, since professional service offerings are highly heterogeneous, often combining 
physical and intangible elements, with knowledge intensiveness ranging from tasks like cleaning to 
complex consulting services (Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008). Moreover, the level of standardization 
depends on both the type of service and the provider’s sales strategy (Müller and Lubarski 2016). 
Therefore, in some domains of complex professional services (e.g., financial services, long-term 
logistics projects), certain process modules can be executed simultaneously and independently or even 
completed in advance (Starr 1965), representing a perfect application scenario for service modularity. 
Due to its abstract nature and service-specific characteristics, service modularity is regarded as highly 
complex and multifaceted (Dörbecker and Böhmann 2013). In one of the pioneering articles, Pekkarinen 
and Ulkuniemi (2008) identified four key dimensions enabling modularity in developing business 
services. The modular service offering dimension represents the (decomposed) elements visible to 
customers, whereas process modularity modular organization dimensions are responsible for the 
corresponding back office on at the intra-organizational level. Process modularity denotes the extent to 
which the overall service development and delivery are separated into standardized modules (Feitzinger 
and Lee, 1997; Tuunanen and Cassab 2011), which can be re-sequenced because each process module 
is relatively autonomous (Pine 1993). This is also connected to earlier literature on service routinization, 
see, for example, Wemmerlöv (1990) or McLaughlin and Fitzsimmons (1996), who argue for a modular 
approach to service processes. Tuunanen and Cassab (2011) later showed that service processes can be 
modularized in a consumer service setting. A modular organization is composed of loosely coupled 
functional units and uses resources flexibly, which is a common practice in supplier networks (van Liere 
et al. 2004). In line with this, Tu et al. (2004) proposed the practice of “dynamic teaming” to reorganize 
manufacturing teams quickly and link them to necessary resources in response to changes, thus creating 
a foundation for the modularity-based manufacturing practices. Finally, the customer interface describes 
how customer needs are identified and the overall relationship is managed (Jiao et al. 2007). This 
dimension consists of modules, either organizational or process related, through which the customer 
interface can be managed effectively (Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008). Summarized, we define service 
modularity as a design principle with four dimensions of decomposability and exchangeability, namely 
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service offerings, intrafirm processes, organizational forms within a company, and the direct customer 
interface. 
When talking about the meaning of service modularity for a company, we also differentiate between 
three levels of firm’s service modularity capability. The first level is a general Motivation for having a 
modular service portfolio with all of its possible benefits. In this case, a service provider is aware of a 
concept and can envisage its application for the business (Duray et al. 2000). This motivation can be 
influenced by provider’s risk-taking, proactivity, and innovativeness, all of which sum up to the overall 
entrepreneurial orientation of the company (Kraus 2013) , since a modularization endeavor is associated 
with a certain willingness to change. The second level is the Ability to offer modular services, i.e., there 
is potential in the offered services to extract and recombine their components. In this regard, Cheng and 
Shiu (2016) also introduce the term “service modularity capabilities”. Finally, the third level is a 
modular State, where the motivation for a modular service portfolio and the ability to achieve it fit 
together. Such a modular state is characterized by the already implemented modular architecture for 
service development, the operational quotation process (i.e., the composition of the complex service, its 
respective pricing, and creation of the uniform transparent binding quotation document), and the actual 
service provision. We do not regard this state as dichotomous (i.e., a company offers a modular service 
portfolio or not), but rather as a continuum with several forms. This means that a company “can” (but 
does not have to) be modular to a certain extent, for example by having offering modular services but 
“not having” modular processes implemented or vice versa. Hence, this state can also be described as a 
firm’s degree of offering modular services (Voss and Hsuan 2009), which arises from both — motivation 
and ability of a firm.  
2.2.2 Previous Service Modularity Research 
Service modularity has attracted the attention not only of service designers but also marketing and 
information systems researchers (Brax et al. 2017). To give a structured overview of the literature, we 
use a categorization based on the academic contribution proposed by Müller and Lubarski (2016), 
differentiating conceptual, methodological, and assessment papers.  
Most publications on service modularity are conceptual, including concept definitions, frameworks, and 
literature reviews. They typically discuss the theoretical benefits and potentials of a modular service 
architecture , including the improvement of a company’s performance via reusing components (Carlborg 
and Kindström 2014), accelerating service development processes (Böttcher and Klingner 2011), and 
general cost-efficiency gains in operations (Bask et al. 2011). Similarly, it has been claimed that service 
modularity can improve the user experience and overall value perception (Rahikka et al. 2011), thereby 
enhancing long-term loyalty, since customers can ‘build’ their own service bundles out of a range of 
possibilities. Finally, Bouncken et al. (2016) applied the lens of the dynamic capability view to 
understand how service modularity combined with entrepreneurial orientation (i.e., combination of 
company’s risk-taking, proactivity, and innovativeness) produce business model innovation. In a similar 
manner, Cheng and Shiu (2016) emphasized the importance of the radical innovation capability (and 
willingness for it) in the context of modular service provision in order to escape the so-called 
‘organizational inertia trap’ (i.e., repetitive recombination of the given modules without adding new 
ones or rethinking the service design approach). However, while these publications provide a steady 
basis for definitions and establish service modularity as a research area (Bask et al. 2010a; Voss and 
Hsuan 2009), they do not provide a detailed explanation of which antecedents lead to modular service 
portfolios or which service providers are expected to benefit the most. Moreover, they neglect to give 
empirical proof of the success of modularization initiatives. 
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To provide service modularity with the required practicability, the second group of publications 
concentrates on developing modularization methods, including the design structure matrix (Browning 
2001) and modular function deployment (Erixon 1996) approaches, which can be adjusted to the service 
context. Alternatively, the literature has proposed a few service-specific methods, such as the 
configuration graph (Böttcher and Klingner 2011) and TM3 (Peters and Leimeister 2013) approaches. 
Finally, the last strain of modularization underlines the inseparability of products and services and the 
need for their simultaneous modularization, for example, module partition process (Li et al. 2012) and 
modular product service systems (Wang et al. 2011). Pöppelbuß and Lubarski (2018) give a detailed 
overview of service modularization methods, classifying them according to their structure and deriving 
a comprehensive process consisting of the six following phases: information capturing, decomposition, 
structuring, module creation, interface definition, and testing.  
For the third group, empirical research on the assessment of service modularity is currently scarce. It 
includes case studies on the increased visibility of service offerings (Ulkuniemi and Pekkarinen 2011), 
applicability of the concept to the health sector (de Blok et al. 2010a), and influence of service 
modularity capabilities on overall firm performance (Cheng and Shiu 2016). This is especially striking, 
since there are already sufficient numbers of modularization methods (Pöppelbuß and Lubarski 2018), 
holistic modularization strategies (Carlborg and Kindström 2014), and guidelines on how service 
modularity can be incorporated into a company’s business model (Bask et al. 2010). Our research aims 
to fill the gap in the literature on the antecedents for service modularity (Piran et al. 2016) and provide 
ways of adopting service modularity in practice.  
2.3 Research Approach and Methodology: Mixed Methods 
Despite many conceptual papers on service modularity, empirical research is scarce. We apply a mixed-
method research methodology to allow generalizability and statistical significance in reporting findings 
without losing the nuances and understanding of firms’ environmental context (Harrigan 1983). To 
ensure consistency and rigor, we followed Venkatesh et al.’s (2013) guidelines for mixed-method 
research, with our study serving a developmental purpose according to their proposed classification. 
First, a qualitative study combined with a systematic literature review was carried out to develop the 
model constructs and hypotheses. Qualitative research is especially suitable when the research area is 
still emerging and not controllable by the investigators (Yin 2017), which is the case with service 
modularity. Then, a quantitative study was conducted for subsequent model testing and validation. In 
both steps of empiricism, we concentrated on providers offering B2B professional services for two 
reasons. First, the conflict between customer-driven individualization and provider-driven 
standardization ambitions is especially prominent in B2B markets, so the use of modularized services 
can serve as a potential compromise by offering flexible and customizable services without major 
additional investments (Edvardsson and Enquist 2007). Second, professional services are characterized 
by a high knowledge intensity and professionalized workforce (von Nordenflycht 2010). By 
incorporating service modularity, PSFs can eliminate repetitive tasks that do not involve employees’ 
tacit knowledge via standardized modules and concentrate on more efficient knowledge management.  
Figure 2.1 gives a methodological overview. The arrows represent the methodological steps, including 
the deployed techniques, and rectangles depict the results. The figure also shows the points at which 
each of the research questions of the paper is answered. 
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Figure 2.1: Overall Methodology of the Paper 
The model development phase concentrated on the derivation of the model constructs and hypotheses. 
Since we aimed to combine the findings from practice and academia, our model incorporated interview-
based constructs, refined with previous literature. We began with a qualitative study among German 
PSFs, aiming at determining the status quo of service modularity. We enriched these findings with an 
additional literature review of previous empirical works on service modularity and adjacent areas, 
following Webster and Watson’s (2002) guidelines for systematic literature reviews. The insights from 
the model development helped to answer RQ1. The second phase dealt with the model validation of the 
hypotheses and refinement of the model, achieved with the help of quantitative research. Using items 
from the derived constructs, structured questionnaires were sent electronically to a bigger group of PSFs. 
The data were analyzed using covariance-based structural equation modeling (CB-SEM). This phase 
resulted in a refined model and identification of the antecedents for service modularity (RQ2).  
2.4 Development of the Research Model 
2.4.1 Manifestations of Service Modularity 
To clarify the concept of service modularity, we combined insights from our interviews with 
quantitative-empirical research from adjacent thematic fields. We applied semi-structured expert 
interviews (lasting 45 minutes on average) with senior managers of 21 German PSFs (of 150 contacted 
companies, representing a 14% response rate) in October 2015–February 2016. Most of the interviews 
were conducted during the preliminary research project X (http://www.example.com/)31 on the 
potentials of service modularity in the sales context of service providers from two important German 
industries, namely (project) logistics and wind energy. These industries offer services as complex long-
term projects and must adapt flexibly to customer needs. The two remaining companies were included 
based on their active interest in the topic of service modularization and served to confirm the results. 
The service providers were initially selected based on the complexity of their service offerings (so that 
a modularization would make sense), geographical proximity enabling in-person interviews, and interest 
in research and development (R&D) and openness to public research projects. The interviews were 
transcribed, translated into English, and analyzed using MAXQDA 12.32 Table 2.2 gives an overview 
                                                          
31  References and details on the project have been left out to preserve anonymity during the review process. 
32  MAXQDA 12 is an established software program for qualitative research that enables a comparison between 
data by developing categories through coding and provides tools for visualizing the analysis results (Saillard 
2011). 
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of the companies, including their size, operating industry, years of activity in the market, and position 
of the interviewee.  
Firm Size33 N Industry N Years in the Market N 
Position of the  
Interviewee 
N 
Micro 1 Wind Energy 11 1–10 7 Senior Management 5 
Small 3 Logistics 8 11–20 7 Middle Management 16 
Medium 8 Automotive 1 21–50 3 Lower Management 0 
Large 9 IT Consulting 1 51 and more 4 Other 0 
Table 2.2: Overview of the Interviewed Companies 
The aim of the interviews was determining the status quo of the design of complex services and 
underlying sales process, both thought to benefit from service modularity (Giannakis et al. 2018; 
Schmidt 2008; Tuunanen et al. 2012). We strove to identify the characteristics and indicators promoting 
or hindering standardization, and consequently, a modular architecture. The questionnaire was divided 
into seven thematic sections with three to four questions each. Sections 1 (service modularity), 2 
(customer integration), 4 (process modularity), and 5 (entrepreneurial orientation) whereas sections 3, 
6, and 7 presented the operationalization of service modularity in the sales context (Lubarski 2018).  
1. Type of offered services: What services are currently offered (or planned), along with their level of 
detail, complexity, and aspects valued by the customers; 
2. Customer segmentation: Criteria for customer selection and further collaboration and how this 
influences the corresponding marketing strategy; 
3. Sales process: Whether there is a clear sales process with given knowledge management and 
approval procedures and what information is required at each step; 
4. Standardization of services: What level of service standardization can already be observed in the 
interviewed organization, along with what hinders further standardization; 
5. Pricing: The service’s pricing logic, especially the underlying collaboration between departments, 
effort estimation, and approval processes; 
6. Preparation of the quotation document: How the offered service is summarized and communicated 
to the customer; and 
7. Performance measurement: Whether the company incorporates iteration loops for controlling 
purposes and uses historic documents and reports for future projects. 
In analyzing the data, we followed Saldaña’s (2013) guidelines, performing three coding cycles.34 First, 
initial (open) coding was done without defining a particular structure upfront, but instead, defining new 
codes (i.e., structuring clusters) during the review. In case future insights could not fit these codes, 
additional codes were introduced. This was especially important because the interviews were semi-
structured, allowing the respondents a high level of freedom and creativity; apart from useful 
complementary information, this resulted in unnecessary distancing from the topic. The advantage of 
this approach is an unbiased first look at the qualitative data without being guided by a predefined (and 
perhaps incorrect) structure. However, since the initial coding returned over 900 codes that were partly 
overlapping and not sufficiently structured, a second (focused) coding that “further manages, filters, 
                                                          
33  The categorization of firm size is based on the European Commission (2003) recommendations. 
34  In qualitative analysis, a code is “a word or short phrase that symbolically assigns a summative, salient, 
essence-capturing, and/or evocative attribute for a portion of language-based or visual data” (Saldaña 2013, p. 
3). 
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highlights, and focuses the salient features of the qualitative data record for generating categories, 
themes, and concepts” (Saldaña 2013, p. 8) was required. This resulted in the overall reduction of the 
codes to 484 codes that now exhibited a clear hierarchical structure, comprising four overarching 
categories (i.e., standardization, customer strategy, sales, and company information) and four 
subcategories each (Figure 2.2, rectangles on the left). For example, the logic of how service providers 
select and approach customers was placed in the “customer segmentation” code, which in turn, acted as 
a subcode of the “customer strategy.” The complete coding scheme, including the number of units per 
code, is given in Appendix (Figure 2.5). 
Finally, the 16 subcategories exhibited interrelations, serving as a basis for the research model constructs 
(Figure 2.2, ovals on the right). The colors in Figure 2.2 represent the corresponding interrelations and 
emergence of the corresponding constructs (with black being irrelevant for our model). For example, 
the provider’s current service portfolio (i.e., how is it communicated to the customers and at what level 
of granularity) and an overall specificity of the operating industry (i.e., typical duration and complexity 
of the projects) orient the construct service characteristics. Similarly, the process of the quote preparation 
(especially the evaluation of the feasibility of the request) is directly interrelated with external needs for 
standardization (e.g., legal requirements or customer-desired transparency of price drivers) and internal 
approval mechanisms (including project team composition).  
In addition, the constructs reflect the three levels of service modularity mentioned in section 2 – 
motivation, ability, and the degree of offering modular services. Especially, the motivation of offering 
modular services is covered by external (competitive pressure) and internal factors (entrepreneurial 
orientation and customer integration) in the service design and service delivery process. All the factors 
influencing a company’s ability to offer modular services can be traced to attributes, summarized as 
service characteristics. Finally, the degree of offering modular services is denoted as service modularity. 
Each derived construct (sometimes under a different name) can be found in the literature (see section 
2.4.2), confirming the logic of their emergence from the code (sub)-categories. 
 
Figure 2.2: Coding Scheme of the Interviews 
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Although terms like “service modularity” and “modularization strategy” are not yet commonly used by 
practitioners, all the interviewees provided examples of their standardization initiatives or envisaged 
modularized services for their business. Many knowledge intensive services are simply different from 
each other, leading to the lot size of one with only few possibilities for standardization. Nevertheless, 
the firms still strive for standardization (mainly for efficiency reasons) if their individualization abilities 
are not diminished (Table 2.3, #1). This leads to the assumption that one characteristic of service 
modularity is customization of services (Tu et al. 2004).35 The interviewees also mentioned that 
reutilization of standardized service components is important (Table 2.3, #2). Since we consider service 
modularity at the firm and not the project level, we regard all projects of firms reusing service 
components as aggregated. Similarly, Worren et al. (2002) and Cheng and Shiu (2016) state that service 
components should be reusable and changeable without having to redesign further components. 
Moreover, since there is little empirical research on service modularity, we looked for appropriate 
indicators in adjacent areas of product and organizational modularity for additional characteristics. For 
instance, Tu et al. (2004) and Wang et al. (2014b) used the construct of product modularity to test its 
effect on the firm’s mass customization capability. They state that adjusting production processes by 
adding new process modules is one manifestation of service modularity. Furthermore, Teece et al. 
(1997) and Tu et al. (2004) relate that the capability of reorganizing the firm’s hierarchy in response to 
changes in processes and services indicates flexibility, reflecting firm’s modular organization. 
Summarized, addressing RQ1, we regard a firm with the following characteristics as offering highly 
modular services: 
x Reusing service components in various services (Cheng and Shiu 2016; Worren et al. 2002; Table 
2.3, #2, #6);  
x Reorganizing the hierarchy in response to service or process changes (Teece et al. 1997; Tu et al. 
2004; Table 2.3, #3);  
x Modifying its main services by changing key components without redesigning others (Cheng and 
Shiu 2016; Worren et al. 2002) while maintaining the same level of quality (Table 2.3, #4); 
x Adjusting its service provision by adding new process modules (Tu et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2014b; 
Table 2.3, #9); and 
x Customizing its services by adding feature modules as requested (Tu et al. 2004; Table 2.3, #3, 
#10). 
This is operationalized as the latent construct service modularity. 
ID Industry Quotation 
#1 IT  
Consulting 
“Knowledge intensive businesses like ours exist mainly because of this 
individuality of requests. Therefore, it is also our promise to the customers to 
develop an individual solution for them. As for internal processes, if it does not 
affect our individualization ability, we will standardize as much as possible.” 
#2 Wind  
energy 
“In our area, some certification processes are identical and can be defined 
upfront or reused between the projects.” 
#3 Wind  
energy 
“In addition to the known players, we have to deal with teams from Portugal or 
Romania, which are always ready for action and can be at your doorstep 
tomorrow. In this way, we have a new era of competition, resulting in new 
flexibility requirements, both in terms of service provision and team 
composition.” 
                                                          
35  Until the end of this section, the sources confirming our findings are presented in parentheses. 
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#4 IT  
Consulting 
“We are facing many strong competitors, ranging from highly individual to big 
enterprises. Therefore, we always have to keep in mind ‘who else is there’ and 
that, for most of our customers, the quality dimension is at least as important as 
the price.” 
#5 Logistics “We observe this among our competitors. Even the most complex tasks become 
solvable, standardizable, automatable, and calculable. Sadly, we will not be 
innovators, but this is just a question of time for us.” 
#6 Logistics “I see the problem in sales simply in the enormous ‘request-for-quotation-
mentality.’ We receive a lot of initial requests from the customers, who simply 
want to compare us with a dozen other service providers. [… ] If not selected, 
we have wasted a lot of effort for nothing.” 
#7 Logistics “I can already foresee that we will integrate our customers strongly in the 
quotation process. This may be the assignment of access to the system so that the 
customer can type in the details of the order (e.g., dimensions, type of transport), 
and if the price is right, make a preliminary order.” 
#8 Wind  
energy 
“We regularly invite our existing customers and new ones to our workshops. 
This is the best opportunity to discuss […] what they are currently interested 
in.” 
#9 Logistics “Every time we lose a tender, we try to contact our customers and ask them what 
we could have done better. This feedback helps us make a better offer next time, 
whether it is of a price or contextual nature.” 
#10 Wind  
energy 
“We offer our customers a so-called Vario service, which consists of the basic 
package and additional service options that can be put on top, including an 
overview of how much this would cost.” 
#11 Wind  
energy 
“Our current challenge is the knowledge management of technical 
documentation, which is needed for certain levels of the project, for example, 
approval processes, investor search, quality checks. This will be especially 
helpful for the training of new employees and traceability of the projects.” 
#12 Automotive “The state of the art in our industry changes regularly. Therefore, to remain 
competitive, we initiate various R&D projects and seek new possibilities for 
cooperation.” 
#13 Logistics “We went international a while ago. Although our focus is still Germany, we 
have projects in Turkey, Poland, China, the USA, and Singapore.” 
Table 2.3: Interview Quotes (Selection) 
2.4.2 Constructs and Hypotheses Development 
To identify service modularity antecedents, we combined insights from the interviews with the empirical 
literature from adjacent thematic fields. Each of the constructs is supported by quotations from the 
interviews (Figure 2.2, Table 2.3) and complemented by the existing literature.  
We found that a growing competitive pressure is one motivation for introducing standardization of 
internal processes, although the level of standardization may differ depending on the overall market 
context and specificity of the industry (Table 2.3, #3 and #4). The perceived competitive pressure of the 
service provider (e.g., measured via market observations or research) arises from an increasing number 
of competitors already introducing modular services (Worren et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2014), thereby 
broadening their service variety (Table 2.3, #5; Worren et al. 2002). As customer preferences are 
constantly changing, the service provider’s inability to cover these new requirements would result in the 
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customer’s transitioning to a competitor that is flexible enough (Table 2.3, #3; Worren et al. 2002). 
Furthermore, in our literature analysis, we identified dissimilarity between customers as a factor 
fostering a modular service portfolio (Steiner and Hergenröther 2014). Summarized, we regard 
competitive pressure as the combination of modular service portfolios introduced by competitors, 
changing customer preferences regarding services and features (Worren et al. 2002), and heterogeneity 
of the customers (Steiner and Hergenröther 2014).  
Due to increasing demands for individualization and the willingness to co-create desired services, 
another motivation for practitioners is customer integration. Our findings suggest that customer 
integration that cultivates service modularity consists of uniquely designed services (Duray et al. 2000), 
as well as close interaction, information sharing, and service co-development. By involving the customer 
through intense information sharing (Table 2.3, #6; Lau et al. 2010) and active participation (Tu et al. 
2004), it is possible to capture the requirements sufficiently early to avoid unnecessary corrections and 
disappointments. Indeed, a modular service portfolio will simplify the communication and value co-
creation process, since it enables easy composition or adjustment of the complex service from predefined 
modules (Agndal et al. 2007). This operationalization can include IT configurators operated by the 
customer or structured workshops where customers express their ideas and sales employees deploy the 
configurators to display how the ideas can be achieved (Table 2.3, #8). Finally, the ability to gather 
customer feedback in a structured way (especially if a tender was not successful) was also seen as a 
source of improvement, both for the service portfolio and the collaboration in general (Table 2.3, #9). 
Summarized, we regard customer integration as close interaction, information sharing, and service co-
development between providers and customers, resulting in a unique service design. 
In conclusion, we think that integrating the customer into the service design and delivery process is a 
strategy of firms to meet high competitive pressure (Mascarenhas et al. 2006). High competitive pressure 
first leads to the intention of stronger bonding with customers; then, firms strive to design their 
relationships with customers more efficiently, for example, by offering modular service portfolios. 
Hence, the competitive pressure does not influence service modularity directly but is rather mediated by 
customer integration. With saturated markets and intense competition, customer integration may become 
a promising approach for many service providers. It may ensure the desired orientation to changing 
customer needs and expectations, which leads to the following hypothesis: 
H1a:  The higher the competitive pressure, the higher the level of customer integration. 
The customer focus is also aligned with existing service modularity literature, where the “customer 
interface” is proposed as an additional dimension for service modularity (Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 
2008). Similarly, Rahikka et al. (2011) showed that modularity-enabled customization may directly 
improve the customers’ overall service experience, thereby strengthening their long-term loyalty. While 
customer integration does not automatically lead to service modularity (without a doubt, highly 
customized but not modular services would also require a high level of customer integration and 
customers would indeed appreciate the service provider’s fully devoted attention to their needs), a 
modular service portfolio is an effective compromise for achieving individualization while keeping cost 
and overall efficiency in mind. In fact, in an unlikely scenario with a service provider with only one 
customer, service providers would not need to modularize their services or care about competitive 
pressure at all; instead, they could fully devote their attention and resources to that customer. In reality, 
service providers diversify their risks by spreading their capacity among different customers while trying 
to optimize both their internal processes and customer involvement. Therefore, standardization and 
service modularization seem to be logical steps for efficient, cost-saving customer integration (Cheng 
and Shiu 2016; Rahikka et al. 2011; Ulkuniemi and Pekkarinen 2011). Therefore, we propose the 
following hypothesis: 
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H1b:  The higher the level of customer integration, the higher the level of service modularity. 
Based on the providers’ responses regarding the potentials of service modularity for their businesses, 
we expect certain service characteristics to play a major role in adopting the concept. Given the 
heterogeneous nature of services (especially in the B2B context), service modularity is not a universal 
solution, but its added value strongly depends on the context and type of service provision. Repetitive 
services like certification (Table 2.3, #2) and enhancement of the basic variant with additional services 
(Table 2.3, #10) are possible and advisable for efficiency. Thus, the definition of service components 
and their grouping into new service systems may be seen as necessary characteristics for establishing 
service modularity (Cheng and Shiu 2016). Another important aspect mentioned by the interviewees is 
the fact that it is easier to dismantle a complex service if it is digitalized (Table 2.3, #11). Although this 
characteristic has not yet been investigated in the literature on service modularity, we think that having 
digitalized services may increase companies’ ability to offer modular service portfolios. Digital services 
would enable faster configuration of the service components (C), pricing of the composite service (P), 
and preparation of the unified quotation document (Q), all of which are already supported in the product 
domain by the appropriate CPQ software (Gartner 2012; Hvam et al. 2006). Summarized, the needed 
service characteristics are the definability of service components, which may be grouped into new 
service systems as well as the possibility to separate and combine these components, and digitalized 
services. Thus, a combination of certain service characteristics builds a service provider’s ability to 
establish service modularity. This is expressed in the following research hypothesis: 
H2: The more certain service characteristics are met, the higher the level of service modularity. 
The last antecedent that may affect the likelihood of introducing modular service portfolios is the 
company’s overall entrepreneurial orientation. Although it is difficult to measure this objectively, we 
can capture the tendency based on the company’s strategic decisions. Entrepreneurial orientation may 
be reflected by a company’s aspirations for internationalization (Table 2.3, #12), and therefore, its 
likelihood of exploiting potential opportunities (e.g., modifying existing services or adding new modules 
to enter foreign markets. Similarly, it can be achieved by participating in R&D projects aimed at 
innovating services and forging new partnerships (Table 2.3, #13), what we consider the firm’s degree 
of innovativeness. The insights from our interviews are in line with existing quantitative empirical 
papers. For example, Knight (1997) sees the introduction of new product lines and techniques, R&D 
leadership, and a competitive decision-making style as characteristics of entrepreneurial orientation. 
Here, a company with a strong entrepreneurial orientation will have higher risk tolerance and innovation 
affinity. This acts as a direct antecedent for service modularity. In another empirical study, Worren et 
al. (2002) analyzed the role of innovation orientation consisting of entrepreneurial intent and innovation 
climate in the product modularity context. Recently, Cheng and Shiu (2016) introduced “radical 
innovation capability” as a means of escaping the possible innovation trap (Ernst 2005). Summarized, 
entrepreneurial orientation is characterized by risk-taking behavior (i.e., being the first-mover in various 
fields), adopting an aggressive posture against competitors, and exploiting market opportunities. 
Therefore, our final hypothesis is as follows: 
H3: The higher the level of entrepreneurial orientation, the higher the level of service modularity. 
Figure 2.3 summarizes the relationships in our research model, showing what factors (including their 
underlying items) we expect to influence the degree (i.e., the third level of service modularity as defined 
in section 2.1) of offering modular services. Considering the external motivational level, we hypothesize 
that competitive pressure increases the level of service modularity indirectly via customer integration 
(H1a and H1b). At the ability level, we expect service characteristics to have a direct positive effect on 
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service modularity (H2). Finally, at the internal level of motivation, we think that an entrepreneurial 
orientation of the company acts as a direct influencer on service modularity (H3).  
 
Figure 2.3: Research Model 
2.5 Model Validation 
2.5.1 Survey Development and Data Collection 
For data collection, we conducted an online survey among German PSFs (selection criterion #1), 
predominantly from logistics, health care, financial, the automotive industry, ICT, and legal services 
(selection criterion #2). These industries were selected because they have been characterized as having 
the highest potential for service modularity (Brax et al. 2017; Dörbecker and Böhmann 2013). Since this 
research is explorative, the scale items of the model had to be pre-tested for understandability and 
consistent interpretation, which was done via two consecutive steps – the one concentrating on the 
construction and content of the questionnaire and the other on how it was received by the target audience. 
The survey questionnaire and research model were tested on Ph.D. students and faculty members with 
strong quantitative empirical backgrounds at the researchers’ home universities (N = 12), resulting in a 
series of structural changes. Specifically, the number of items was reduced (from five or six items per 
construct to three to five) by eliminating redundancies and inconsistencies. For example, the item “The 
number of competitors increases our modularity activities” was eliminated from the competitive 
pressure construct because it overlapped with another item (“Our competitors are already introducing 
modular service portfolios”). Further revisions comprised the improved order of questions; elimination 
of redundant and confusing phrases; adjustment of the grading scale from a 5-point to a 7-point Likert 
scale, which is more appropriate for electronically distributed questionnaires (Finstad 2010); and overall 
grammatical and stylistic proofreading. 
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The first distributed questionnaires (20%) were used to derive final insights from the data. Two factors 
were especially helpful. First, based on the provided participants’ comments of the participants, we 
added glossaries for each of the constructs, explaining nontrivial terms like “modularity,” 
“configuration,” and “reusability”. Second, by looking at the missing values in certain questions, we 
rephrased and deleted some questions (e.g., “We develop standard platforms, techniques, or programs 
to connect service components” was changed into “We group service components into new service 
systems” since it is understood clearer and decreased to missing value share) and provided additional 
explanation of the grading scale, thereby ensuring the survey was comprehensible. The final 
questionnaire was distributed to the remaining 80% of the potential respondents. 
To identify potential participants for the survey, the Amadeus database, a collection of comprehensive 
financial information on 21 million European companies, was used (Bureau van Dijk 2017). Apart from 
the general information required for the search (e.g., operating industry, offered services), the database 
provided position descriptions (selection criterion #3) and corresponding electronic contact information 
(selection criterion #4), enabling targeted contact of employees responsible for service portfolio 
management, sales operations, and strategic decisions. Overall, 14,48136 companies were contacted via 
email in February–March 2018. In exchange for participation, we offered a managerial summary of the 
results. There were 258 feasible (missing value share of less than 15% with no suspicious response 
patterns) completed responses, surpassing the recommended sample size of 20 cases per latent construct 
(Costello and Osborne 2005). The participants’ responses were normally distributed. The relatively high 
number of small and medium-sized firms reflects the peculiar industrial structure in Germany. Most 
respondents (71.3%) were senior managers, considerably increasing the survey’s degree of reliance. 
Table 2.4 gives an overview of the sample, including the size of the firm, its operating industry, years 
on in the market, and the position of the interviewee. 
Firm 
Size 
N Industry N 
Years in the  
Market 
N 
Position of the  
Participant 
N 
Micro 0 Logistics 64 1–10 20 Senior Management 184 
Small 88 Health Care 6 11–20 61 Middle Management 46 
Medium 118 
Financial 
Services 
13 21–50 122 Lower Management 16 
Large 52 Automotive 8 51 or more 37 Other 6 
  ICT 83 Refused to answer 18 Refused to answer 6 
  
Legal 
Services 
16     
  Other 68     
Table 2.4: Sample Description 
                                                          
36  The number of the contacted companies should be viewed with caution, since the contact information was often 
out of date (e.g., the company did not no longer existed, the provided e-mail address was generic, or the desired 
person has had already left the company). Furthermore, since practitioners in Germany constantly receive 
invitations to complete surveys, many companies have a strict “no-participation” policy, as some of the 
responses showed. Finally, many of the questionnaires were eliminated due to incompleteness or exhibiting 
suspicions patterns.  
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2.5.2 Reliability and Validity of Measurement Models 
Since no fully accepted theory for the development of service modularity exists so far, this study is 
explorative. However, a confirmatory analysis method was suitable for testing the hypotheses developed 
above. One appropriate method for this type of investigation is CB-SEM (McIntosh et al. 2014; Rönkkö 
et al. 2016), a multivariate statistical technique for testing and estimating causal relationships among 
multiple independent and dependent latent (i.e., abstract, complex, and not directly observable) 
constructs (Kline 2015). In CB-SEM, relationships are mapped in a path model (Figure 2.3), visually 
displaying the hypotheses and variable relationships. The result consists of structural and measurement 
models: The former comprises latent constructs and the relationships between them, representing the 
research hypotheses; the latter shows the relationship between a construct and its indicators (Kline 
2015), the measurable observations used for operationalizing a construct. The evaluation of the 
measurement models’ reliability and validity, as well as the assessment of the structural model, was 
done in R using the packages lavaan (Rosseel 2012) and semTools (Jorgensen et al. 2018). Since our 
data do not follow a multivariate normal distribution, we used robust maximum likelihood with Yuan–
Bentler correction. To treat the remaining missing values in our data, we used the full information 
maximum likelihood method. 
The hypothetical constructs represent the effect of the indicators collected at the observation level 
(arrows in Figure 2.3). Accordingly, the indicators must reflect observable “consequences” of a latent 
variable’s efficacy (Jarvis et al. 2003). For example, information sharing represents customer 
integration, just as modularity expresses service modularity. We identified all indicators both from the 
literature on service or product modularity and mass customization and our interviews (Appendix, Table 
2.9). The indicators were queried directly with a 7-point Likert scale (Finstad 2010) to develop latent 
constructs. For evaluation, our research follows Kline’s (2015) guideline and uses the following criteria: 
(1) internal consistency reliability, (2) indicator reliability, (3) convergent validity, and (4) discriminant 
validity. Internal consistency reliability is used to judge the consistency of results across indicators, 
determining whether the indicators measuring a construct are similar. For explorative work, the 
threshold values for internal consistency reliability are at least 0.6 for Cronbach’s α (Robinson et al. 
1991) and composite reliability (Bagozzi and Yi 1988) for each construct. The indicators can be 
considered reliable when the square of the standardized indicator’s outer loading (β) has a value above 
0.4 (Bagozzi and Baumgartner 1994). Convergent validity (i.e., the extent to which a measure correlates 
positively with alternative measures of the same construct) and discriminant validity (i.e., the extent to 
which a construct is distinct from other constructs) are based on Fornell and Larcker (1981), who state 
that the average variance extracted (AVE, i.e., the degree to which a latent construct explains the 
variance of its indicators) should be at least 0.5. Furthermore, the AVE’s square root for each construct 
should be higher than its highest correlation with any other construct (Fornell–Larcker criterion). The 
details can be found in Table 2.5. 
Construct 
Indicator 
Label 
β z Cronbach’s α 
Composite 
Reliability 
AVE 
Competitive  
Pressure 
CP1 0.662 6.873 
0.618 0.626 0.505 CP2 0.753 7.785 
CP3 0.714 8.502 
Service  
Characteristics 
SC1 0.702 12.030 
0.683 0.737 0.528 
SC2 0.840 21.503 
SC3 0.745 17.865 
SC4 0.598 3.182 
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Customer  
Integration 
CI1 0.659 6.168 
0.727 0.733 0.536 
CI2 0.804 19.196 
CI3 0.769 11.403 
CI4 0.688 10.347 
Entrepreneurial  
Orientation 
EO1 0.631 7.540 
0.696 0.712 0.530 EO2 0.738 11.516 
EO3 0.805 15.981 
Service  
Modularity 
SM1 0.705 9.901 
0.819 0.817 0.544 
SM2 0.729 12.497 
SM3 0.804 16.833 
SM4 0.735 14.651 
SM5 0.714 11.605 
Table 2.5: Results of Measurement Model Analysis 
As Table 2.5 outlines, all the structural model constructs are valid and reliable. They have a Cronbach’s 
α and composite reliability of at least 0.6, confirming the internal consistency reliability. Each indicator 
has a sufficient (higher than 0.4), significant loading on its corresponding construct. Therefore, indicator 
reliability is also confirmed. All AVEs are higher than 0.5, supporting convergent validity. Discriminant 
validity is also confirmed, since the indicator’s outer loading on its corresponding construct is higher 
than all its cross-loadings with other constructs, and the square root of the AVE of each construct is 
sufficiently high (Table 2.6). 
 
CP CI SC EO SM 
Competitive Pressure (CP) 0.711  
   
Customer Integration (CI) 0.397 0.727 
   
Service Characteristics (SC) 0.686 0.547 0.732   
Entrepreneurial Orientation (EO) 0.278 0.457 0.447 0.728  
Service Modularity (SM) 0.371 0.676 0.587 0.601 0.738 
Note: Diagonal elements (bold) are the square root of the construct’s AVE 
Table 2.6: Inter-Construct Correlation Matrix 
2.5.3 Assessment of the Structural Model 
The assessment of a structural model’s quality (model fit) is carried out based on variances and 
covariances calculated via parameter estimators. A high fit is identified if the calculated variances and 
covariances correspond to the empirically obtained results. For evaluating the fit of our structural model, 
we use the measures root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), χ²/degrees of freedom (df), 
standardized root mean square residual (SRMR), goodness-of-fit index (GFI), non-normed fit index 
(NNFI), and comparative fit index (CFI). 
The tested structural model has an acceptable overall fit. The χ² value is the traditional measure for 
evaluating overall fit, but it may lack power in small sample sizes. An alternative introduced by Wheaton 
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et al. (1977) is the normed χ² statistic (χ²/df), used in this study. The χ² value is 235.222 at 145 df, which 
corresponds to a χ²/df of 1,622, below the limit of 2 (Byrne 1989). The RMSEA illustrates how well the 
model would fit with unknown (optimally selected) parameter estimates the population covariance 
matrix. It has a value of 0.053, within the required range of 0.05–0.08 (Browne and Cudeck 1992) and 
less than 0.06 (Hu and Bentler 1999). The SRMR is defined as the standardized difference between the 
observed and predicted correlations between the indicators. Here, the SRMR (0.070) fulfills Hu and 
Bentler’s (1999) specifications of a value smaller than 0.08. The NNFI assesses the structural model by 
comparing its actual χ² value with the χ2 of a model, assuming that all indicators are uncorrelated. 
However, if a small sample is investigated, the NNFI may indicate a poor fit when other statistics 
recognize a good fit. Therefore, we add the CFI as a supplementary measure, as it is more robust to 
small sample sizes. The values of NNFI (0.916) and CFI (0.925) also exceed the required values of at 
least 0.9 (Bentler and Bonett 1980; Hu and Bentler 1999). 
To test our hypotheses, we first examine the significance of path coefficients (Figure 2.4). The analysis 
shows that our hypotheses are correct (Table 2.7). Especially, we can confirm that competitive pressure 
influences a company’s tendency to integrate customers (H1a), thereby increasing its likelihood of 
offering modular services (H1b). Moreover, the firm’s service characteristics positively influence its 
modularization endeavors (H2). A proactive entrepreneurial orientation also increases service 
modularity (H3).  
 
Note: ***p < 0.01 
Figure 2.4: Research Model with Results 
Beyond the evaluation of the path coefficients’ significance, we calculated effect sizes for estimating the 
magnitudes of our latent constructs on service modularity. According to Cohen (1992), an f² value of 
0.02–0.15 indicates a small effect size, and a value of 0.35 and above, a large effect size. All the 
hypotheses show at least small effect sizes (Table 2.7), confirming that customer integration is the main 
driver of offering modularized services, followed by service characteristics and entrepreneurial 
orientation. Moreover, competitive pressure is confirmed to be the main driver of customer integration. 
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Hypothesis b β Z f² Result 
H1a 0.420 0.511 5.281 0.355 Supported 
H1b 0.528 0.463 5.929 0.398 Supported 
H2 0.204 0.265 3.170 0.023 Supported 
H3 0.321 0.289 3.740 0.085 Supported 
Table 2.7: Detailed Results of the Structural Model 
2.6 Discussion 
From the validation phase results, we can confirm the developed model. Especially, we can verify the 
indicators describing service modularity. Furthermore, we find significant and positive influences of 
customer integration, competitive pressure, entrepreneurial orientation, and service characteristics on 
service modularity. 
In the criterion manifesting the degree of service modularity, the construct is both reliable and valid. 
However, the reusability of service components (indicator SM4) and changes in key components 
without the need to redesign the others (SM3) are the most representative indicators of service 
modularity, which is in line with Cheng and Shiu (2016). Our findings also agree with Tu et al. (2004), 
who found that customizing services by adding feature modules to be a characteristic of service 
modularity. In addition, we showed that interchangeable teams (i.e., modular organization, SM1) and 
modular processes (SM2) are essential aspects of service modularity itself. In general, we can confirm 
a valid, reliable construct for service modularity (Cronbach’s α of 0.819 and composite reliability of 
0.817) consisting of modular organization, processes, and use of service components. 
Based on our results, the main antecedents for service modularity are constantly changing customer 
preferences, in terms of services and features on the one hand and heterogeneity of customers on the 
other. This is supported by the indicator weights of CP2 and CP3 belonging to the competitive pressure 
construct. Changing preferences and customer heterogeneity can lead to the desire for efficient quote-
preparation processes whereby a modular service portfolio represents a possible strategy for achieving 
this goal. Furthermore, we could confirm that service modularity can also represent a strategy for 
realizing customer integration, which has a positive mediating effect on the relationship between 
competitive pressure and service modularity. However, the competitive pressure on a firm does not lead 
to offering modular services independently, but rather, drives the intent to integrate customers. This can 
be achieved with a modular service portfolio, as suggested previously (e.g., Cheng and Shiu 2016; 
Rahikka et al. 2011; Ulkuniemi and Pekkarinen 2011). Thus, customer integration can be responsible 
for increased service modularity when competitive pressure intensifies. 
Firms should consider introducing or extending service modularity when facing diverse customer groups 
with constantly changing preferences. Our study show that firms showing a high degree of service 
modularity often use this concept for maintaining strong bonds with customers and handling them 
efficiently. Consequently, we propose that, when firms face similar challenges, they can benefit from 
offering modular services. Interestingly, service characteristics influence the tendency to offer modular 
services but show a small effect size. Thus, the service attributes are not as important as we initially 
thought. Hence, firms intending to introduce modular services should have a corporate culture that 
supports these offerings. It also important to note that the identified characteristics of a service benefit 
a firm’s degree of service modularity, but not all characteristics must be met. Firms planning to introduce 
service modularity should first work on the corporate culture, and for example, use a structured change 
process like Lewin’s (1947) unfreeze–change–refreeze to fully support modular services. 
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A company’s entrepreneurial orientation is also confirmed to have a direct effect on service modularity. 
As an explanation, a risk-seeking company is more willing to modularize its services than a risk-averse 
one. This is highly reflected by the indicator weight of EO3 (“We typically adopt a bold, aggressive 
posture in order to maximize the probability of exploiting potential opportunities when making 
decisions”), showing that risk-taking affinity supports the likelihood and increases the variety of 
modular services. It even shows a greater influence on service modularity than having the ability to offer 
modular services does (i.e., the service characteristics construct). 
Finally, we considered the ability to offer modular services as a possible direct influence on service 
modularity. The indicators with the largest influence on this construct are grouping service components 
into new service systems (SC2) and separating and combining service components for developing new 
services (SC3). Firms can use these findings as foundations for establishing modular services. The 
literature offers various methods for firms modularizing their service portfolios: for example, Pöppelbuß 
and Lubarski (2018) offer a review of such methods and propose an idealistic modularization process 
consisting of phases information capturing, decomposition, structuring, module creation, interface 
definition, and testing. 
Our study highlights the importance of service digitalization as a characteristic of firm ability to offer 
modular services. To our knowledge, this has not been recognized previously in the literature. Our 
results show that this is an important characteristic for introducing or enhancing modular service 
portfolios, possibly because digitized services can be decomposed and reconfigured more intuitively (as 
they are easier to depict and visualize), especially for compounded or abstract services. While this is 
especially important for firms offering digital services, it also has implications for providers offering 
more traditional services. We are convinced that service digitalization and incorporating more digital 
components offers firms new competitive advantages. One particular example is British Airways that is 
introducing new electronic tag for frequent flyers’ luggage in January 2019.37 The tag contents are 
automatically updated based on the customer’s ticket reservation, making the check-in process at the 
airport faster, while enabling the airline to offer new personalized services. Perhaps in future, airlines’ 
smartphone apps will tell customers when their luggage will arrive at the carousel or facilitate lost 
luggage claims. Perhaps customers will be able to pay $20 more to have their luggage delivered directly 
to their homes. Modular service portfolios offer a pathway for such accomplishments. 
2.7 Conclusion and Future Research 
The literature views service modularity as an optimal state with researchers concentrating either on the 
actual modularization process or what possible outcomes to expect from it. We argue that we should 
take a step back and consider what motivates service providers to offer modular services in the first 
place. Our research defined these manifestations of service modularity in the context of PSFs and 
investigated which industry-wide and intra-organizational factors promote or hinder firms’ application 
of service modularity.  
We used an explorative, mixed-method research methodology consisting of two phases of data 
collection and analysis. First, we developed a research model based on semi-structured interviews 
combined with existing empirical literature on adjacent topics of product modularity and mass 
customization. The model comprised five constructs (competitive pressure, customer integration, 
service characteristics, entrepreneurial orientation, and service modularity) with four related hypotheses. 
Second, we tested and validated the model via an electronic survey administered to German PSF 
                                                          
37  British Airways High Life in-flight magazine, December 2018. 
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managers. All four hypotheses were confirmed, pointing to the overall validity of the model, thus 
contributing to the ongoing research on service modularity. 
In addition to the identification of manifestations of service modularity, three specific observations 
should be noted. First, customer integration has the greatest effect on service modularity. This may seem 
counterintuitive, as strong customer involvement is usually associated with highly individualized (i.e., 
non-standardized) solutions. However, our results show that using the existing close relationship with 
customers can improve the definition of the (useful) modules and service compositions, thereby 
achieving a compromise between customer-driven individualization and provider-driven 
standardization for efficiency reasons. Second, service digitalization is highlighted as another important 
antecedent to offering modular services. Therefore, service providers should consider not only the 
digitalization of their internal processes but also how their services are presented and perceived 
externally. Third, we found that the entrepreneurial orientation of the company along with the 
appropriate corporate culture has a clear effect on service modularity. Thus, companies pursuing an 
expansion strategy should consider switching to the modular service portfolio and quotation process.  
Like all studies, this article has limitations that can be addressed in future research. In both the interviews 
and the survey, we concentrated on service providers in Germany, which may have affected the results. 
Consequently, the identified antecedents should not be seen as universal and generalizable to all service 
modularity managerial situations; rather, they require broader empirical confirmation (e.g., comparing 
companies from different countries or economic situations). However, the questions about the 
competitive pressure, service characteristics, and entrepreneurial orientation were such that the 
participants could evaluate them regardless of their cultural context. Furthermore, since the research 
model has moderate explanatory power (R² of 0.565 for service modularity), and the service 
characteristics and entrepreneurial orientation show relatively small effect sizes on service modularity, 
the model could benefit from additional constructs. This limitation may be due to our general 
assumption, in line with the service modularization literature (e.g., Cheng and Shiu 2016; Lau et al. 
2007, 2010), that modularity results in benefits for a company and its service provision. Since we 
examined the antecedents of service modularity, these benefits were not included in our model.  
In conclusion, the proposed model provides a foundation for elucidating service modularity antecedents 
(Piran et al. 2016). While further empirical studies in other industries or countries may complement the 
findings, we explicitly call for in-depth longitudinal action research (Baskerville 1999), which would 
follow a company’s transformation process, covering all three levels of service modularity. Beyond 
identifying the pitfalls and challenges of such a modularization initiative and estimating the costs of 
reaching a modular service portfolio, this could focus on service modularity’s socio-technical aspects 
(e.g., customers’ use of configurators). Similarly, the literature would benefit from a maturity model 
(Paulk 1993) for measuring the degree of service modularity in an objective, traceable way. This could 
serve as an orientation guide for companies planning to adopt a modular service portfolio or a 
performance measurement for those already offering modular services. The constructs presented here 
could represent a starting point for the corresponding maturity dimensions and measurement metrics, 
potentially including new characteristics like the lifecycle stage of the service offering (Lawrence et al. 
2016). 
Finally, we propose that researchers working on modular services and service modularity should revisit 
the literature on service routinization (Wemmerlöv, 1990; McLaughlin and Fitzsimmons 1996). 
Tuunanen and Cassab (2011) earlier argued that service processes can be modularized, a similar 
argument that we make with our paper. However, the challenge has been how to apply service process 
modularization in practice. Here, we see that the service routinization literature can offer ways to 
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operationalize the concept. This, in turn, can open new exciting research avenues to develop service 
design methods that would enable service designers and manager to develop modular services and 
portfolios of such services, which are based on shared or modified core service processes as suggested 
by Tuunanen and Cassab (2011). 
2.8 Appendix 
Industry Firm Short description 
Logistics 
Dachser 
Group SE 
Dachser offers an integrated business platform where customers can 
compose services out of predefined modules; determine freight 
prices, including customer-specific discounts; and be directly 
integrated in the service provision. 
Financial 
Oliver 
Wyman 
Oliver Wyman suggests moving from large one-stop shops to a 
variety of firms competing at different points in the value chain and 
even uses the label “modular financial services.” Customers are 
buying financial services through distribution platforms separate 
from product providers. The product providers will buy service 
modules from a range of specialists rather than conducting all their 
activities in house. 
Automotive 
Deutsche 
Windtechnik 
Deutsche Windtechnik offers a modularized service portfolio for the 
wind energy industry. Customers can choose a preselected service 
package and enhance it with additional modules or create a service 
package using customized modules. 
Health Care 
HDI Global 
SE 
HDI offers individually configurable insurance packages. The 
modular structure makes it possible to cover even industry-specific 
risks in line with requirements. 
ICT Telekom B2B 
Telekom offers different business solutions like MotionLogic—
complex analysis of data for cities, trades, and tourism. 
MotionLogic has a modular structure with customers being able to 
compose individual analyzes and report data via a personal web 
interface. 
Consulting Accenture 
Accenture relies heavily on the modular architecture of cloud 
technologies. Although being very restrictive what modules the 
services consist of, Accenture uses the term “service modularity” for 
marketing, recognizing it as a competitive advantage. 
Table 2.8: Example Firms for Service Modularity 
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Figure 16.5: Coding Scheme for the Construct Development 
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Con-
struct 
Indi-
cator 
Indicator Description/Survey Question Source 
C
om
pe
ti
ti
ve
  
P
re
ss
ur
e 
CP1 Our competitors are already introducing modular service portfolios. Interviews, 
Worren et al. (2002), 
Zhang et al. (2014) 
CP2 Customer preferences for services and features are constantly 
changing. 
Interviews, 
Worren et al. (2002) 
CP3 Our customers are heterogeneous and involved in different types of 
value chains. 
Steiner and Hergen-
röther (2014) 
C
us
to
m
er
  
In
te
gr
at
io
n 
CI1 Our customers’ requests are uniquely designed for the finished 
service. 
Interviews, 
Duray et al. (2000) 
CI2 We involve customers in the customization process by close 
interaction. 
Interviews, 
Tu et al. (2004) 
CI3 We integrate our customers in terms of information sharing. Interviews, 
Lau et al. (2010) 
CI4 We integrate our customers in terms of service co-development. Lau et al. (2010) 
Se
rv
ic
e 
 
C
ha
ra
ct
er
is
ti
cs
 
SC1 We define service components in existing or new services. Interviews, 
Cheng and Shiu 
(2016) 
SC2 We group service components into new service systems. Cheng and Shiu 
(2016) 
SC3 We separate and combine service components to develop new 
services. 
Interviews, 
Cheng and Shiu 
(2016) 
SC4 Our services are completely digitalized. Interviews 
E
nt
re
pr
en
eu
ri
al
  
O
ri
en
ta
ti
on
 EO1 We are often the first business to introduce new services, 
administrative techniques, operating technologies, etc. 
Interviews, 
Knight (1997) 
EO2 In dealing with competitors, we adopt a competitive posture. Knight (1997) 
EO3 We typically adopt a bold, aggressive posture to maximize the 
probability of exploiting potential opportunities when making 
decisions. 
Interviews, 
Knight (1997) 
Se
rv
ic
e 
 
M
od
ul
ar
it
y 
SM1 Our teams can be reorganized in response to service or process 
changes. 
Tu et al. (2004) 
SM2 Our production process can be adjusted by adding new process 
modules. 
Tu et al. (2004),  
Wang et al. (2014b) 
SM3 For our main services, we can make changes in key components 
without redesigning others. 
Worren et al. (2002), 
Cheng and Shiu 
(2016) 
SM4 Service components can be reused in various services. Interviews, 
Worren et al. (2002), 
Cheng and Shiu 
(2016) 
SM5 Our services can be customized by adding feature modules as 
requested. 
Interviews, 
Tu et al. (2004) 
Table 2.9: Constructs with the Corresponding Items 
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A Classification Framework for Service Modularization Methods 
Abstract. Service modularity has been suggested as a promising concept that can resolve 
the dilemma between increasing diversification of customer demands and the provider’s 
need for standardization and efficiency gains. Despite having been in the center of attention 
among service researchers for the past decade, service modularity still remains a rather 
theoretical concept with little application in practice. Previous publications have 
contributed conceptual and enterprise modeling methods to achieve modular service 
architectures by both adjusting product modularization methods to the service domain as 
well as designing new ones specifically for services. However, up to date, there exists no 
framework that would systematize and classify these methods concerning their premises as 
well as underlying modularity principles and objectives. The main contribution of this 
paper is the development of a framework that can be used to classify existing and future 
methods for service modularization based on two key dimensions, i. e., the phases of the 
modularization process and the types of structuring the modular architecture. The 
developed framework further points out which phases of the overall modularization process 
are still underdeveloped and how future research can contribute to making service 
modularity more accessible for practitioners. 
3.1 Introduction 
The current trend of individualization forces service providers to satisfy increasingly diversified 
demands of heterogeneous customers by offering tailored products and services (Bask et al. 2011a). At 
the same time, companies are urged to standardize internal processes (Böttcher and Klingner 2011) and 
control the variety of their offerings in order to maintain profitability and competitiveness. The concept 
of modularity is generally considered to be a suitable solution for this dilemma as it promises a wide 
market coverage with limited additional costs (Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008). The main principle of 
modularity is that a complex system can be built from smaller parts (modules), which can be designed, 
improved and substituted independently, yet function together as a whole (Baldwin and Clark 2000). 
This idea of loosely coupled modules results in interchangeability and flexibility in the value creation 
process, as long as the interfaces between separate modules are well-defined and standardized (Arnheiter 
and Harren 2005). 
Apart from its origin in manufacturing, the concept of modularity has also been widely used in other 
fields, especially software engineering. As for the service domain, however, the concept still remains in 
its academic and practical infancy (Carlborg and Kindström 2014). Previous studies have discussed the 
concept of modularity in general (Leseure et al. 2010; Lin et al. 2010; Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008), 
conducted literature reviews (Dörbecker and Böhmann 2013; Tuunanen et al. 2012) or assessed 
modularity potentials for specific application scenarios (Bask et al. 2011a; Böhmann and Loser 2005; 
Carlborg and Kindström 2014). A lot of attention has also been devoted towards modularization methods 
that allow for conceptually modelling modular service architectures. These have either been adapted 
from product modularity to the service domain (Dörbecker et al. 2014) or have been specifically 
designed for services (Lin and Pekkarinen 2011). The expected end result of applying such methods is 
typically a modular service architecture. A modular service architecture affects both the business model 
and the IT infra-structure of an organization and hence covers both management and technical aspects 
of providing a variety of services in an efficient manner (for a broader discussion on these two 
perspectives on service orientation see also Demirkan et al. (2009)). 
Despite having been on the agenda of service researchers for the past decade, service modularity still 
remains a mostly theoretical concept with little attention in practice. Even though several distinct 
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modularization methods have been introduced and applied in case studies (Dörbecker et al. 2014; Peters 
and Leimeister 2013), they typically do not cover the whole modularization process, but instead 
concentrate on single phases only (e.g., decomposition of monolithic service offerings, structuring of 
the elements, or module creation based on atomic service elements). In addition, most of the existing 
methods make simplified assumptions, which are not necessarily valid for service providers in reality 
(e.g., the existence of an already well-defined and clearly decomposed service portfolio or a 
comprehensive transparency of service processes). Up to date, there exists neither a clear overview about 
what stages a modularization process actually consists of and in how far these stages are interdependent 
in terms of inputs and outputs, nor is there a classification of modularization methods based on their 
specific characteristics that can help practitioners in selecting and adopting suitable methods. 
The purpose of this article is therefore to develop an appropriate framework that fills this re-search gap. 
The framework that we present in this article is the result of an iterative research process and has been 
synthesized from existing literature on modularization methods from the field of enterprise modelling 
as well as operations research. It delivers a twofold contribution. First, practitioners are provided with a 
better understanding of the phases and characteristics of the modularization process, thus supporting its 
real-life implementation. Second, service researchers can use this framework as an orientation guide for 
identifying further academic void. 
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In the second section, we elaborate on the 
distinctiveness of service modularity as well as its implications for modularization methods. The third 
section continues with the research method-ology. The framework itself is explained in detail in the 
fourth section, which is followed by the illustration of its applicability to existing methods in section 5. 
In the final section 6, we discuss the theoretical and managerial implications, point out the limitations 
of our research, as well as present future research opportunities. 
3.2 Service Modularity 
Modularity is a design principle used to build complex products or services out of separate components 
(modules). The modules can be improved and substituted independently without affecting the entire 
system and yet function as a whole (Bald-win and Clark 1999). Linked to “modularity” as the basic 
concept, “modularization” denotes the actual transformation process, and a “modular architecture” is 
the desired result of it. Previous applications of the modularity concept include product development 
(e.g., configurable cars that can be “built together” by the customer based on his individual preferences) 
and software engineering (e.g., customization of application systems and large software packages). 
Transfers to other do-mains have also been discussed (Voss and Hsuan 2009). 
The benefits of modularization include, among others, the reusability of individual components for 
future offerings (Carlborg and Kindström 2014), faster development cycles (Böttcher and Klingner 
2011), economies of scale and scope (Tuunanen et al. 2012) as well as cost efficiency in general (Bask 
et al. 2011). Additionally, modularity can positively affect the user experience and value perception 
(Rahikka et al. 2011) since customers (both private and business) are enabled to configure their own 
individual bundle of products and/or services out of a limited number of possible alternative modules, 
thus having more transparency over what is possible and how different product/service options influence 
the final price. Specifically, Rahikka et al. (2011) find that this user-driven bundling based on a modular 
service portfolio not only enriches the overall user experience, but also makes quality evaluation easier, 
develops trust, and strengthens the long-term relationship between customer and service provider. 
Finally, modularization can also be used to improve calculations, decision making, and the preparation 
of quotes and tenders during service sales. 
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Similar to manufacturing firms, service providers face challenges in terms of developing offerings that 
are both flexible and customizable in order to fit the specific requirements of the customer without major 
additional investments or high operational costs (Edvardsson and Enquist 2007). Moreover, even 
manufacturing enterprises increasingly recognize the importance of (individualized) value-added and 
product-related services (Vargo and Lusch 2004) and can thus profit from a modular service 
architecture. Several case studies have already confirmed that there is a need for modular service 
portfolios among practitioners, especially in healthcare (de Blok et al. 2010; Peters and Leimeister 
2013), remote monitoring (Carlborg and Kindström 2014) or logistics (Bask et al. 2011a; Lubarski and 
Pöppelbuß 2016). An extensive list of services with modular design and what industries have the highest 
potential for service modularity can be found in the works of Iman (2016) and Brax et al. (2017). 
It is frequently argued that due to the specificity of services, the principles of product modularity cannot 
be transferred to services directly or easily, but require appropriate adjustments (Bask et al. 2011; Iman 
2016; Voss and Hsuan 2009). First of all, the intangibility of services makes pre-production and storage 
of services nearly impossible, which is a common practice with tangible products (de Blok et al. 2010). 
Second, due to the process nature of services and close interaction between provider and customer 
(integrating the so-called external factor), finding an appropriate level of decomposition (Leseure et al. 
2010), as well as defining standardized interfaces between separate modules (Blok et al. 2014) is not as 
straightforward and intuitive as with tangible products. Lastly, a high heterogeneity and the allegedly 
uniqueness of single service instances is one of the main arguments for the general skepticism towards 
service standardization and modularity (Lubarski and Pöppelbuß 2016). A good overview of the key 
differences between modularization in the production and service industry in terms of modules, 
interfaces and an overall architecture can be found in Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi (2008) and Leseure et 
al. (2010). 
While the need for adjusting methods from product modularization to the service domain and for 
designing new service-specific ones has been discussed widely (Iman 2016; Lin and Pekkarinen 2011; 
Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008; Peters and Leimeister 2013), it still remains unclear what exact phases 
constitute a modularization process and what preconditions (inputs, e.g., a list with identified basic 
elements of a service) or results (outputs, e.g., a module that is an aggregation of basic elements) are 
linked to each phase. Most of the previous publications only address a specific sub-task of the overall 
modularization process, which points to the need for a framework that allows to structure existing and 
future modularization methods. 
3.3 Methodology 
We applied a hermeneutic approach for searching and analyzing the literature and developing the 
framework (Boell and Cecez-Kecmanovic 2014). The idea of the hermeneutic approach is that a 
literature review should be carried out in an iterative manner (so-called hermeneutic circle). The 
researchers’ initial understanding of the topic is refined in the course of multiple iterations so that they 
do not get lost in the variety of articles and finally succeed in developing a distinct and unique 
contribution. The starting point of this research was a comprehensive literature search for academic 
contributions on service modularity with a special attention to modularization methods. We scanned 
online databases (including ISI Web of Know-ledge, Google Scholar, EBSCO, Science Direct, Elsevier, 
and JSTOR) for relevant journal and conference publications. For searching the online databases, we 
began with the search terms “service” in combination with one of the following terms “modularity”, 
“modularization”, "modularisation”, and “modular”. In addition, we con-ducted backward and forward 
searches based on the identified publications and included further relevant publications that were 
recommended to us by fellow researchers (e.g., during the review process of this article). Based on our 
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ongoing analysis, we extended our search terms by including additional keywords (e.g., "module 
building”, “modularization interfaces, “service decomposition”, “modular architecture”) and also 
searched for the application of the modularization concept in specific service domains (e.g., “modular 
logistics”). 
Following the hermeneutic approach, the processes of searching and analyzing the literature were 
intertwined. Relevant publications were used to identify dimensions and characteristics that can provide 
a structure for the framework to be developed. We also looked for additional attributes to create a method 
profile template. The identified methods were analyzed and described in such profiles, with these 
profiles being iteratively updated as long as further relevant attributes were identified (Table 3.2). Along 
with the general data, each method profile contains the information regarding the placement of a method 
in the overall modularization process, its type of modular structuring, as well as what inputs and outputs 
it is associated with. Furthermore, we give practical suggestions on what visualization tools and generic 
enterprise modelling notation can be used with a selected method, and how it should be adjusted for 
services, in case it was originally suggested for the context of products. 
Name Design Structure Matrix (DSM) 
Source Steward (1981), Corsten and Salewski (2013) 
Purpose Originally from product design, its purpose is to define the precedence of design 
variables and the dependencies between different design variables. In the service 
field, it is used to describe interdependencies between service elements or tasks.  
Basic idea Variables or elements are listed in an array which forms both the horizontal and 
vertical axis of a matrix. Interdependencies between these variables or elements are 
defined in the cells of the matrix. They are typically rated with a score (e.g., a value 
that reflects the coordination costs resulting from the interdependencies) or a 
Boolean variable (reflecting yes/no or dependent/independent).  
Phase Structuring 
Inputs List of variables or service elements/tasks 
Outputs Matrix with interdependencies between variables/elements/tasks 
Type Logical structure 
Visualization 
tools 
Any software that allows a matrix representation. Complex matrix calculations can 
be executed using Matlab software environment, for instance. 
Prerequisites The DSM method requires a list of clearly defined and disjoint elements. It does not 
consider how to previously decompose services into their elements or tasks. The 
interdependencies between elements are often rated subjectively, for example, by 
experts or service workers. 
Procedure 1. Define list of elements 
2. Rate relationships/interdependencies between elements 
3. Generate modules by analyzing the interdependencies (e.g., numerical                 
…optimization with the objective to minimize inter-module coordination costs) 
Adjustments 
for services 
The DSM method can be applied to services if the smallest possible elements as well 
as their interfaces are well-defined. Special attention has to be devoted to the process 
sequence as the temporal dependency states an additional interface condition. An 
exemplary application of the DSM to knowledge intensive service systems can be 
found in Duckwitz (2015). 
Table 3.2: Exemplary Method Profile (the profiles of all methods are accessible under www.bakerstree-project.de) 
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During the course of searching and analyzing the literature, we continuously updated the structure of 
the framework and the assignment of the methods within the framework. The iterations were repeated 
until no further changes were observed. The overall research methodology is presented in Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.17: Methodology for the Development of the Classification Framework 
Our sample of methods deliberately includes service-specific modularization methods as well as 
methods that originally were directed towards modular products. According to Müller and Lubarski 
(2016), the realms of manufacturing and information systems are the most influential roots for service 
modularity, which can be confirmed when looking at the outlets most of the early publications were 
published. Even the articles that appeared in traditional service and marketing journals (e.g., Tuunanen 
et al. (2012) and Tuunanen and Cassab (2011)) explicitly draw on insights and terminology from 
modularity in the manufacturing and information systems context. Therefore, in addition to the methods 
purpose-fully designed for service modularization, we also looked at methods from product modularity 
that have a potential to be employed in the context of services if certain adjustments are made. For 
example, Duckwitz et al. (2015) use an adjusted version of the DSM for the modelling and simulation 
of knowledge intensive service systems, thus confirming its general applicability. Similarly, Erixon 
(1996) points out that his method of a modular function deployment can be applied also in the context 
of services, if additional evaluation criteria for the modules are defined. Overall, we were able to identify 
16 relevant candidates for our sample (Table 3.3). Based on the initial origin and motivation for their 
development, they can be categorized into three different groups: 
x Product methods (P). Methods falling in this category were originally developed for product 
modularization, driven by the idea of mass customization and global outsourcing strategies. The 
underlying principles are therefore usually product-oriented (e.g., related to design properties, 
material flows, or physical intercon-nections). 
x Service methods (S). As soon as the transfer of the modularity concept was discussed also in the 
realm of services, service researchers argued that service-specific methods were needed. This 
motivated them to develop appropriate methods for services in general, or even specific application 
areas within the service sector. 
x Product-Service combination (P+S). This research stream argues that most of the valuable 
(industrial) services like technical repairs or energy management are genuinely part of product 
service systems (PSS). They underline the inseparability of products and services and the need for 
their simultaneous engineering and, hence, modularization. 
Commonalities
Systematization into
a framework
and classification 
of methodsLiterature Search
Literature Analysis and Framework Development
Method
profiles
Framework and classification of methodsAnalysis 
of methods
Attributes of
method profile
• Identification of 
modularization methods
• Identification of dimensions, 
attributes, and characteristics 
of modularization methods
• Backward and forward search
• Modification of search terms
• Extension of publication outlets
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Authors (Year) Method Origin Description 
Boucher et al. 
(2016) 
PSS 
Modelling 
Method 
P+S The method was specifically created for designing and 
managing industrial PSS. It follows a five-step 
algorithm resulting in a structural (containing product, 
service and organization perspectives) and a dynamic 
meta-model (containing offer, scenario and 
performance perspectives). The practical 
implementation of the algorithm is supported with an 
open-access tool provided by the authors. 
Browning 
(2001), Corsten 
and Salewski 
(2013), Stewart 
(1981b) 
Design 
Structure 
Matrix 
(DSM) 
P A DSM shows the interdependencies between 
(standardized) elements, from which a certain product 
or service is assembled. These relations are based and 
measured on their strength and recorded in a (N * N) 
matrix. 
Böttcher and 
Klingner (2011); 
Klingner and 
Becker (2014) 
Service-
Metamodel, 
Configuration 
graph 
S The Service-Metamodel describes the structure of 
service modules in order to support the modelling and 
configuration of services with the help of IT. Different 
connectors, as well as logical and temporal 
dependencies are introduced. The resulting 
configuration graph gives an overview over all 
available modules and can be used by the customer to 
configure his individualized service. 
Buchmann 
(2016) 
ComVantage 
method 
P+S The ComVantage method addresses the domain of PSS 
in an Internet of Things environment. In order to 
separate concerns and achieve modularity, the 
modelling language is partitioned in model types. The 
designed model types are organized in a stack across 
four different vertical enterprise “facets” capturing 
different views of the system. 
Dörbecker et al. 
(2014) 
Multiple 
Domain 
Matrix 
(MDM) 
P MDM is an extension of DSM, which integrates 
different domains together. It consists of an arbitrary 
amount of DSMs (describing elements of a single 
domain, so N * N) and Domain Mapping Matrices 
(DMM, describing elements of two different domains, 
so N *M). 
Erixon (1996) Modular 
Function 
Deployment 
(MFD) 
P The MFD method groups individual product elements 
into modules based on their functionality. The complex 
product is firstly decomposed and subsequently 
evaluated based on a set of pre-defined criteria. In order 
to apply MFD in the context of services, additional 
evaluation criteria have to be defined. 
Geum et al. 
(2012) 
Modified 
House of 
Quality 
S This method is an extension of the MFD by combining 
it with the idea of the House of Quality. Customer needs 
are transformed into functional requirements and 
evaluated with appropriate (product and service) 
criteria. 
Ho et al. (2009) Interaction 
graph 
S The main idea of the method is that service elements 
interact with each other via frequent service 
invocations. Modules are then created by minimizing 
the interaction between modules (Low Coupling) and 
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maximizing the interactions between elements within 
modules (High Cohesion). 
Hölttä et al. 
(2003) 
Modularizing 
using 
Dendrograms 
P Each product undergoes a functional decomposition, 
assigning inputs and outputs to its every component and 
labeling them as black boxes. In order to identify 
similar modules, the method compares inputs and 
outputs of every black box. The method can be applied 
for services if appropriate comparison measurements 
are defined. 
Li et al. (2012) Module 
Partition 
Process 
P + S Based on the customer needs, relevant products and 
services are modularized independently and are later 
combined into an Integrated-Service-Product (ISP). 
This method assumes an inseparability of services and 
products and thus the need of their simultaneous 
modularization. 
Lin and 
Pekkarinen 
(2011) 
Quality 
Function 
Deployment 
with House 
of Quality 
S The method is based on the publication of Lin et al. 
(2010), which divides industrial service provision into 
three layers – service, process, and activity layer. The 
modularization process is then conducted on all three 
layers in parallel using the House of Quality. 
Peters and 
Leimeister 
(2013) 
TM3 S TM3 was specifically designed for telemedical services 
and presents a general procedure with five phases, 
which covers most of the modularization process. This 
is the only method that pays additional attention to the 
interfaces between individual phases of the process. 
Song et al. 
(2015) 
Modularizing 
Product 
Extension 
Services 
P + S The authors propose a method, which is specifically 
designed for product-extension services (PES). At first, 
the PES-blueprint is used to represent the whole PES 
scenario and identify all relevant service components. 
Afterwards, a module partition of the service 
components is executed using fuzzy graph theory. 
Stone et al. 
(2000) 
Function 
Structure 
Heuristic 
P The method identifies modules based on the relevant 
flows (e. g., energy flow, material flow). Functions that 
are connected by the same flows can be grouped into 
independent modules using three proposed heuristics. 
Wang et al. 
(2011) 
Modular 
Product 
Service 
Systems 
P + S The method is based on the concept of PSS, which is 
defined as the combination of tangible artefacts and 
intangible services. Using a functional modularization 
of the customer’s requirements as a starting point, the 
method simultaneously performs product and service 
modularization to achieve a modular PSS. 
Yu et al. (2008) Product-
related 
Industrial 
Service 
Design 
S The paper introduces a systematic design method, 
specifically developed for industrial services. The 
customer is supposed to be involved in the service 
module design from the early stage, thereby influencing 
the final service package configuration possibilities. 
Table 3.3: Identified Modularization Methods 
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We excluded articles like Carlborg and Kindström (2014) or Bask et al. (2011), as they solely present a 
classification of possible modularity strategies, but no actual distinct methods. Similarly, generic 
conceptual and enterprise modelling notations such as Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN), 
Event-driven Process Chains (EPC) or Petri nets were also not considered as distinct modularization 
methods. However, they can be considered as helpful visualization tools that can be applied for 
modelling tasks within the modularization process (e.g., during the initial phase of information 
capturing; see below). 
3.4 Classification Framework 
3.4.1 Build-Time and Run-Time of Modularity 
Before introducing the framework itself, it is important to clarify the overall structure and the underlying 
motivation of modularization initiatives and for what purpose the results of such initiatives serve. In 
general, all required steps for the restructuring of a service portfolio can be categorized as variant 
management or Build-Time. The modularization process results in a modular architecture that will be 
used in sales operations or Run-Time (Figure 3.2). Most of the existing literature on modularization 
methods focuses on variant management and, hence, the Build-Time of service modularity (Pöppelbuß 
and Lubarski 2018; Peters and Leimeister 2013). Correspondingly, the presented classification 
framework will refer to modularization methods used during Build-Time. 
 
Figure 18: Build-Time and Run-Time of Service Modularity 
The modularization process that takes place during Build-Time is usually an internal strategic back-
office process closely linked to general service engineering activities. It generates the master data of the 
service portfolio, which, in turn, provide the necessary data base for the software used in the sales 
department during the quotation process at Run-Time. During the quotation process, the master data of 
the modular service portfolio provides the basis for configuring and pricing a service bundle and for 
generating the actual quotation document. In order to improve the efficiency of quotation processes, 
they can be supported by the use of so-called configure-price-quote (CPQ) software (Gartner 2012), as 
well as Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and/or Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 
systems (Elgh 2012; Hvam et al. 2006; Bramham et al. 2005). Within the quotation process, the software 
systems typically offer the following functions: 
x Configuration: Based on the customer needs, a specification of the service or product is configured 
using available service modules. This can be done by a sales clerk relying on her/his discussions 
with the customer about her/his needs. The feasibility of the configuration has to be assessed and 
ensured; this may also lead to discussions of modifications with internal experts. In case of online 
configurators, the user can define her/his configuration through a web-based frontend as a self-
service.  
x Pricing: The pricing engine of the software calculates a price based on the configured specification 
of the service or product and additional variables. Depending on the industry and market 
environment, the pricing strategies to be implemented by the pricing engine can vary from rather 
Modularization Process
(Build-time)
Quotation Process
(Run-time)
Configure (C) Price (P) Quote (Q)
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simple cost-based and linear strategies, where the price of the configuration can be determined from 
the prices set for single modules, to more complex competition- and demand-oriented pricing 
strategies.  
x Quotation: A document with the configuration and the calculated price is generated which is ready 
for transmission and presentation to the customer. This document may include additional 
explanations, illustrations, alternative configurations and options, as well as appendices and 
disclaimers. The quotation sent to the customer will typically also be stored in the CPQ, CRM or 
ERP system or archived in a document management system. 
In what follows, we will focus on the Build-Time of service modularization. 
3.4.2 Objectives and Scope of Service Modularization 
Both the transformation process and the result of the modularization initiative of the company (i.e., the 
configurable modular service architecture) are influenced by the desired scope and objectives of 
modularization that provide an overarching framing. Modularization objectives can be divided into two 
different types with according modularization strategies. The first type is the efficiency-driven 
modularization, which attempts to minimize the costs corresponding to multi-variant service offerings, 
for example, through better resource utilization. This objective typically results in the reduction of the 
whole value-creation process of the company to a necessary amount of standardized service components 
or sub-processes, which can later be used in the customized service bundle. In other words, a company’s 
motivation is to move from a “highly individualized” towards a “flexible, but standardized” service 
portfolio with the help of modularization. Alternatively, the aim of modularization can be a market-
oriented variant management. A higher variant diversity will then be used for reaching out to yet 
unaddressed customer segments (Krebs and Ranze 2015), thus moving from “strictly standardized” 
towards a “flexible, but standardized” service portfolio.  
Concerning the scope of modularization, a service provider has to decide which part of its service 
portfolio will be subject to the modularization initiative. On the one hand, there is the potential for 
enabling synergies that go beyond the boundaries of existing services, which calls for simultaneous 
modularization of multiple (if not all) services (Figure 3.3). On the other hand, it may be desired and 
useful to concentrate the available resources on the most pressing and promising subareas of the 
portfolio first, thus increasing the overall success possibility of the modularization endeavor. 
 
 
Figure 19: Framing of the Modularization Initiative 
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3.4.3 Framework for Systemizing Modularization Methods 
Overview 
The developed classification framework comprises two dimensions, which we were able to identify from 
our engagement with the literature and the 16 modularization methods from our sample. The first 
dimension reflects different stages of the modularization process which are to be completed within an 
initiative. The depicted process begins with the information capturing about the existing service 
portfolio of the service provider and ends with the test phase of the final set of modules including 
specified interfaces and rules for their configuration. The result of this process is a modular architecture 
which can be utilized by intended users (e.g., sales personnel or customers) through appropriate 
configuration and quotation processing tools (e.g., CRM plugins or online configurators). 
The second dimension distinguishes between different types of how the modules are structured. Logical 
structures are widely used in the manufacturing industry, where the composition of a product from its 
components is described like in a bill of materials. On the other hand, the process nature of services 
suggests the temporal structure to be also or even more suitable for the service domain. In this case, due 
to the subsequent execution of process modules and accordingly sub-processes, there exist predecessor-
successor-relationships. Furthermore, different logical structures, temporal structures, or both can be 
combined into complex structures. Figure 3.4 gives an overview of the framework, which will be 
described in detail in the following. 
 
Figure 20: Classification Framework for Service Modularization Methods 
Phases of the modularization process 
The first dimension, the modularity process, consists of the six phases (1) information capturing, (2) 
decomposition, (3) structuring, (4) module creation, (5) interface definition, and (6) testing. In addition, 
the corresponding outputs of each phase are presented, which are, in turn, the inputs of the subsequent 
phase. The phases have their roots in the modularization method TM3 (Peters and Leimeister 2013) that 
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was specifically designed for telemedical services and has been adjusted and refined in this publication 
based on the further identified modularization methods38. 
The phase of information capturing gathers detailed information about the status quo of existing service 
offerings and service provision processes of the company and identifies customer requirements with 
respect to service variants. This can be achieved by using methods of qualitative research, for example, 
interviews, observations, and document analysis (Peters and Leimeister 2013; Yu et al. 2008). The 
resulting outputs of this phase are documentations and service models, which can be recorded in forms 
of diagrams and texts. For instance, existing service offerings are captured in a service catalog, giving 
an overview of possible service variants. Service provision processes can be recorded in process models 
that incorporate the temporal sequence of activities as well as their mapping to resources. Appropriate 
modelling notations include, for example, Service Blueprinting (Wang et al. 2011), BPMN, or EPC. 
Such models provide an overview of the as-is situation, whereas customer needs may be transformed 
into to-be models, thus identifying the required service variety. In this context, service variants can refer 
to both different outcomes of services and varying service provision processes.  
In the second phase termed decomposition, the gathered information is broken down into its elements 
(i.e., the most, but still meaningful, granular level), which will later be used to create independent 
modules. Services from the service portfolio are split into their components, for example, a car 
inspection service can be divided into oil change, security check, and filter change. Similarly, processes 
can be divided into single activities (Lin and Pekkarinen 2011) and customer demands can be 
transformed into detailed functional requirements (Geum et al. 2012). The output of this phase is, 
therefore, a collection of unstructured atomic elements, which represent a company’s service portfolio 
on a granular level. It is worth mentioning that each of the methods dealing with this phase defines its 
own level of granularity. Even though there exist several publications on the necessary service 
granularity level (Glöckner et al. 2016; Kim and Doh 2009), no consensus has been reached so far on 
what is actually an adequate level.  
Once the elements have been identified and recorded, their categorization based on appropriate 
descriptive dimensions can begin in the phase structuring. A widely used way of structuring elements 
is with the help of matrices that can measure the elements’ interdependencies either in a qualitative (e.g., 
“weak”, “strong”, “irrelevant”) or quantitative (e.g., on a scale from 0 to 10) manner (Browning 2001; 
Corsten and Salewski 2013; Dörbecker et al. 2014). Similarly, elements can be categorized in different 
clusters using predefined attributes, for example, automated vs. manual activity or different levels of 
customer involvement (Erixon 1996; Stone et al. 2000). The output is an element structure, which is 
presented either in a form of a matrix, a classification, or a more complex structure if multiple attributes 
are used for element description. However, the service designer should keep in mind that with every 
additional descriptive dimension the complexity of the element structure is increased disproportionately, 
which may result in complexity problems in the next step of module creation (Dörbecker et al. 2014). 
The phase of module creation marks the core step of the modularization process. Using the element 
structure from the previous phase, modules are built in a way that the elements within the modules are 
as homogenous as possible and are thus tightly interconnected (high cohesion), whereas the inter-
modular relationship is minimized, enabling the principle of loose coupling (Ho et al. 2009). Modules 
are typically built using clustering algorithms (Hölttä et al. 2003; Song et al. 2015), heuristics (Stone et 
al. 2000), or via purely subjective aggregation, which is based on, for example, expert knowledge (Yu 
                                                          
38  The original TM3 included five phases (1) status capturing, (2) decomposition, (3) matrix generation, (4) 
interface specification and (5) testing. The phase of module creation, which is explicitly mentioned in our 
framework, is a part of the matrix generation phase of TM3 (Peters and Leimeister 2013). 
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et al. 2008) or card-sorting approaches with customer participation (Kohlborn and Pöppelbuß 2013). At 
this point, it is important to determine how many modules are desired at the end of the modularization 
initiative, so that the new architecture neither contains a too low number of excessively large and 
undifferentiated modules (or even one single module), nor ends up being too granular (an extreme form 
would be a 1:1 mapping of atomic elements to modules). Here, Dörbecker et al. (2014) offer a promising 
starting point to the discussion about an optimal amount of modules by introducing different scenarios 
based on the desired level of module granularity (not to be mixed up with the level of granularity of 
elements in the step of service decomposition; see above). Similarly, Erixon (1996) mentions a rule-of-
thumb estimate that the number of modules should be approximately the square root of the number of 
elements, although no explanation for this rule is provided. The output of this phase is a set of modules, 
each consisting of at least one but usually multiple elements.  
The interface definition phase determines how the set of created modules can be configured in order to 
offer the requested variety of services or service packages. This is a crucial step of the modularization 
process since this is where heterogeneous customer demands are linked with the service provider’s need 
for standardization. In the course of the later configuration during the sales process at Run-Time, certain 
modules can enable or exclude each other (Böttcher and Klingner 2011; Erixon 1996), just as certain 
packages or module combinations can be tagged with special characteristics (e.g., flat rates or package 
prices). In addition, inter-modular interfaces have to be defined, which enable the interaction of modules 
and their combination in the first place (see also phase 4 “interface specification” of the TM3-method 
(Peters and Leimeister 2013)). It is of particular importance to ensure that the outputs of one module are 
compatible with the expected inputs of the consecutive or adjacent module (Wang et al. 2011) to ensure 
an appropriate information transmission and desired functionality. The result of this phase is, therefore, 
a modular set of configurable modules with pre-defined interfaces and configuration rules.  
The final phase of the modularization process deals with testing the created set of configurable modules. 
At this point, it is important to examine whether the use of modules, respecting the defined interfaces 
and configuration rules, delivers valid and reasonable results while simultaneously excluding undesired 
combinations. Moreover, the applicability of the newly designed modular architecture needs to be 
evaluated in the specific context or usage scenario (Boucher et al. 2016). Finally, also the overall 
operational efficacy and efficiency at Run-Time needs to be assessed. This can be achieved, for example, 
by comparing the time spent for preparations of quotes and tenders, or the resources required for service 
delivery against the previous status quo as documented in the initial phase.  
The introduced six phases represent an idealistic modularization process, which was derived from the 
16 identified methods (Table 3.3). Considering actual modularization initiatives in practice, one can 
expect that, dependent on a company’s context, some phases will be excluded or, on the contrary, 
executed in iterative loops. Similarly, starting with advanced phases or an early stop are also possible. 
This will probably be the case in a company with already a granular and well-documented service 
portfolio in place that just needs to be presented to their customers in an easy and intuitive manner. 
Moreover, it is worth mentioning that the six phases are also interdependent as visualized in Figure 3.4. 
For instance, the element structure, which is the output of the structuring phase, will be derived from 
the information gathered in the phase of information capturing. Similarly, in case a specific type of 
structuring is pre-defined in the modularization objectives, this results in corresponding presets for the 
information capturing phase. 
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Types of structuring 
The second dimension distinguishes between different types of structuring the elements and modules. 
Based on the common distinction between product and process modularization, one can differentiate 
between a logical and a temporal kind of structure. This distinction is also presented in Böttcher and 
Klinger (2011), who write about logical and temporal interdependencies between service elements. As 
a third kind, complex structures result from a combination of several and potentially different 
approaches to structuring (Figure 3.5).  
 
Figure 21: Different Structuring Types 
As with bills of materials in manufacturing, logical structures can be represented as trees or graphs. 
Similarly, matrices that show the relationships between service elements or organizational units and 
corresponding resources with the help of certain evaluation criteria (e.g., coordination cost between 
activities, as shown in Corsten and Salewski (2013)) can also be considered logical structures. 
Temporal structures, on the other hand, are used to define chronological sequences of activities or 
events, which is a typical approach for describing services. In other words, the underlying principle is 
the definition of predecessor-successor-relationships (Wang et al. 2011). Visualization tools for such 
structures include flow charts, Petri nets or specific modelling languages like EPC or BPMN as well as 
their adjustments to a certain domain context, as presented in Peters and Leimeister (2013).  
Different logical and temporal structures can also be combined to form complex structures. This enables 
a multi-dimensional analysis of the elements. One of such combinations was introduced by Böttcher and 
Klingner (2011), who enrich their tree structure of service elements with detailed logical and temporal 
Logical Structure Temporal Structure Complex Structure
…
…
…
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dependencies. Similarly, Dörbecker et al. (2014) combine resource and process dimensions with the 
help of the Multiple Domain Matrix (MDM) and differentiate between various target groups. 
3.5 Classification of Existing Methods 
The developed framework can be used to classify existing modularization methods in order to show 
which phases of the modularization process they cover and what kind of structuring they are based on. 
Figure 3.6 illustrates the classification of the identified 16 methods, which were originally used to 
synthesize the framework. As for the modularity objectives and scope, the present methods cannot be 
categorized properly as they typically do not provide any specific information about the actual 
implementation, but instead assume general applicability.  
 
Figure 22: Classification of Methods for Service Modularization 
3.5.1 Classification Based on Modularization Phases 
When looking at the modularization process, only five methods pay explicit attention (or at least give 
suggestions with regard to its execution) to information capturing, while the others act on the assumption 
that this will have already been accomplished by the company in an appropriate way. With regard to the 
kind of information that is captured, the Service-Metamodel and the TM3 focus on the process flow of 
the company’s service provision (Böttcher and Klingner 2011; Peters and Leimeister 2013). In contrast, 
the Quality Function Deployment method sees the estimation of customer demands with the help of 
questionnaires and expert interviews as a starting point of the modularization process (Lin and 
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Pekkarinen 2011). In addition, the remaining Product-related Industrial Service Design (Yu et al. 2008) 
and Modular Product Service Systems (Wang et al. 2011) not only analyze the customer requirements, 
but combine them with relevant information about the market and competition. 
Nine out of 16 methods support the decomposition of previously monolithic services into their 
constituent elements. For instance, Klingner and Becker (2014) propose an approach based on their 
Service-Metamodel and using Workflow-Patterns (van Der Aalst et al. 2003) for decomposing 
monolithic services (that are documented with the help of process models) into smaller, functionally 
differentiated elements. Similarly, Song et al. (2015) introduce a modified service blueprint, which is 
used to represent the whole PES scenario and identify all relevant service components. In addition to 
the previous methods, the decomposition of products and services is also supported by the Functional 
Structure Heuristics (Stone et al. 2000) and the Module Partition Process (Li et al. 2012). 
All of the presented methods cover the structuring phase, meaning that they are able to analyze the 
relationships between the identified elements. The proposed techniques range from the classic Design 
Structure Matrix (DSM) that can be used to capture the coordination costs between different activities 
(Corsten and Salewski 2013) up to a logical and hierarchical structuring of elements with the help of 
different abstraction layers like service modules, process modules, and activity modules (Lin and 
Pekkarinen 2011). Furthermore, methods that follow the idea of the inseparability and interdependence 
of services and products underline the need of structuring the information accordingly. Examples include 
the Modular Product Service Systems method (Wang et al. 2011) and the Modular Partition Process (Li 
et al. 2012). The latter introduces the notions of functional and non-functional services, based on their 
dependence on physical modules.  
The actual module creation can be achieved using either quantitative or qualitative methods. Methods 
like DSM and MDM quantify the relationships between elements in a way that enables an algorithmic 
module creation in the next step, for example, with the help of clustering algorithms (Hölttä et al. 2003). 
The remaining qualitative methods likewise give indications on how to create modules from the 
available element structure. For instance, TM3 suggests criteria for aggregating elements, for example, 
the need of particular premises, equipment, knowledge, or customer involvement during activity 
execution. Similarly, the Modular Function Deployment provides a rule-of-thumb estimate of how many 
modules shall be created from a certain amount of elements. The modules are then built from the 
identified elements using predefined evaluation criteria (so-called ‘module drivers’ (Erixon 1996)). The 
idea of pre-defined evaluation criteria is extended in the Modified House of Quality method, where both 
product and service-specific module drivers are used (Geum et al. 2012).  
The topic of interface definition is specifically addressed by the Configuration Graph (Böttcher and 
Klingner 2011). It offers a diagram-based notation of logical and temporal interdependencies between 
modules, which is then used for their combination to services. The Configuration Graph is based on the 
logic of the previously mentioned Service-Metamodel (Klingner and Becker 2014) and is therefore 
presented in the same row in the framework (Figure 3.6). The phase of interface definition is also briefly 
mentioned in the methods TM3, Modular Product Service Systems and Product-related Industrial 
Service Design (Peters and Leimeister 2013; Song et al. 2015; Yu et al. 2008). Finally, being developed 
explicitly for product modularization, Modular Function Deployment differentiates between fixed, 
moving, and transmitting interfaces, which makes it necessary to introduce a service-specific 
classification of interfaces. 
Finally, only three methods – TM3, Product-related Industrial Service Design and Modular Function 
Deployment – point to the necessity of testing the identified modules, their interfaces, and the new 
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modular architecture as a whole. However, neither any of these methods provide specific test 
procedures, nor do they make any suggestions concerning the transition from the modularization process 
(Build-Time) to quotation processing (Run-Time). They also remain silent about the use of information 
systems to support the use of the modular architecture in day-to-day sales processes (e.g., online 
configurators).  
From this classification it becomes obvious that only two methods cover all phases of the modularization 
process, which are TM3 (Peters and Leimeister 2013) and Product-related Industrial Service Design (Yu 
et al. 2008). These methods, however, give abstract suggestions on what aspects to keep in mind in each 
of the phases, rather than providing precise guidelines on their execution. 
3.5.2 Classification Based on Types of Structuring 
The presented methods follow different types of structuring, which affect both inputs and outputs of 
each of the modularization phases. As mentioned before, the structuring framework differentiates 
between logical, temporal, and complex structures.  
A typical example of a method based on a logical structure is the well-known DSM, in which service 
elements are mapped to each other in a matrix. Their relationships are assessed based on specific 
dimensions or criteria, for example, coordination costs (Corsten and Salewski 2013). Other methods 
following a logical structure include Modularizing using Dendrograms (Hölttä et al. 2003) that clusters 
elements into modules based on their input and output characteristics, as well as the Interaction Graph 
(Ho et al. 2009), which is constructed based on the number of invocations between elements. Finally, in 
the Modularizing Product Extension Services method (Song et al. 2015), different types of component 
interdependencies are combined in a comprehensive matrix, which is later visualized with the help of a 
maximum spanning tree and divided into modules according to a desired threshold. 
TM3 (Peters and Leimeister 2013) and the Product-related Industrial Service Design (Yu et al. 2008), 
on the other hand, can be seen as representatives of methods following a temporal structure. These 
methods analyze the chronological order of activities within service processes and visualize them as 
predecessor-successor-relationships. Moreover, the Function Structure Heuristic that was specifically 
designed for products also takes a process flow perspective. 
The most widespread kind of structuring are complex structures, which combine different descriptive 
dimensions to group elements into modules. For instance, the MDM provided by Dörbecker et al. (2014) 
links process and resource domains together. Following the idea of the inseparability of services and 
products, both the Modular Partition Process and the Modular Product Service Systems method integrate 
service, functional, and product modularization simultaneously. Similarly, the Configuration Graph 
presents both logical and temporal interdependencies between elements or modules, respectively 
(Böttcher and Klingner 2011). Finally, the Modular Function Deployment method provides twelve 
different module drivers to evaluate the elements when creating modules (Erixon 1996).  
3.6 Conclusion and Outlook 
3.6.1 Implications and Limitations 
Service modularity has attracted much attention from service researchers during the past decade and is 
becoming an interesting concept for practitioners to balance efficiency and variety of services. However, 
it has mainly stayed an academic concept so far with little application in practice. We believe that one 
main reason for this lies in a lack of transparency and understanding of the overall modularization 
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process, its phases, and related activities. Obviously, there is a growing set of modularization methods, 
especially proposed from academia, which attempt to provide solutions for fine-grained tasks. At the 
same time, there has been a lack of the bigger picture of service modularization and practitioners find it 
difficult to assess the suitability of existing modularization methods to their actual challenges in practice. 
In order to address this research gap, we developed a comprehensive framework for classifying service 
modularization methods. This framework can be used for structuring existing and future work on this 
topic and serve as an implementation guideline of modularization initiatives for service providers.  
We consider the framework to be useful for practitioners while it surely cannot offer a comprehensive 
handbook on how to modularize service portfolios. First, it is particularly valuable as it points to a set 
of basic decisions that have to be made at the beginning of modularization initiatives, i.e., defining the 
objectives and the scope. While these decisions do not necessarily determine the use of specific methods, 
we consider such decisions crucial in order to be able to measure the success of modularization 
initiatives in the end. This is also a novel contribution of our framework as these basic decisions have 
not been discussed in the existing method descriptions at all. Second, the framework discloses the 
complexity of modularization initiatives, which goes beyond the application of clustering algorithms 
and heuristics. It also shows in how far existing methods cover certain phases of modularization process. 
Based on this information, practitioners can choose which methods they may want to use in combination 
or deliberately opt for more comprehensive methods. Third, the distinction between different types of 
structuring also offers practitioners a starting point for checking the potential compatibility of different 
methods across a modularization process. While being classified to the same type of structuring does 
not guarantee unrestricted compatibility of methods, it at least discloses a consistent view of what is 
basically understood as the general format of the resulting modular architecture.  
The presented research is beset with limitations. The developed framework proposes two key 
dimensions for the classification of modularization methods that are based on a detailed analysis of 
existing works. When defining these two key dimensions, we particularly built on the phases found in 
the TM3 method (Peters and Leimeister 2013) and the different types of element interdependencies 
suggested by the Service-Metamodel (Böttcher and Klingner 2011). However, we find the delimitation 
between logical and temporal structures to be sometimes difficult, as even processes, which are firstly 
modeled using a temporal orientation, are often represented reduced to logical hierarchies of processes 
and sub-processes in the end (Corsten and Salewski 2013; Lin and Pekkarinen 2011). Hence, there might 
be room for further improving the framework by additional research in the future, especially in terms of 
additional or refined classification dimensions.  
3.6.2 Avenues for Future Research 
This study further points to several opportunities for future research that will be of value to both research 
and practice. First, there is a need for improving existing methods and possibly also developing new 
service modularization methods. Obviously, the structuring phase has been addressed the most so far, 
even though many researchers point to the need of analyzing preceding and successive phases, too. 
Hence, more attention has to be paid towards the less covered modularization phases like information 
capturing, interface definition, or testing, for example, by providing new methods or extending existing 
methods accordingly. When advancing or developing methods, the practical usefulness should be a main 
objective as existing methods have not found widespread adoption in practice yet.  
Second, more research is also needed to empirically investigate modularization initiatives in real-life 
organizations. Especially case studies and action research projects are needed to test the actual 
applicability and effectiveness of existing modularization methods. As for now, too little is known about 
whether and how they can be successfully implemented by service providers. Such investigations will 
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also support the identification of key factors that support or inhibit the application of the modularity 
concept to services and will further provide insights, which domains and what types of services are most 
amenable for this concept. This could, for instance, result in a set of evaluation criteria that help 
predicting whether and in what scope a company could benefit from modularization. Here, the typology 
of service process types by Carlborg and Kindström (2014) offers a promising starting point, although 
the modular strategies they describe might still be too vague to actually guide measures for 
implementing the modularity concept in organizations. Another opportunity is the design of a service 
modularization maturity model that would help organizations to carry out as-is assessments and define 
a roadmap towards a modular service architecture. 
Third, more critical reflection is needed in how far the different characteristics of products and services 
actually require distinctive modularization methods or not. While there are methods that originate from 
product design, we also identified methods specifically developed for services. Some recent methods do 
not even distinguish or deliberately integrate both product and service elements. Here, it could for 
example be worthwhile to discuss the implications of the Service-Dominant Logic (Vargo and Lusch 
2004) and the co-creation of value between providers and customers on service and product modularity. 
Finally, this study can also spark further design-oriented work beyond the development of methods and 
constructs for defining modular architectures. There is an obvious need for software suites that support 
both the Build-Time and Run-Time of service modularization comprehensively and in an integrated 
manner. Only a few of the analyzed publications have reported on dedicated software prototypes for 
modelling and analyzing modular service structures at all. At the same time, initiatives in practice are 
typically limited by the data processing capabilities of spreadsheets and standard ERP systems. While 
there are already specialized CPQ software suites, they mostly focus on product and not service domains. 
It can be expected that a widespread adoption of service modularization methods in practice, in the end, 
will also be dependent on the availability of adequate and easy-to-use software support.  
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Modular Sales – Using Concepts of Modularity to Improve the 
Quotation Process for B2B Service Providers 
Abstract. The current trend of individualization forces industrial service providers to 
search for new ways of standardizing their internal processes without diminishing the 
flexibility of satisfying customer demands. This conflict of interests reaches its peak in the 
quotation process, where suppliers are spending a considerable amount of time and effort, 
often preparing their quotes from the scratch. The purpose of this paper is to apply the 
concept of service modularity to improve the efficiency of the quotation process on both 
operational and strategic levels. Using methods of qualitative research, I analyze the 
corresponding challenges of 19 German service providers and identify possible areas of 
improvement with the help of the service modularity. The result of the paper are 15 
requirements for the appropriate IT support to cover these identified challenges and enable 
the realization of the concept in practice. I hereby contribute to the ongoing discussion on 
service modularity by delivering empirical insights from the new area of the quotation 
process. 
4.1 Introduction 
Over the past decades, the Business-to-Business (B2B) market and the supplier-customer interaction, in 
particular, have undergone many operational and strategic changes. The requirements of the industrial 
customers are becoming more and more individualized and complex, making it almost impossible to 
offer the same product or service twice (Lindemann et al. 2006). Complex service projects involve close 
interaction with customers and supply-chain partners (Andersson and Norrman 2002) and require a high 
degree of expertise often generated from tacit knowledge, assigned to certain employees (Nätti et al. 
2017). Together with the overall globalization and increased information transparency, these changes 
force companies to optimize their internal processes via standardization in order to remain competitive. 
However, the standardization services is only possible as long as the flexibility to meet individual 
customer demands is not diminished (Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008). 
This conflict of interest reaches its apogee in the quotation process that can last up to several months, 
involving different departments to determine technical and financial feasibility, often resulting in 
extremely long quotation documents (Agndal et al. 2007). While it is plausible for the customer to send 
his requests to numerous suppliers and thus apply competitive tendering, the suppliers are often wasting 
considerable amount of their resources preparing the offer that they may not even get. The problem of 
such a “request-mentality” is intensified by the fact that quotation documents and price calculations are 
often created from the scratch due to seemingly unique customer requirements (Lubarski and Pöppelbuß 
2017).  
Motivated by the fact that the majority of B2B service providers are still relying solely on the experience 
of their senior sales managers with little to none supportive IT when preparing a quote (Kindström et al. 
2015), the purpose of this paper is to show how the concept of modularity can simplify the overall 
quotation process and prevent the loss of previous efforts put in the creation of the quotation documents. 
Here, the focus on “service modularity” as a more specific research theme of the general “modular 
system theory” is necessary, as it incorporates service characteristics such as immateriality, process 
nature, uno-actu principle and a high heterogeneity level especially in the B2B context along with the 
specificity of their sales process (e.g., service description or pricing of the composite service). While 
there exists sufficient amount of conceptual publications on service modularity, little is known on how 
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it can improve company’s efficiency in particular areas of operation such as the quotation process. Using 
methods of qualitative research, I identify the current operative and strategic challenges of 19 German 
industrial service providers and explore the potential of constructing quotation documents in a modular 
way. Based on these insights I derive 15 requirements for the appropriate IT support acting as an enabler 
of the concept realization in practice. This paper answers existing research calls for new ways of 
standardization in the sales process via IT usage (Böttcher and Klingner 2011; Giannikis et al. 2015; 
Kindström et al. 2015; Lindberg and Nordin 2008) and contributes to the ongoing discussion on service 
modularity by delivering empirical insights from the new area of the quotation process.  
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. After giving a quick overview of the theoretical 
background in Section 2, I propose a framework for the quotation process and its placement within a 
company’s overall sales strategy and use it for the collection and structuring of the empirical data. 
Section 3 elaborates on the used methodology and interviewed companies. The results, consisting of the 
structure of the quotation document, identified strategic and operative challenges in the quotation 
process, as well as a derivation of 15 requirements for the appropriate IT support are presented in Section 
4. Finally, Section 5 concludes with a short summary of the finding, implications for the practitioners, 
research limitations, and future research pathways. 
4.2 Theoretical Background 
4.2.1 Service Modularity 
The concept of modularity has been proposed as a possible solution to achieve standardization and 
simplification of services without diminishing firm’s capability to meet individual customer demands 
(Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008). In general, modularity can be seen as a principle of building a 
complex system from smaller parts (modules) that can be designed and improved independently, yet 
function together as a whole (Baldwin and Clark 2000), as long as the interfaces are well-defined and a 
clear one-to-one matching of modules and functions exists (Arnheiter and Harren 2005). 
For the past 50 years, modularity has influenced the design of products (Sanchez and Mahoney 1996), 
organizational IT and processes (Malone et al. 2003), and recently – services. The rise of the service 
modularity as a distinct research direction started especially after Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi (2008), 
who regarded service modularity as a combination of modular processes, modular organization, and a 
certain level of customer integration. Industrial services in particular can be regarded as complex 
systems, which can be decomposed into individual process steps (modules) consisting of single activities 
(elements), although more levels of granularity are possible (Lin and Pekkarinen 2011). Unlike the 
physical interfaces within the product domain, service interfaces concentrate on the information flows, 
exclusion rules, documentation of the process steps, or assignment of the particular employee for the 
task completion (de Blok et al. 2014). A feasible combination of these pre-defined modules add up to a 
particular service variant, which is configured either by the sales employee based on the input of the 
customer, or directly by the customer, if he possesses sufficient technical knowhow.  
An industrial example of a complex service from the wind energy sector is a maintenance plan for a 
power plant, which consists of different process steps such as video surveillance, oil exchange, parts 
replacement, and predictive maintenance. Naturally, all of these steps are independent from each other 
and can be added or configured using parameters such as power plant characteristics, speed of execution, 
or even qualifications of the service technicians. Such a modular service design and delivery offers an 
increased external service variety for the customer, while simultaneously decreasing internal process 
variety for the service provider (Yang and Shan 2009). Other claimed benefits of providing modular 
services include the reuse of components for future development (Carlborg and Kindström 2014), faster 
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development process and decreased time-to-market (Böttcher and Klingner 2011), economies of scale 
and scope (Tuunanen et al. 2012) as well as cost-efficiency in operations (Bask et al. 2010a).  
However, while concentrating on the efficient development and delivery of services, little attention has 
been awarded towards how a modular service portfolio can improve the sales function of the company. 
Exceptions include the study by Giannikis et al. (2015), which pointed to the possible growth of 
operating profit by 30% in the field of legal services and called for more research on how to standardize 
the tender preparation process. Similarly, Schmidt (2008) has published a survey among members of 
the Association of German Engineers (VDI) about quotation management in industrial companies. The 
results show that current quotation processes mainly arise from the practical experience of the upper 
management, but the trends concerning potential improvements move significantly towards 
standardization, modularization and the reduction of time between request and submission. In this 
regard, the desire for simplicity and systematic standards, as well as the need for controlling, is made 
clear.  
4.2.2 The Notion of Quote Preparation 
Currently, research activities on quote preparation and selling business services is rather scarce, even 
though practitioners have been calling for academic insights already for a while (Schmidt 2008). The 
fact that there exists no unified sales process amongst B2B providers due to the heterogeneity of their 
services makes it difficult to define where the creation of the quotation document actually begins and 
where it ends. Therefore, in order to collect empirical data and derive requirements for a supportive IT 
in a systematic way, I first propose a simplified framework of the quotation process and its placement 
within the overall strategic and operational sales activities of the service provider. 
In their framework for service modularization, Pöppelbuß and Lubarski (2018) categorize the long-term 
decisions regarding the service portfolio as a Build-Time phase, whereas everyday activities and the 
operative creation of quotation documents happen in the Run-Time phase. The decisions made during 
the Build-Time phase strongly depend on the underlying customer segmentation, which helps service 
providers to define their scope of activity and identify offerings for the customer (Rahikka et al. 2011). 
Based on the customer segmentation and the understanding of customer’s needs, providers are then able 
to define their service portfolio and develop new services (Lusch and Nambisan 2015). Simultaneously, 
for cost efficiency reasons, the providers are forced to standardize their services, which is enabled 
through service modularity (Bask et al. 2010a; Tuunanen et al. 2012). However, the presented elements 
of the Build-Time phase should not be seen as a strict process, but rather exhibit a strong 
interdependence and can be performed in an arbitrary order. 
The Run-Time phase, on the other hand, is a repetitive sequential process that is executed every time a 
quote has to be created and is based on the specifications from the Build-Time phase. For example, in 
their analysis of the procurement of logistic services, Söhnchen and Albers (2010) derive a stepwise 
sales funnel for the industrial customer acquisition, where tender preparation covers the stages of 
“product presentation”, followed by “design of the offer” and “handling objections”. Similarly, the 
proposed model of Geiger and Krüger (2013) begins with the rough clarification of customer 
requirements, over the detailed planning of the technical concept, overall resulting in the finalization of 
the calculations and submission of the tender. Finally, Rahikka et al. (2011) identified three main 
challenges when developing value perception of the business customers – specification of services, 
estimation the co-creation efforts, and cost determination. The intersection of the presented models 
builds the so called Configure-Price-Quote (CPQ) process, which is a widely-used term in the B2B 
product industry (Gartner 2017).  
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However, I believe that these three steps alone cannot build the base for the company’s overall ability 
to react to the customer’s changing requirements, since there exists no reverse connection to the Build-
Time phase. By ignoring former quote preparations, companies miss out the opportunities of reusing 
previous quotation documents both for operational processes (i.e., configuration, pricing and quotation), 
as well as continuous monitoring of strategic weak points (e.g., service redesign or innovation, 
identification of unprofitable services). Therefore, I add an additional step of Monitoring and Reporting, 
where the input from the quotation process (e.g., hit rate39, the price offered for a certain service package) 
is gathered and analyzed ongoing, acting as an additional source of information for the future requests 
for quotations or the adjustment of the overall sales strategy. Figure 4.1 summarizes different 
perspectives of the sales process along with their interdependencies.  
 
Figure 4.1: Placement of the Quotation Process within the Overall Sales Activities 
In order to avoid confusion and to emphasize the focus of this publication, I summarize the underlying 
concepts along with their interrelationships. First, service modularity is an overarching concept that 
envisages the decomposition of the provider’s service portfolio into functional independent units 
(modules). Second, a modular quotation process is the operationalization of the concept from the sales 
perspective as it builds on the existing modular portfolio and allows customer-specific (internal or 
external) configuration of the desired solution. Finally, this configured service variant is communicated 
to the customer in a modular quotation document. In this publication I assume that provider’s service 
portfolio has been (at least to some extent) already modularized (more information on the steps of the 
typical modularization process can be found in Pöppelbuß and Lubarski (2018)) and focus on the 
requirements for the appropriate IT support that would enable the creation of a modular quotation 
document. 
4.3 Empirical Data 
To understand the current challenges in the quotation process amongst B2B service providers and gather 
requirements for potential IT support, I employed methods of qualitative research (Yin 2017). 
                                                          
39  Hit rate is a metric traditionally associated with sales, which represents a relative success of a sales employee 
or department. In the context of this publication, I define hit rate as a proportion of successful quotes or tenders 
to the number of the overall attempts. 
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Qualitative research is especially suitable when the research area is still emerging and not controllable 
by the investigators, which is the case both for the quotation process and service modularity. I applied 
semi-structured expert interviews as the approach for data collection. The questionnaires were divided 
into thematic sections according to the framework from Figure 4.1. The interviews were conducted in 
July to October 2017 and lasted 45 minutes on average. All interview partners requested to remain 
anonymous. The analysis of the data was supported by using professional software for qualitative data 
analysis (MAXQDA 12), which eased the process of arranging, discussing and synthesizing the input 
into greater units of analysis. When choosing the interview partners, I searched for B2B companies who 
face challenges of addressing highly individual customer demands while simultaneously trying to cope 
with variant management by introducing standardization. The empirical data came from 19 B2B 
companies, which can be clustered into three distinctive groups.  
x Product manufacturers (N = 7). Even though service modularity is primarily of interest for service 
providers, I also included product manufacturers to the sample, who, in addition to their 
individualized products (e.g., vacuum components, heating systems, warehousing equipment), offer 
supplementary services like leasing, maintenance or logistic solutions. The majority of this group 
are well-established big companies with over 1000 employees (three of the interviewed companies 
have over 10000), offering up to 1030 product variations and dealing with up to 5000 quotation 
requests per year. All of the companies from the sample were already using a certain level of IT 
support for quote preparation, but have stated to have difficulties with assigning services to their 
individualized products and drawing conclusions from their historic quotation documents (e.g., 
strategic price setting based on the hit rate).  
x Contract service providers (N = 6). The companies in this group are B2B service providers 
offering long-term projects ranging from financial or consulting services up to software 
development and contract logistics. These providers do not receive as many requests for quotation 
but put much more time both in selection of the customers and the creation of the quotation 
documents. Unlike the first category, where product parts and their use are well-defined, a common 
step for this group is a feasibility check regarding the required resources (e.g., man-hour) and the 
estimation of how much of these resources are needed. In most cases, such an estimation is 
impossible without the expertise of the senior management unless it is well-documented within the 
company.  
x Product-enabled service providers (N = 6). The third group can be seen as a combination of the 
first two as it consists of companies offering product-enabled services such as marketing campaigns, 
container rental, and transportation. Unlike Group 1, here the value for the customer is service-
dominant with the products being solely a medium for transmission of the value (Lusch and 
Nambisan 2015). The difference to the second group is a relatively high number of quotation 
requests to deal with as well as customers’ demands for transparency, forcing them to both accelerate 
their sales process while still giving detailed information about price calculation and delivery times. 
However, as of now most of the interviewed providers still rely strongly on the expertise of their 
top management, thus making sales employee very dependent on the non-documented internal 
knowledge. 
I deliberately picked a diversified sample, in order to derive generic requirements for the IT support of 
a modular quotation process that applicable to a wide range of industrial service providers, irrespective 
of their individual characteristics. In addition to the expert interviews, the companies also provided 18 
quotation documents on which I were able to perform document analysis that involved skimming 
(superficial examination), reading (thorough examination) and interpretation (Bowen 2009). By 
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combining data from interviews with the documentary evidence, I hereby minimize bias and establish 
credibility.  
4.4 Results 
In the following, I will present the research results in three steps. First, I analyze the structure of the 
provided quotation documents and try to find common logic and constituents. Using the input from the 
interviews and the quotation documents, I identify current challenges in the quotation process amongst 
industrial service providers. Finally, based on these results I propose a set of requirements for an 
appropriate IT support, covering both the operative and strategic perspectives of the sales process.  
4.4.1 Structure of the Quotation Document 
Despite the differences in service offerings of the interviewed companies, it was still possible to identify 
overlaps and derive a typical structure of the quotation document (Figure 4.2), which can also be 
regarded as a composed system consisting of modular substitutable elements (Pekkarinen and 
Ulkuniemi 2008). However, due to a high individuality of the customer requests in the B2B sector, I 
believe that not all modules are fully exchangeable. Therefore, following the ideas of different interface 
types for manufacturing firms (Ulrich 1995), I distinguish between standardized, adaptable, or custom-
made. The first type (Figure 4.2, blocks without outlines) describes elements that already come constant 
and complete and can be reused unlimitedly until they are changed on the strategic level (cf. Figure 4.1). 
In contrast, adaptable elements (Figure 4.2, dashed outlines) need adjustments or managerial approval 
before they can be reused in the new quotation document. Finally, when the difference to the former 
quotation documents is too vast to apply previous elements, the module has to be custom-made (Figure 
4.2, solid outlines).  
 
Figure 4.2: The Modular Structure of the Quotation Document 
Based on the provided data, a typical quotation document consists of four interconnected thematic 
blocks, which are created anew for each customer. Based on the provided quotation documents, modules 
in the middle lane can be seen as a lowest common denominator, while the remaining ones are optional. 
The block Introduction begins with the adaptable management summary and standardized company’s 
self-presentation. In addition, using the input from the customer, the status quo before service provision 
is analyzed and expectations towards the upcoming cooperation are documented serving as a basis for 
the subsequent CPQ-process. 
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The second block Service description concentrates on the actual sales object. Here the scope of the 
service and its demarcation are adaptable, since they are (at least to some extent) assembled from a set 
of pre-defined service sub-components and, if needed, are then adjusted or changed based on the 
customer’s requirements from the previous block. In some cases, the company also provides profiles of 
the involved employees (typically standardized, although project-specific adaptation is also possible) 
and a general description of the course of action, which has to be developed together with the customer.  
Based on the service configuration, the anticipated Price is described in the next section, although the 
level of detail and transparency strongly depend on company’s sales strategy and the level of uncertainty 
of the sales object. The price itself can be presented either in form of a well-structured and binding 
calculation table (e.g., maintenance costs of a certain machine for Group 1), or a rough effort estimation 
(e.g., software development for Group 2) that can be updated during the actual service provision. 
Depending on the complexity and uniqueness of the offered service, the price cannot always be based 
on pre-defined elements or historic quotation documents, but requires managerial approval, making it 
adaptable. The underlying price drivers (e.g., workforce, material costs) along with customer-specific 
discounts (based on the customer segmentation, cf. Figure 4.1) are usually standardized, whereas 
comparison with the competitors (if desired) has to be updated each time a quote is created.  
Finally, the document ends with Legal agreements and other project-related formalities. This block 
covers not only the legal aspect and penalties of not fulfilling parts of the contract but also other terms 
of execution like acceptable travel and catering expenses, delivery times, payment types, etc. While 
some of the modules are similar for all quotation documents (conditions of payment, terms of delivery), 
others are adapted based on the customer requirements (supply agreement, formalities, and 
responsibilities) or are created from scratch (project-relevant appendix). 
4.4.2 Identified challenges 
The analyzed structure of a typical quotation document can now be combined with the responses of the 
expert interviews to identify current challenges in the quotation process. Following the logic of the sales 
framework (cf. Figure 4.1), these challenges can be assigned either to the strategic or to the operational 
perspective.  
ID Industry Quote 
#1 Finance 
New colleagues sometimes complain about not really knowing what we can 
deliver and thus have difficulties explaining it to the customers. 
#2 
Software  
Engineering 
Sometimes the customer describes requirements that make no technical sense at 
all or are simply not feasible. This shows that the customer does not really know 
where the problem is, only that there is one. 
#3 Logistics  
The estimation is further complicated by the fact that offer documents are not 
stored in any central storage location that could serve as a basis for research for 
inexperienced sales employees. 
#4 Consulting 
From a sales perspective it is quite critical if the customer sends his requirements 
and no one knows becomes responsible for it. There is often a long search process 
combined with a message “ping-pong game”. 
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#5 
 
Consulting 
You can also make the mistake by assuming upfront that you will get the deal and 
block the necessary resources. However, if in the end the quote is declined – the 
company loses money. 
#6 Automotive 
You go through the individual service modules of an offer. They are put together 
like a jigsaw puzzle, which, if lucky, finally adds up to a price. 
#7 
Software  
Engineering 
Every time you are making an offer – this requires time and effort. This involves, 
let us say, 10 employees for three weeks. And this adds up to 10.000€, 20.000€, 
or even 30.000 €. 
#8 Manufacturing 
We have a new tool that promises high efficiency. However, while the quotes are 
indeed created faster, but their quality is not checked at any point. Doing 
something suboptimal faster is not really our goal. 
Table 4.2: Interview Quotes (Selection) 
Strategic perspective. The first challenge lies in a proper Structuring of the service portfolio and its 
external representation (Table 4.2, #1). This appears to be problematic especially for companies from 
the Group 2, who describe their services only in general terms, leaving their customers unaware of the 
scope of their expertise. This results in increased marketing and pre-sales expenses involving on-site 
visits and workshops to present own service portfolio and start a dialogue with the customer. Closely 
interrelated is the next challenge of Understanding the customer needs, which can be seen as an 
extension of the customer segmentation (Table 4.2, #2). While companies from Group 1 minimize the 
level of interaction with the customer in the pre-sales stage (partly due to the high number of requests), 
Group 2 and 3 point out that early customer involvement is inevitable both for analyzing the status quo 
and for joint solution development. However, this procedure can take a long time until an opportunity 
results from it, while the success is not guaranteed and the service provider is not being paid during this 
time.  
Another strategic challenge arises from overall difficulties in Knowledge documentation and sharing 
within the company (Table 4.2, #3). Although some templates are already used during service definition 
and price calculation by some of the companies of Group 1 and 3 – the quote preparation is still mainly 
based on the employee’s experience, which exists solely in their heads. As a result, the quotation 
documents are not constructed uniformly as the content is individually formulated each time, with little 
to none predefined sections for recurring services. This complicates reuse of historic documents and 
leads to redundant and timewasting Unstructured communication between the departments as well as 
with the customer (Table 4.2, #4). Moreover, some of the interviewed companies addressed the problem 
of knowledge sharing especially in the context of new employees, who find it very difficult to acquire 
knowledge about service composition without a well-structured and constantly maintained reference 
database.  
Operational perspective. One of the main identified operational challenges that influences the whole 
CPQ process is the Allocation of experts and resources when staffing the team for an incoming 
opportunity (Table 4.2, # 5). Providers from Group 2 and 3 mention that an overview of employees’ 
profiles (cf. Figure 4.2) can even act as an important criterion for selecting a provider. Hence, this 
allocation has a direct influence on the feasibility and profitability of the quotation request, which brings 
us to the next challenge of Pricing and effort estimation (Table 4.2, #6). Due to individual nature of 
service requests, prices have to be calculated for each customer individually, although there exist certain 
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price drivers. The introduction of appropriate price lists and standards together with the consideration 
of the previous calculation could accelerate and simplify this process.  
Another critical challenge that was mentioned by the majority of the interviewed companies were the 
Delays and time-consuming procedures (Table 4.2, #7). On the one hand, these delays result from the 
pricing negotiations with the customers due to very different perceptions of risks and benefits. On the 
other hand, the quotation process is decelerated due to additional approval processes and communication 
within the company, since no central decision-support system is available. Finally, the ability to 
constantly Identify weak points and draw insights from previous quotation documents is considered 
another long-term success factor for service providers dealing with a high number of quotation requests 
(Group 1 and 3) since the efficiency in the quotation preparation alone does not necessarily mean the 
efficiency in winning the tender. By looking at the hit rate and other controlling characteristics, providers 
can draw conclusions both on the operative (e.g., price adjustments) and on the strategic levels (e.g., 
identifying potential candidates for removing). 
4.4.3 Approaches to overcome the challenges 
Based on existing literature, I now propose how the identified challenges can be solved by three 
structural changes – modular service offerings, customer integration, and modularity in organizations 
(Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008), thus overall simplifying and accelerating the quotation process. The 
first challenge of making services visible to the customer can be solved by a modular service offering 
(Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008). It has been shown that modular service offerings can help to better 
specify the services, which leads to a facilitation of managing complex services and a higher 
understanding on the customer side. Moreover, modularity enables the partly replication of service 
offerings thus avoiding repetitive effort estimations or pricing processes (Giannikis et al. 2015). The 
accurate definition and the common composition of service module bundles also make prices transparent 
and more traceable.  
However, although such a modular portfolio helps to present service offerings in a compact and 
comprehensible way, this alone would not suffice to fully understand the customer needs. Therefore, 
companies should also integrate their customers into the quotation process, thus enabling value co-
creation (Rahikka et al. 2011) and minimize subsequent clarifications and negations. Only if it is 
transparent which efforts arise for the customer during service provision, the promised service can be 
performed satisfactorily and a price satisfying both sides can be determined.  
The mentioned difficulties in gathering expert knowledge and the assignment of the responsibilities 
during quotation process could be overcome with the help of a modular organization (Pekkarinen and 
Ulkuniemi 2008). On the one hand, such an unbounded organization would make tacit knowledge 
explicit and understandable for colleagues (Langlois 2002). On the other hand, it would provide standard 
channels for the communication (including communication with the customer) and bring the right people 
together to share and combine knowledge (Nätti et al. 2017). In this way, teams can be built and 
reorganized easier and faster in response to new business opportunities or customer-driven 
customization requests.  
Lastly, the ability to learn from previous quotation documents is indirectly supported by a modular 
service portfolio (e.g., it is possible to analyze the popularity of a certain service module or a price of a 
service package) and a close customer interaction (e.g., detailed feedback loops, especially after a 
rejection of the quotation). An overview of the proposed approaches together with the mapped 
challenges can be found in Table 4.3. 
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 Identified challenges Approaches to overcome challenges 
 
 
Modular Service 
Offerings 
Modularity in  
Organizations 
Customer  
Integration 
St
ra
te
gi
c 
Portfolio structure and representation x   
Understanding the customer needs (x)  x 
Difficulties in knowledge sharing   x  
Unstructured communication  x (x) 
O
pe
ra
ti
ve
 
Allocation of experts and resources  x  
Complex pricing and effort estimation x   
Delays and time-consuming procedures x x  
Identification of the weak points (x)  (x) 
Table 4.3: Overcoming Challenges by Modular Approaches 
4.4.4 Requirements for the Appropriate IT support 
With the growing number of service variations and quotation requests each year (as reported in the 
interviews), the realization of the upper mentioned approaches becomes possible only with the use of 
an appropriate IT support. Therefore, in addition to the identified challenges, the interviewees were also 
explicitly asked about what to consider when introducing such solution. Since a real implementation 
strongly depends on an individual use case and company’s sales strategy, the goal of this paper was not 
to develop a concrete action plan but to start a discussion of the most critical aspects. For overview 
purposes, the derived 15 requirements were separated into Functional, Non-Functional, and Domain 
Requirements, which is a common categorization within Requirements Engineering literature 
(Sommerville and Sawyer 1997). Functional requirements focus on what functionality the system 
should provide to its users and how it should behave in particular situations (Kotonya and Sommerville 
1998). In addition to the classic steps of the CPQ process (configuration of the service modules, pricing 
of the final service and generating a quotation document), the interviewed companies stated the access 
to employee profiles to be an important feature for project management. Similarly, to allow direct 
interaction and value co-creation between the business units as well as with the customer, structured 
communication channels, and project-dependent right management should be ensured. 
Non-functional requirements define system properties and constraints and affect overall architecture 
rather than individual components (Glinz 2007). First, all the steps of the quotation process should be 
integrated and executed in one place. Second, a central point of data accessible to authorized users is 
needed to simplify knowledge sharing and shorten approval processes during the creation of quotation 
documents. This can work only if the data is consistent and constantly maintained and the system is 
accepted by its users. Finally, since the overall motivation of the use of the IT support and service 
modularity is performance improvement and foreseeable cost-efficiency, the advantages of the 
standardized quotation process (in particular shorter completion time and overall higher success rate) 
should exceed the initial investment in the restructuring of the service portfolio and software 
implementation. 
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Lastly, the Domain Requirements are imposed by the operating environment (Sommerville and Sawyer 
1997). Especially in the context of B2B markets, the system should have an interface with the customer 
both during quotation preparation and service provision, although this integration should not be solely 
IT-based in order to maintain a necessary level of personal touch and customization ability. Furthermore, 
the software should also have a reporting unit connected to the central point of data, in order to make 
reuse of previous quotation documents and learning loops possible. Finally, such a software should not 
act as a stand-alone solution, but being able to integrate in existing enterprise systems to ensure data 
consistency. Each of the presented requirements is aimed to realize the proposed approaches (i.e., 
modular service offerings, modular organizations and customer integration) as well as ensure overall 
performance of the software (Figure 4.3). 
 
Figure 4.3: Requirements for the IT support of the Modular Quotation Process 
4.5 Conclusion 
With the current trend of individualization and quickly changing market environments, companies are 
searching for new ways to go that extra mile for their customers, while still standardizing their internal 
processes for cost-efficiency reasons. This conflict of interest reaches its apogee in the quotation process, 
which requires a considerable amount of time and effort, while often still resulting in the rejection of 
the offer. With this background, the concept of service modularity can be seen as a possible solution to 
achieve a sound balance between customer-driven individualization and company-driven 
standardization ambitions. In order to derive a solution empirically, I applied methods of qualitative 
research and presented the results in three consecutive steps. First, I analyzed the structure of the 
quotation documents and discussed different types of modules within this document as well as their 
potential for exchangeability. Second, current strategic and operative challenges were mapped against 
three different architectural approaches – modular service offerings, modularity in organizations and 
customer integration. Finally, these results served as a basis for the derivation of overall 15 requirements 
for the appropriate IT support to realize the full potential of service modularity in the context of the 
quotation process. Thereby I contributed to the ongoing discussion on service modularity by delivering 
empirical insights from the new area of quotation process.   
However, the results of this paper do not come without limitations. Due to a relatively small sample of 
19 companies, the results of the paper cannot provide universal validity, thus calling for more 
quantitative research in this direction. Furthermore, the identified structure of quotation documents and 
the derived requirements for the IT support of service modularity are meant to start a discussion of the 
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most critical aspects, rather than claim completeness and universality. In this regard, more case studies 
are needed that would concentrate on the specificity of the operating environment and provided services, 
thus resulting in additional or more detailed requirements. Finally, the transition to a modular quotation 
process and the implementation of a prototype would also deliver valuable insights and reveal practical 
difficulties, which can best be seen when conducting a longitudinal action research. In conclusion, it 
should be said that the topic of modularized quotation process is still in its infancy and yet to attract 
more attention of researchers from both marketing and the IS. 
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Modular Professional Services: Conceptual Goodness and 
Research Themes  
Abstract. Professional service providers are increasingly confronted with the challenge 
of integrating digital components and knowledge intensive activities to standardize 
complex recurring tasks while remaining agile to offer customized services that fulfill 
diverse customer needs. Modular service design has been proposed as a mean to enable a 
sound balance between these contradicting aims. However, the current literature on 
modularity in professional services reflects inconsistencies and tensions in the concept 
that have hitherto hindered the development of a common point of departure for further 
research. This paper seeks to summarize the current theoretical discussion on the modular 
design of professional services and evaluates its conceptual goodness based on five 
established design criteria. Our findings identify weak spots in our understanding of the 
modularity concept in the field of professional services and highlight five prevailing 
research themes that build a common ground for further research to address them 
correspondingly from different angles. 
5.1 Introduction 
In recent decades, professional service firms (PSF) have become the lubricant of those complex service 
networks that underlie today’s modern economies. Professional services invoke a value creation process 
that is characterized by intense interaction between customer and provider and rely upon knowledge 
intensive activities in service provision (Muller and Doloreux 2007; Muller and Zenker 2001). 
Especially in a B2B context, providers of professional services take over central roles in which they 
accumulate, create, and disseminate knowledge among multi-actor constellations, thereby helping their 
customers to run and transform their businesses. Examples of professional services in a B2B context 
include IT consulting, R&D services, professional legal services, financial and management consulting 
(Miles 2005; von Nordenflycht 2010). With (digital) technology evolving to an essential mean of 
today’s work environment (Lusch and Nambisan 2015), PSF are increasingly in the research focus of 
Service Systems Engineering (SSE) that is particularly concerned with the systematic development of 
socio-technical systems and the creation of value from the interplay between humans and technology 
(Maglio et al. 2009).  
Driven by the general trend towards a greater diversity of customer needs in a highly competitive 
business environment, a growing number of PSFs are faced with the challenge of balancing the 
diverging aims of service standardization and individualization. Given these challenges, the target 
vision for many PSF has become to transform into a modular state. In particular, the integration of 
digital service components promises high-efficiency gains by allowing automatizing complex recurring 
tasks without compromising the necessary provider agility to meet individual customer demands (Nätti 
et al. 2015). For example, professional legal firms use software solutions to pre-structure customer 
requirements, thus allowing them to assess the success of legal proceedings even before personal 
consultations. However, modular professional services have hitherto been rather an abstract thought 
without adequate scientific foundation and empirical saturation.  
In general, modularity can be seen as the ability of an organization to decompose a complex system (in 
this case – professional services) into smaller parts (modules) that can be improved and substituted 
independently, while maintaining the functionality of the whole (Baldwin and Clark 2000). Modules 
are highly interdependent and yet loosely coupled due to the use of standard interfaces, allowing them 
to function together as a whole (Baldwin and Clark 1997a; Sanchez and Mahoney 1996). Providers who 
draw on a modular service architecture can create variety in their service portfolio through mixing and 
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matching of modules with different needs of their customers, while also achieving efficiencies of scale 
and scope due to commonality in the use of service modules (Bask et al. 2010a; Tuunanen et al. 2012).  
Despite its promising benefits, recent studies point out that research on service modularity is still in an 
early stage (Bask et al. 2010a; Cabigiosu et al. 2015). Even though the academic community has 
successfully adopted the modularity concept to a few service domains, for example, logistics and 
financial services (Dörbecker and Böhmann 2013), the specificities that differentiate the field of 
professional services from these other service domains have seldom been taken into account in the 
interpretation of the concept. In particular, the fact that professional services are characterized by 
knowledge intensive components that cannot be specified and documented (i.e., the non-documentable 
expertise and experience of an IT consultant is critical for the estimation of project cost estimates), 
diverges from the classic understanding of a modular service architecture (Voss and Hsuan 2009). 
Correspondingly, the current body of knowledge reflects several tensions and inconsistencies with 
respect to the understanding of what modularity is and how it can be achieved, thus hindering the 
development of a common point of departure for further research and indicating the need for a structured 
analysis. 
Therefore, the purpose of this research is to summarize the current discussion in the literature and 
evaluate the conceptual goodness of the concept based on five established design criteria from Gerring 
(1999): differentiation, coherence, depth, theoretical utility and field utility. Furthermore, we identify 
and frame the predominant research themes within the literature. We thereby address recent calls in the 
literature for research that enhances our understanding of what modular professional services are, 
consequently contributing to a clearer identity of this research stream (Cabigiosu et al. 2015; Iman 
2016). 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After the methodology of our review process is 
presented in section 2, the concept of modularity in the context of professional services is evaluated 
with the help of the conceptual goodness criteria in section 3. On this basis, we derive current research 
themes in section 4. The paper concludes with a brief discussion of research findings, limitations, and 
future research implications, thereby providing guidelines to scholars on how to reduce the degree of 
uncertainty in the current understanding of modular professional services and improve its conceptual 
goodness. 
5.2 Methodology 
We conducted a systematic literature review based on the research guidelines by Webster and Watson 
(2002). A systemic review was chosen because this approach has been outlined as particularly fruitful 
to tackle research questions that have been previously discussed from different perspectives, but 
apparently, show certain contradictions (Webster 2002). As suggested by Webster and Watson (2002), 
the review process was initiated with a definition of the scope, aim, and audience of the review. The 
aim is to analyze the current body of knowledge on modularity in professional services and its related 
theoretical foundation. The scope of the review is existing articles that deal with modular service design 
in professional services in a business-to-business context. The audience of this article in the first place 
are researchers from the IS community. After we had defined the scope and aim of our research, we 
started searching the literature for relevant articles based on a systematic keyword search. For this 
reason, we screened the main academic search engines (Google Scholar, EBSCO, Science Direct, 
Elsevier, and Jstor) for the relevant articles from academic journals and conference proceedings. The 
following terms were used in the search: “professional services” and “knowledge intensive” in 
combination with one of the following additional terms “modularity”, “modularisation OR 
modularization” and “modular”. Without further restrictions, in this way and, twelve relevant articles 
were identified. Using forward and backward search, two further relevant articles were located, so that 
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in total 14 articles build the foundation for our literature review. The search process was considered 
complete when no further articles could be identified in the search. 
The literature was systematically reviewed based on a research framework comprising of two sets of 
review criteria. The first set considered the research context of relevant articles and sketched the 
boundaries and implications of modularity in professional services (1). To cover the literature more 
holistically, we included criteria in our analysis that aimed at the identification and classification of 
prevalent research themes in the literature. We further considered differences in the applied research 
perspectives of the identified articles to gain further insights into scholars’ interpretation of the 
modularity concept. The second set comprised criteria to investigate the theoretical foundation of 
modularity in professional services (2). Criteria in this set cover the roots of understanding modularity 
in the field of professional services, i.e., given definitions as well as their respective references that 
provide further information on the articles’ theoretical foundation. We further studied given examples 
of modules and interfaces as well as limitations and acknowledgments of the articles’ theoretical 
foundation. A systematic application of this framework was supported by using professional software 
for qualitative data analysis (MAXQDA) and excel tabling, which eased the process of arranging, 
discussing and synthesizing prior research into greater units of analysis (Brocke et al. 2009). 
5.3 Conceptual Goodness of Modularity in PSF 
In the following, we illuminate the theoretical foundation of modularity in PSF, by presenting the outc-
ome of the application of the first set of review criteria. Being an abstract concept previously applied in 
other domains such as manufacturing or organizational science, it is important to take into account 
where modularity has been adopted from since it influences the applicability of the concept in different 
contexts. 
5.3.1 The Theoretical Foundation of Modularity in Professional Services 
In this section, we give a brief overview of the articles considered in this research as well as 
commonalities and differences in their theoretical foundation. Table 5.2 summarizes these findings, 
with the considered articles illustrated as (rows) In the course of the review process, we analyzed the 
research context, by studying given definitions and those definitions that were referenced from other 
articles. In this way, we identified similar contextual origins that could be aggregated to greater units 
of analysis. From this approach, we derived five different roots of modular professional services 
(columns). 
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Bettiol et al.  
(2012) 
      X     
Brax and 
Toivonen (2000) 
 X X   X X     
Cabigiosu et al. 
(2015) 
  X X X   X X X X 
Giannakis et al. 
(2015) 
X  X X X   X X X X 
Hautamäki et al. 
(2015) 
       X    
Miozzo and 
Grimshaw (2005) 
  X X  X      
Müller  
(2017) 
   X    X  X  
Nakano  
(2011) 
X          X 
Nätti et al.  
(2015) 
X X   X       
Pekkarinen et al. 
(2009)  
       X X   
Rahikka et al. 
(2011) 
    X   X    
Rajahonka and 
Bask (2016) 
         X  
Wei et al.  
(2010) 
          X 
Zhou and Lin 
(2014) 
     X  X X   
Table 5.2: Theoretical Foundation of Modularity in Professional Services 
x The first category (products and institutional organization) encompasses definitions that describe 
the concept of modularity on a generic level. An often cited definition within this category is 
Baldwin and Clark (1997a, p. 86): “A modular system is composed of units (or modules) that are 
designed independently but still function as an integrated whole”. This definition, however, 
delivers solely an interpretation of what modularity is in general without clarifying its service-
specific use and applicability (Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008).  
x The second category contains definitions that transfer the general idea of modularity from 
manufacturing to services, which is in line with the so-called good-dominant-logic (Vargo and 
Lusch 2004). This stream of the literature places a particular emphasis on standardization and 
precise definition of interfaces and service components to achieve mass production and 
customization of services. For example, Sundbo (1994, p. 255) refers to the mass production of 
services as routinizing services “that they can be repeated in the same way”.  
x The third contextual origin is the literature on service modularity, which is more consistent with the 
service-dominant-logic (Vargo and Lusch 2004). For example, Voss and Hsuan (2009) transferred 
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the idea of modular product architecture to services, consequently leading to modular service 
architecture. The authors demonstrate their interpretation of modularity at the example of cruise 
ship services that are decomposed into functionalities and tangible elements. In contrast, Pekkarinen 
and Ulkuniemi (2008) describe a modular logistic platform that distinguishes between modularity 
in service, in processes, and in the organization. In both of these interpretations, the role of the 
customer is considered an important element of the modular service design. 
x The fourth category contains definitions that were specifically given for an application in the 
context of professional services. For example, Cabigiosu et al. (2015) highlight the significance of 
knowledge intensiveness in the provision of professional services, thus calling for further research 
in this particular area. 
We further studied the articles with respect to remarks of the authors on the relevance, usefulness, and 
potential limitations of their theoretical foundation. Generally, we found that only a few articles provide 
insights on this issue, mostly highlighting the limitations of the modularity concept in professional 
services (e.g., Cabigiosu et al. 2015; Brax and Toivonen 2000). However, the use of several definitions 
of modular design in many articles leads to a certain degree of theoretical overlap, thus subjecting 
modularity in professional services to a certain degree of vagueness.  
5.3.2 The Notion of the Conceptual Goodness 
Motivated by the high level of heterogeneity and vagueness of the modularity concept in professional 
services, we decided to evaluate its conceptual goodness based on established criteria developed by 
Gerring (1999). With respect to the theoretical aim of this research, out of the original eight criteria, we 
excluded three criteria (familiarity, resonance, and parsimony), because they are difficult to evaluate 
without testing a concept in a real-world context. Consequently, the following five criteria were 
included in the research framework: differentiation, depth, coherence, field utility, and theoretical 
utility.  
x Differentiation refers to the degree to which a concept is distinguishable from others and its 
eligibility to capture real-world phenomena (Gerring 1999). As of yet, the concept of modularity in 
professional services encloses a particularly large interpretation space with respect to the 
determination of modules and interfaces. In particular, the current lack of preciseness and clarity in 
the definition of modularity makes it difficult to distinguish a modular architecture from more 
integral (monolithic) forms. If modularity means that certain elements are more dependent than 
others are, any service is to some degree modular.  
x Depth is another characteristic of conceptual goodness and refers to the capacity of a concept to 
bundle characteristics: “The greater the number of properties shared by the phenomena in the 
extension, the greater the depth of a concept” (Gerring 1999, p. 380). A lack of depth is reflected 
by the number of elements that scholars bring into relation with modular design in professional 
services without assigning service elements a well-defined role in a modular service architecture. 
In particular, this applies to organizational routines and commodified knowledge, for example, cost 
estimation in software development that relies on a combination of both. The frequency in which 
routines and knowledge are mentioned in the literature indicates their importance for modularity in 
professional services. Yet, the literature fails to assign clear roles to these elements and to describe 
them in terms of service design. 
x According to Gerring (1999), coherence refers to the internal consistency of instances and attributes 
of the concept. Several articles develop own interpretations of modules and interfaces but do not 
clearly state how these elements belong to each other. For example, Cabigiosu et al. (2015) refer to 
standard procedures as “inner constitutive elements” of modules while Nakano (2011) views these 
elements themselves as modules. 
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x Field utility describes the quality of the correspondence between “words and things” of a concept 
(Gerring 1999, p. 382). With respect to the specific characteristics of professional services, we 
found that several articles struggle with the identification of the modules, i.e., what is the module, 
and what is it not? While digital services allow for their precise documentation, modularity in 
professional services fails to establish a one-to-one correspondence between observed things (e.g., 
knowledge intensive tasks) and words (e.g., module and interface) due to the strong knowledge-
dependency, resulting in limited field utility. 
x Theoretical utility refers to the placement of a concept within a wider theoretical context. In the 
general context of Service Systems Engineering, modularity is often highlighted as a key for the 
development of efficient yet individual service designs and for understanding the functionality of 
socio-technical systems (Böhmann et al. 2014). Modularity of professional services brings together 
the central building bricks of a service system, although its potential explanatory power has not yet 
been fully explored. 
It is worth mentioning that the outlined shortcomings are not to be seen as a general criticism at the 
applicability of the concept of modularity to the professional service sector. Instead, we rather aim to 
stimulate research that further increases its conceptual goodness. Based on the identified shortcomings, 
we derive prevailing research themes that represent different angles from which research on modularity 
in professional services may be approached in future research. 
5.3.3 Prevailing Research Themes in Modular Professional Service Design 
Modular design in services is a particularly complex field of research (Bask et al. 2010a) and plays a 
central role in the development and provision of services. This manifests in several interdependencies 
between the concept of modularity and other important research themes mentioned in the considered 
literature. The complexity and central role of modular design in services, in general, is further shown 
by the variety of effects that are attributed to the concept (Dörbecker and Böhmann 2013). Several 
research themes have emerged from the central role of modular design in professional services that are 
to some extent different from research themes in the general service modularity literature. With the 
application of the second set of review criteria, we captured the variety of research themes and 
aggregated related themes to greater units of analysis (Webster and Watson 2002). Five themes have 
been synthesized from the literature as they turn out to be particularly interrelated with modular service 
design: Knowledge sharing; Learning; Service Experience; Service innovation; Organization of labor 
and creative effort.  
However, modularity is an ambiguous concept, as that characteristics of the concept can also be viewed 
as benefits (Voss and Hsuan 2009; Gershenson et al. 2003), for example, loose coupling is a benefit if 
the aim is to divide a system into separate parts, but from a descriptive perspective it is also a 
characteristic to describe the structure of a system. We found that this ambivalence manifests in the 
literature in two different perspectives at modular design. This is also reflected by the differentiation 
between the operational and strategic perspective of modularity in services (Müller and Lubarski 2016). 
The first perspective (strategic) views modularity as a game changer that influences how professional 
service providers develop, offer, and provide their services. For example, Rahikka et al. (2011) describe 
modularity as a mean to enhance the customers’ value perception by changing their role in the value 
creation process. Taking the second perspective (operational), other articles delimit the application 
space (i.e., the service portfolio of a firm) for modularity purposely by taking a point of view that certain 
service characteristics may not be altered in the modularization attempt. For example, Miozzo and 
Grimshaw (2005) identify obstacles to a firms’ innovativeness, that derive from their interpretation of 
modular design. An overview of the identified research themes, their related strategic (S) and 
operational (O) perspective, is given in Table 5.3, containing one row for each article. Articles, in which 
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these themes and perspectives were identified, are marked with an “X”. The alignment of articles 
follows the same order as in the previous section to ease comparison of findings. 
The illustration of findings in Table 5.3 shows that the considered literature places a particular focus on 
the interplay between modular design and knowledge-related themes such as knowledge sharing and 
organizational learning. Although, eight of the 14 reviewed articles deal with interdependencies 
between modular service design and such knowledge sharing, few articles consider the fact that service 
innovation leads to the generation of new knowledge (e.g., Lusch and Nambisan 2015), and is thus also 
related to learning, which is generally a research theme that is deemphasized by the literature. The other 
research themes (the customers’ service experience and coordination of labor and creative effort) are 
evenly covered by the literature. Coming to the variety of research perspectives (Table 5.3), most 
scholars approach modular design in professional services based on the assumption that the concept can 
have a comparable positive effect, similar to the manufacturing domain, where modular design is well 
established. The number of articles that deal with knowledge sharing and learning is almost evenly 
divided between the two perspectives. In contrast, service experience is the least controversial 
perspective. Articles covering this theme, acknowledge modular service design as a mean to alter the 
customers’ service experience and change the customers’ role in the value creation process. While the 
extent literature highlights the (mostly positive) influence of modularity on a firms’ innovativeness and 
creativity, Bettiol et al. (2012) indicate that this assumption may be overly simplified and that the 
situation in practice is likely more complex.  
Units of Analysis Knowledge 
Sharing 
Learning Service 
Experience  
Service 
Innovation 
Coordination 
of Labor  
Research perspectives S O S O S O S O S O 
Bettiol et al. (2012)  X  X    X  X 
Brax and Toivonen (2000)       X    
Cabigiosu et al. (2015) X      X   X 
Giannakis et al. (2015)         X  
Hautamäki et al. (2015)     X    X  
Miozzo and Grimshaw 
(2005)  X  X   X    
Müller (2017)     X  X  X  
Nakano (2011) X  X  X    X  
Nätti et al. (2015) X  X  X      
Pekkarinen et al. (2009)  X  X    X    
Rahikka et al. (2011)  X       X  
Rajahonka and Bask (2016)     X  X  X  
Wei et al. (2010)  X   X      
Zhou and Lin (2014)       X    
Table 5.3: Prevailing Research Themes in the Literature and their Research Perspectives 
In the following, we present a discussion of findings and provide insights into the five units of analysis 
and their related perspectives.  
x Research Theme 1: Knowledge sharing and modular service design are closely intertwined in the 
inter- and intra-firm context of professional service. This symbiotic relationship is one of the most 
recognized themes in the considered literature (e.g., Cabigiosu et al. 2015; Nätti et al. 2015; 
Pekkarinen et al. 2009). Scholars point out that professional service providers are highly dependent 
on efficient knowledge flow both within their organization and with their customers to create 
customized service offerings (Fosstenløkken et al. 2003; see also Miles et al. 1995). Implications 
that derive from modular service design on the sharing of knowledge within the organization and 
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with the client are, for example, analyzed by Pekkarinen et al. (2009). The authors point out that 
modularity in professional services leads to knowledge encapsulation since modularization can 
cause new knowledge boundaries, for example, between organizational units or service processes 
(see also Miozzo and Grimshaw 2005) (operational perspective). On the contrary, other scholars 
highlight opportunities for providers to yield a higher degree of modularity in service design by 
facilitating and coordinating knowledge flows (Pekkarinen et al. 2009). Nätti et al. (2015) point out 
ways on how this can be achieved by using appropriate tools, techniques, IT, and ICT that foster 
sharing of knowledge between decentralized organizational service units or between decoupled 
service processes (strategic perspective). According to Pekkarinen et al. (2009), it is important to 
differentiate between different types of knowledge when considering means of its sharing. For 
example, they indicate that sharing knowledge about the expertise of different business units 
requires other means than sharing knowledge about customer needs.  
x Research Theme 2: Learning plays a pivotal role in the development of modular design in 
professional services, as shown by the number of articles covering this theme. Since service 
innovation usually requires new knowledge to be accumulated or existing knowledge transferred to 
a new context, interrelations also exist between learning and sharing of knowledge (Cabigiosu et 
al. 2015), as seen by the similar markings in Table 5.3. The reviewed articles point out that 
modularity influences how professional services providers accumulate knowledge. In this context, 
an operational perspective points out to the constraints that emerge from the decoupling of 
organizational units, thus presenting obstacles for cross-company learning. Moreover, Miozzo and 
Grimshaw (2005) even highlight a potential negative impact of modularity on a firms’ capability to 
learn in the sector of IT outsourcing. On the contrast, Nätti et al. (2015) point out that modular 
design can lead to modular organization forms that support the learning in the context of 
professional services (strategic perspective).  
x Research Theme 3: It is interesting to mention that Service Experience was identified to be the 
least controversial theme, with the literature solely reflecting a strategic perspective. Scholars 
emphasize that modularity creates opportunities for PSF to improve the value perception of their 
customers (Rahikka et al. 2011), which requires understanding the customer as an active part of the 
service process. For instance, Nätti et al. (2015, p. 18) find that modularity can make service more 
visible to the customer, hence enabling the customer to better acknowledge their own role in the 
value creation process. Hautamäki et al. (2015) further present opportunities for providers to use 
modularity as a mean to replicate value-in-use across different users, thereby standardizing the 
customers’ co-creation role during service provision. In line with this, Bettiol et al. (2012) describe 
how providers of communication and design services use standard procedures to guide the 
customers’ role, for example, by creating similar interaction patterns in the analysis of needs and in 
the presentation of alternative solutions.  
x Research Theme 4: Service innovation is one of the main reasons for the growing interest in the 
application of the concept of modularity in a professional services context. This motivation 
basically draws on the idea that modularity enables development of new service offerings by 
combining existing service modules in a new way without the need for the implementation of 
greater changes in the modules (Brax and Toivonen 2000), thus implying the strategic perspective. 
Some articles have also taken a contrary view, which points out the innovativeness of a firm as a 
possible constraint to the adoption of a modular design in professional services (operational 
perspective). For example, Miozzo and Grimshaw (2005) challenge the generalizability of the claim 
that modularity improves the innovativeness of a firm. Their findings show that standardization of 
modular service design can create obstacles to the development of new professional services. Bettiol 
et al. (2012) are also critical about the influence of modularity on innovation and identify limitations 
to the concept in the context of professional services.  
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x Research Theme 5: Professional services draw highly on the use of specialized knowledge but 
often also demand a considerable degree of creativity in service provision (den Hertog 2000), thus 
requiring coordination of labor and creative effort. In particular, professional services that are 
specialized in creative outputs require flexibility in service provision, for example, music producers 
for the creation of advertisement sound files (Nakano 2011). According to Bettiol et al. (2012), this 
creates tensions with the idea of standardization, which is deeply rooted in the service modularity 
literature. For this reason, they suggest the use of other means to achieve customization and 
efficiency in professional services, such as using standardized working methods for the cognitive 
alignment of human resources. From their view, creativity represents a natural constraint to the use 
of modular service design (operational perspective). This raises the question of whether the 
modular design and the use of working methods can be reconciled somehow beyond the traditional 
interpretation of modular service architecture. Nätti et al. (2015) take a contrary position. They 
argue that modularity can be seen as a mean to achieve flexibility and cost-efficiency without 
influencing negatively firms’ potential to be creative. Nakano (2011) points out that modular 
service design and creativity must not necessarily contradict each other. Moreover, modularity can 
be viewed as a mean to coordinate and manage creative effort in an efficient manner (strategic 
perspective).  
In summary, our findings demonstrate the central role of modular design in professional services and 
the variety of research themes on which the concept depends. We have further outlined perspectives 
(strategic and operational) five major themes in the research on modular design in professional services 
and explain the role of these themes in the literature. While articles that take a strategic perspective tend 
to focus more on the influence of modular design at related research themes, articles that view related 
themes as operational are more concerned about possible limitations that could present obstacles to 
successful adoption of the concept in the context of professional services.  
5.4 Conclusion and Research Topics 
In this paper, we have presented a systematic review of the literature on modularity in professional 
services, where customer’s demands for individualization conflicts with the provider’s aim to 
standardize their internal processes. Our review shows that modularity in professional services is a 
distinct challenge and different from modularity in other services in several ways. The fact that PSFs 
increasingly rely on the use of information systems to access internal and external knowledge raises the 
importance to extend the current understanding of the general concept of modularity in services, to 
better account for the specificity of the knowledge intensive professional service domain.  
Our findings show that the underlying theoretical foundation has emerged from four different research 
streams: modularity in product and organization, service mass production, service modularity, and 
distinctive understanding. This confirms the prior assumption that there exists a certain degree of 
heterogeneity in scholar’s use of definitions and interpretation of the concept (Müller and Lubarski 
2016). Although there is a growing interest in the practical application of the modular design in the 
domain of professional services, the conceptual understanding of modularity has not yet been 
transferred to meet specific characteristics. Motivated by this academic void, we applied the criteria of 
Gerring (1999) to evaluate the conceptual goodness of modularity in professional services, thereby 
calling for further refinement within five different research themes (Figure 5.1). Due to the ambiguous 
nature of modularity, each of these themes can be studied from two different angles – operational 
perspective and strategic perspective. For example, with respect to the customer’s service experience, 
modularity may be used to alter the role of the customer during service provision on purpose by 
empowering him with self-service options (strategic angle). Alternatively, modularity may also be used 
to solely improve internal provision efficiency while maintaining the same customer involvement, 
perhaps to mask the true level of modularity (operational angle). While the strategic angle widens the 
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application space for modular design (Figure 5.1, arrows pointing outwards), an operational angle 
creates a constraint that is limiting the application space accordingly (Figure 5.1, arrows pointing 
inwards). 
 
Figure 5.1: Future Research Opportunities 
It is important to mention that our research is not without limitations. Firstly, when searching the 
literature for relevant articles we have not differentiated between those articles that deal with knowledge 
intensive business services and those that focus on the broader research field of professional services, 
thereby assuming that several striking characteristics are shared between the two domains. A more 
differentiated analysis of industry-specific demands could, for example, compare the role of knowledge 
in modular design in different industries and thereby contribute to increasing depth and differentiation 
of the concept of modularity. Second, the number of relevant articles is relatively small compared to 
literature reviews conducted in research fields that are more established and mature. Lastly, our 
understanding of the concept of modularity is based solely on the theoretical literature without 
incorporating the perspective of the practitioners. Empirical research could focus on the role of routines, 
procedures, and service elements that seem to be too intertwined and complex to cover them from a 
sole process perspective or organizational view. A reconciliation of such elements would eventually 
lead to a higher coherence and field utility of the concept modularity in professional services and could 
improve its conceptual goodness. In this regard, information systems (IS) could be a potential mean to 
disentangle some of the tensions between modularity and specific characteristics that reviewed articles 
point out to differentiate modularity in professional services from modularity in other domains (e.g., 
Bettiol et al. 2013; Cabigiosu et al. 2015).  
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